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I. Introduction.

lYLY pala3oiitological studies have been carried on at the Museum of Comparative Zo-

ology as a pupil and assistant, first of Professor Nathaniel S. Shaler and later of Pro-

fessor Alpheus Hyatt. To these gentlemen first ai-e due my aeknoAvledgments in this

paper, which was offered as a thesis for the degree of Doctor of Science at Harvard Uni-

versity May 1, 1889.^ Acknowledgments are next due to Mr. Alexander Agassiz foi"

the opportunity to study the collections in the Museum.
The investigations on which this paper is based were made while associated Avith Pro-

fessor Hyatt in the Palaeontological Department of the Museum.^ I have applied some
of the principles which he has deduced as a result of his scientific work, but I wish to

state that he has never urged his views upon me, or pointed out their application in the

Pelecypods. At Professor Hyatt's special request, I have used entire freedom in reject-

ing or criticising his views whenever they seemed not in accordance with the facts pre-

sented.

' On .icconnt of new raiilerial obtained, some addi- Iiave been made to sections vrii and xiv, and are indi-

tions have been made to this paper since it was read be- cated by the date of tlic collecting of the material,

fore the Socitty on April 3, and since it was offered as 'Three years have been spent in that department as-

a thesis on May 1, 1889. The additions for the most part slsting Professor Hyatt arranging the great collections of

Fossil Invertebrates.
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For the freest opportunity to study collectious under their charge and for frequent as-

sistance while studying those collections my obligations are due to Di-. C. A. AVhite and

Dr. William H. Dall of Washington ; Professor Angelo Heilprin of Philadelphia; Pro-

fessor R. P. Whitfield of New York; Dr. J.Walter Fevvhes and Mr. Sanuiel Ilcnshaw.

For material borrowed for study, I am indebted to Dr. White, Dr. Dall, the Museum of

Comparative Zoology, the State Museum of New York and the Boston Society of Nat-

ural History. I have to thank Colonel Macdonald, United States Commissioner of

Fisheries, for the electrotypes of figures of Ostrea eduUs and Professor A. E. Verrill

for electrotypes of Vermetus, Pecten and Anomia.

In order to unravel with any reasonable hope of success the i-elationships of the mul-

titude of fossil forms of animal life in which only the hard parts are commonly preserved,

and to demonstrate the connection between the living and fossil representatives of allied

groups, it is most important to study with minute care the hard parts in living genera.

It is necessary to know as far as possible the structure, development and functional ex-

pression of the hard parts, both by themselves and in their relation to the soft parts. To
attain this end, studies of any given animal should be made on all stages of growth from

the embryonic upward, and in so far as the young is considered as a living expression

ofthe adults of ancestral groups, this period of the life-history must be studied with special

care.

On the value of anatomy and embryology to the palaeontologist studying the affinities

of groups I would quote the following passage from Professor Huxley's Anatomy of In-

vertebrated Animals, p. 587. " Already indications are not wanting that the vast multi-

tude of fossil Arthropods, Mollusks, Echinoderms and Zoophytes, now known, will yield

satisfactory evidence of the filiation of successive forms, when the investigations of pahc-

ontologists are not merely actuated by the desire to discover time-marks and to multiply

species, but are guided by that perception of the importance of morphological facts which

can only be conferred by a large and thorough acquaintance with anatomy and embry-

ology. But, imder this aspect, the palaeontology of the Invertebrata has yet to be cre-

ated."

The results of my investigations give abundant j^roofs that a study of the soft parts

and especially studies of life habits and environing influences will throw light on the

meaning of the form of hard parts. They all lead toward the conclusion that external

hard parts are built conforming to the needs of the animal and are modified by circum-

stances of environment. Many facts discussed in this paper are directly opposed to the

assumption that hard parts are of prescribed form, to which the animal adapts itself, as I

have found most active resiJonse in the form of hard parts to changed or changing con-

ditions of the anatomy or habits of the animal. The changes in form thus introduced

might well be called cases of "mechanical genesis," adopting Professor Ryder's apt phrase

used of the development of toothed forms in Yertebrates.^ When the meaning of feat-

in-es of shell form in living animals is ascei'tained, it is recognized that they make im-

poi-tant factors in the consideration of fossils and the serial connection of groups.

To unite living and fossil forms of a group of Pelecjqioda in a common study is the

' Facts bearing on this i)oint aie especially considered and in the discussion of Pei-na (section viii), I'ccten (see-

in the origin of tliu ostiean form of shell (section Vli), lions ix and x), and Anomia (section xii).
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aim of this paper. It is hoped hy tliis means to make connections and differences exist-

ing hetween some genera better nnderstood, and thus to further the knowledge of the

relationships of those genera. So much time has been given to the study of living forms

that fossils do not figure as largely as they should in a paper of this nature. It is

hoped, however, that in future this want may be supplied by investigations in that direc-

tion.

The main line of my research is the study of shell structure and form. Studies of

anatomy and habits are subservient and coi-relative to those of the shell. Facts observed

that have no bearing on shell structure are however frequently given as they may yet be

of interest or of serial value. In studying the shell I have sought especially for young

shells hoping in them to find chai-acters of interest which would be valuable in attempt-

ing to trace the genetic connection of groups. It is to this study of the young, that

Professor Hyatt has especially devoted himself in his researches among the Cephalo-

pods, and I owe a debt of gratitude to him for the suggestion to try the same method of

research in Pelecypods, as well as foi- the encouragement and sympathy he has given

me in my work.

The'young shell of Pelecypods has been very little studied either by itself or in its re-

lation to later stages, and I know of no studies embracing observations on the develop-

ment of the shell in related genera, or any attempt to trace the connections between the

changes of shell form and anatomy during the development of the individual. In Zit-

tel's Palaeontology (Barrois' translation) we find in the consideration of the Pelecypoda

the following statement: "Quant aux modifications des coquilles a leurs diff'erentes ages,

elles n'ont ete que bien peu etudiees jusqu' ici, et ces observations n'ont pas encore mises

a profit dans la systematique." The researches of this paper may therefore be consid-

ered as opening up a new field of investigations, as I consider not only the changes in

form and structxn-e observed at different periods of development in several genera, but

also trace in many cases the serial connection between those changes in form and the

phylogenetic history of the group.

Pelecypods are commonly divided into three groups accordingly as the adults possess a

single adductor muscle, M )n')myarians ; two equally developed adductor muscles, Dimya-

rians; or two adductor muscles, one large and functionally the most active, the other

smaller, Heteromyarians. This classification, I believe, is misleading, as by it are grouped

together g3nera having no clo^e relaliou and similai-ly genera closely akin are sepa-

rated. I show that the size and numljer of the adductors are closely connected with the

relative position of the axes of the body to the hinge axis (section v), and refer to the

fact that the single adductor condition is adopted by several genera not related and

which it would be entirely disregivi'ding the sense of systematic classification to group to-

gether. On this basis of adductor muscle classification even different species of one ge-

nus would in one case have to be placed in the Heteromyarians and in another in the Mon-
omyarians (see Mytilus, section v, note). The words monomyarian, etc., are occasionally

used in the text, but as general descriptive terms, not with the classificatory value ordi-

narily applied to them.

In the text frequent reference is made to the law of concentration and acceleration of
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developmsut. This law was enunciated sepai-ately and almost siinultaueonsly by Pro-

fessors Ilyatt {2dy and Cope. The law is, that characteristics acquired in the adult, if

inherited at all, are inherited at earlier and earlier periods in successive generations, until

they exist only in embryonic stages, or are completely lost through disuse and concentra-

tion and acceleration of development. This law finds strong support in the facts pre-

sented in the development of the oyster and other Pelecypods as well, where many pe-

culiarities occnr which are well explained by it. A corollary of the law of concentration

and acceleration of development is that, in the young stages arefound the equivalents of

which are to he sought in the adults of related groups.

I have met with difiiculty in pi-ocuring young specimens of Pelecypods to study, for the

most part depending on what I collected in the field or found adhering to masses of shells

in the museums. Conchologists commonly pay little attention to the young in their col-

lections as they are not considered characteristic. They certainly are not characteristic,

in that they have not a full expression of features found in the adult, but they are char-

acteristic of their period in the development of the individnal and from this point of

view they are well worth collecting and studying carefully.

In section in Professor Hyatt's classification of stages of growth and decline is con-

sidered in its application to mollusca. I have there qualified some of his definitions

and introduced a new term, phylemhryo, which is applied to the stage in development

where features exist which first render the embryo referable to the class or phylum to

which it properly belongs. In considering stages of growth it is a valuable assistance

to have an established nomenclature by which any given period may be briefly and defi-

nitely expressed, and that given in this paper seems to fill the requirements of such a

nomenclature.

The phylembryonic stage of developing Pelecypoda presents some striking features

which have not been pi-eviously considered as far as known. The shell of this period is

characterized by having a straight hinge line as shown in many genera(fig. 25, p. 300, PI.

xxiii, figs. 7-11 and PI. xxiv, figs. 13-15), although later succeeded by a curved one.

An important point is the fact that at this age but one adductor muscle exists, and that

one is destined to become the anterior adductor of adults which retain it(dimyarians).

The posterior adductor is developed later. The mouth and anus in early embryonic

stages of Pelecypods are closely related on the ventral border of the embryo (fig. 23,

p. 299) and the anterior adductor muscle develops early on the dorsal side of the ali-

mentary canal (fig. 25, p. 300; PI. xxiii, figs. 9-11) which position it retains through-

out life, in dimyarians. The posterior adductor is not developed until the anus has re-

volved dorsally from its early ventral position, and then the adductor is formed on the

ventral side of the alimentary canal, which position it retains throughout life in all

Pelecypods. We see, therefore, in this an explanation of the relation of the adductor

muscles to the alimentary canal, one adductor overlying, the other underlying it, PI.

sxv, figs. 9-12 (for full discussion see section v).

'A list of publications quoted or otliei'wise referred to is as iii tliis case coiTespoiul-i with a iiiiinber on the rufer-

given in section xvii. Wliere the reference in the text is euce list.

not peifectly evident, a nnniber in brackets is used which
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One of the most impoi-tant discoveries descnbed in this paper is the existence in

young Pelecypods of an emhryonic shell, or j)rocUssoco)ich comparahle to the embryonic

shell or protoconch of cephalous molluscs. The shell of Pelecypods develops from a

pi-econchylian gland, as does the shell of cephalous molluscs; therefore, the two valves

of a Pelecypod are together homologous with the single valve of univalves as was shown

by Brooks (7). The adult shell of cephalous molluscs has been named the conch, or

true shell, and the first formed embryonic shell on account of its differences the pro-

toconch; as the adult double shell of Pelecypods is the homologue of the adult single

shell of univalves I have named it the dissoconch (double shell) ; similarly th e early em-

bryonic double shell on account of its differences I named the proiUssoconch (early

double shell). A prodissoconch is desciibed in this paper in twenty-four genera of Pe-

lecypods,' figures of most of which are given in the plates. It has been found in many

species of some genera. These genera are widely separated so that it may be considered

as proven that a prodissoconch is a characteristic feature of developing Pelecypod shells

(discussion and descriptions, sections vi to xv inclusive).

In the discussion of the prodissoconch it will be seen that stress is laid on the direc-

tion of the umbos, as to whether they are inclined anteriorly or posteriorly relatively to

the anatomy of the animal at the close of the prodissoconch period. I find that they are

inclined posteriorly in Avicnla, Periia, Ostrea, Pecten, Spondylus, Plicatula and Anomia.

On the contrary they are inclined anteriorly in the other genera described except the

Unionidae. The value of this feature may be overrated, but I think it is of importance

in considering the connection of genera and the derivation of the prodissoconch (sec-

tion xv).

In considering: what value is to be attached to inclination of the nmboB, attention

should be called to two singular, ancient palaeozoic genera, Antipleura and Dualina,

described by M. Barrande. In single species of these genera series of specimens may

be picked out in which the umbos are inclined in one direction, and other series may

be picked out in which the umbos are inclined in th3 opposite direction; the two series

being apparently identical in every other character. This is a puzzling case, seemingly

opposed to all natural laws. M. Barrande figures large numbers of specimens illustrat-

ing the two series, and I have studied them in the Schary collection of fossils from

Bohemia, now in the Museum of Comparative Zoology). Ordinai-ily, however, the in-

clination of the umbos is a constant character and therefore I thiuk it is not a mistake to

consider it a feature of serial value as I have done in the text.

The prodissoconch of Ostrea, Perna, Pecten, Anomia and allies, is composed of

homogeneous sub-nacreous lime showing no prismatic clelular layer, fig. 27, section vi,

the first stages of the dissoconch growth on the other hand in these genera possesses a

prismatic cellular structure making a marked contrast in histological structure with the

'Previous to the publication of my pr.>liiniiiary papir, cjecUng dis30concli sh^ll in Pilecypoda. In this papsr a

an early embryonic shell and its relations to the succeed- prodissoconch is described in the following genera : Ostrea,

ing shell had been described at some length by Ryder in several species.; Grypha;a ; Exogyra ;
Perna; Avicnla; Pec-

the oyster, briefly by Morse in Anomia, and briefly by ten, several species ; Spondylus ; Plicatnla ; Lima ; Anomia,

Lacaze-Duthiers in Mytilus. With thsss exceptions I be- two sp2ci?s; Mytilus; Modiohi, Crenella ; Argina; Unio;

lieve my descriptions are the tirst concn'niug the early Margaritana; Anodon; SphiKrinm; Petricola ; Scrobicu-

embryonic, prodissoconch shall and its relation to the sue- laria; Venus; Tottenia; Mya and Saxicava.
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condition in tlie prodissoconeh. In Mya, Modiola, Venus and most other genera studied

(section xiv) no [)risinatic layer was observed in the first stages of dissoconch growth

and this dilFerence, with others considered, is deemed sufficient to sepaiate widely these

two divisions of genera.

A discovery of much importance is the existence of two adductor muscles in tlie pro-

dissoconch stage of Ostrea, PI. xxiv, figs. 1-2. From the form of the shell and from

analogy, a similar condition is predicated in Pecten, Avicula, Perua, Anomia, etc. All

these genera possess but one adductor muscle in the adult and it has not been demon-

strated before (excepting in Ostrea in my preliminary paper) that two exist in the young.

Professor Huxley in 1883 showed that the first formed muscle of the oyster (fig. 25,

p. 300, this paper) could not be that of the adult and that a new, second muscle to be re-

tained throughout life must develop. On this basis and knowledge of early types of

Pelecypods, he argued that Ostrea must have developed from a dimyarian ancestry and

my discovery of the early two-muscled stage, therefore proves the truth of his assumption

(discussion, sections iv and xv, also briefly in other sections on Perua, Pecten, etc.).

There is commonly little consideration given to the ti'ue relations of the axes of the

body to the shell in desci'ibing Pelecypods. In dimyai-ians the hinge is dorsal and in

monomyai-ians the hinge area is also considered as dorsal almost universally. Pi-ofessors

Hyatt (28), Brooks (9), Ryder (60) andLacaze-Duthiers (39), have pointed out the true

condition of affairs in Ostrea and Anomia, where on account of the changed position of

the axes of the body the hinge line is anterior, not dorsal. I have endeavored to main-

tain this more careful consideration of the true relation of parts in my paper and this

must be borne in mind in reading the text. For instance, in Pecten the hinge line being

anterior, the free ends of the valves are posterior and the ears are truly ventral and

dorsal, not anterior and posterior as usually described. This changed position of the

axes is intimately connected with the relative size of the adductor muscles of the valves;

a change in position coinciding serially with the deci-ease and final loss of the anterior

adductor, together with the increase and final exclusive retention of the posterior ad-

ductoi", as described in section v.

The Ostreadfe is agi-oup having a peculiarly modified highly irregular shell Avhich has

been a perplexing problem to naturalists in seeking the affinities of the group. As the

result of my studies I have come to the conclusion that the ostreaii form of the shell is

due to the mechaiiical conditions of direct cemented fixation. The proof of the conclu-

sion is that all Pelecypods which are directly attached by the cementation of one valve

assume a similar foi-m of growth. The form claimed as the result of cementation of one

valve is a concave, highly modified, attached valve and a less modified, comin :)uly much

flatter free valve, often differing so widely from the attached valve, as not to be recog-

nizable as belonging to the same species unless found in place. Cementation also appar-

ently induces a camerated structure of the shell. (See PI. xxv, fig. 8 and PI. xxvi,

figs. 1-15, as proof of the effects of cemented fixation.) This statement contains im-

portant conclusions, which are discussed in the text (sections vn and xi) but they may

be briefly stated here. The normal Pelecypod is bilaterally equivalvular, but when at-

tached this feature is lost, asymmetry replacing the typical condition. The cemented

valve is highly modified, the free valve less markedly so; thei-efore it is the free valve
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which retains more of the ancestral features, and to it and tlic free young, before mod-

ifying cementation takes place, we must turn in studying the relationships of attached

Pelecypods. It is an animal with one side modified, losing ancestral features; the other

side, less modified, therefore retaining ancestral features. The actual change from an

mnnodified fi'ee form to a modified cemented form may be studied in Ostrea (Pis. xxiv,

xxv), Hinnites and ]Mulleria (PI. xxvi, figs. 3-7) and Spondyhis (PI. xxvir, fig. 4).

The irregularity of attached shells being due to the condition of fixation we may study

their relationships with an entirely new light on the subject, as the irregularity is a char-

acter superimposed on any regular form of Pelecypod by special given conditions. The

aberrant foi'ms of the Cbamida! and their greatly specialized allies the Pudista; (PI. xxvi,

figs. 8-12 and 20) are considered as extremes of modification in tlie ostrean line of va-

riation. What the mechanical causes of this line of variations probably are, and what

they lead to as their highest expression is considei-ed in section vii.

Finding that irregularity commences with the introduction of the fixed pei'iod we have

a powerful argument in explaining the absence of features in the young dissoconch

stages of Ostrea which might, if free, have retained the form of related ancestral groups,

as is the case in the young of Perna, Pecten, Spond3dus, etc. Ostrea is cemented at the

close of prodissoconch period so that stages of shell growth latei' than that are all mod-

ified. The free valve should retain more ancestral features than the attached valve and

this is the case with the oyster. The prodissoconch, the free valve and anatomy of the

adult, all unite in charaetei's which refer the Ostreadse to a type, which is Perna, or some

close ally of that genus (sections v-vii).

I have described the development of the gills of the oyster with some care, as it is but

slightly treated of by other investigators of this mollusc. In order to understand the

serial development of the several lamelhe and to show the relations of the di-rect and re-

flected borders of the filaments, diagrams are given (PI. xxiv, figs. 6-12) of the de-

velopment of the gills of Ostrea, together with diagrams of adult gills in some related

genera.

In Perna (PI. xxvii, figs. 1-3) I find a prodissoconch very closely like that of Ostrea;

but the initial stages of dissoconch growth show indications of a byssal notch not seen

at all in the prodissoconch. This character of a byssal notch originating in the initial

stages of dissoconch growth, but not seen in the prodissoconch, is described also in Avic-

ula, Pecten and Spondylus (Pis. xxvir-xxvm, sections viii-xr).

In Pecten, interesting facts are presented in regard to the life habits of crawling, 1:>ys-

sal attachment and mode of swimming, new points are discussed and the shell is described

at length in the young of five species. In all these young I found a prodissoconch with

important characters. The first stages of dissoconch growth in four species were found

to possess well defined prismatic structure in the right valve whereas this is not known
in the adults of these species, and in the extensive researches of Professor Carpenter on

shell structure, prismatic tissue was found in only one species of Pecten. The Pectens

are allied to a group of Pelecypoda which has prismatic structure, in the shell, and it is

a highly interesting fact in accord with other conclusions, that in the extreme young

this feature exists, though early lost and not seen at all in adults. In the young disso-

conch stages of Pecten (PI. xxviii) in many species I find characters in the form of the
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shell which are referable in the closest maimer to aiicesti'al groups in early geologic times,

from which the Pectens were donbtless evolved. The life-histoiy of Pecten shows most

strikingly how the phylogenetic history of a group may be traced by the series of stages

presented in the eai'ly development of the individual (sections ix-x).

Studies were made of young Anomins (PI. xxix) growing on glass slides and yielded

facts of high interest, especially in connection with Professor Lacazc-Duthier's observa-

tions on the adult. In the young the three muscles, adductor, posterior pedal and byssal,

are widely separated, though in the adult they almost come in contact, rendering their

nature ambiguous. The byssus of Anomia was seen to originate from a cleft in the foot

and in the young consists of separate threads. The calcareous plug is formed by the

aggregation into parallel lines of separate disc-like centres of calcification, each centre

being comparable to a separate byssal-thread attachment fotmd in ordinary Pelecypoda

which have a byssus. These and other points of habits, anatomy and shell structiu-e

are discussed in sections xii and xiii.

The section xiv, entitled Studies of a few other Genera, considers the yomig of Mytilus,

Argina, Venus, Mya, etc., and is intended ^^I'incipally to show the extension of the pro-

dissoconch to other genera besides those with which this paper is more especially con-

cerned. Brief accounts are given of the young of several genera and a comparatively

extended description of the development of the siphon and byssal attachment in Mya.
The considerations of this section are for the most part of a preliminary nature and it

is ho])ed to give a full description of these and other genera in a future publication.

After studying the prodissoconch in Ostrea and its allies, Pecten, Perna, etc., I have

summed up in section XY the evidence of anatomy, shell structure and palfeontological

occun-ence, all of which jwints towards Nucula or a nuculoid foi-m as the probable an-

cestral type-of which the prodissoconch is the representative in the develoiDment of these

several genera. Passing to the next section (xvi),I have attempted to give in tabulated

form the serial relations existing between the genera studied. These two sections may
be considered as the culmination, to which the studies of shell growth at difierent ages

of the individual and in related genera have gradually led.

As a matter of technique I would call attention to the benefit received from the use of

drain-pipe traps containing glass, as described in section ii. By its means attached

forms were studied on a transjjarent medium and free forms of small size were entrapped

and easily found.

For the guidance of readere attention is called to the italicized paragraphs on pages 295
and 800. Every care has been used to give full references to all observations borrowed
from authors and equal pains have been taken to give full credit to investigators where
their observations seemed similar to mine, or to have bearings on the various facts and
conclusions discussed. The facts described and iufereuces from them not specially cred-

ited in this paper are my own.

II. Sources of Material and Methods of "Work,

In the summers of 1887 and 1888, several weeks were sijcnt at a fine collecting local-

ity on Buzzards Bay, which is situated on the southern shore of Cape Cod, from which
I Avalked, or rowed, to my laboratory not far off.
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The water of the bay is remarlcably clear and pure. It is warmed by the Gulf Stream,

and also by rising tides which flow over great areas of sun-heated flats. The water is

fi-eshened by Monument River, and by brooks and percolating water entering the bay

from the low, gravelly shores.

The site chosen for operations is alow-lying neclc of land in the township of East Ware-
ham. At this locality a sand Ijar is formed by the tide as it rises and flows on the one side

to Onset and on the other to Buttermilk Bay. The force of the cui-rent is very great

and it is a noted spot amongst the fishermen for a "set" or "fall" of oyster spat. On the

north side of the neck of land a small sinuosity in the shore line forms an almost en-

closed pond which is bare at low tide. The greater part of the young Pelecypoda stud-

ied, wei'e obtained on the bar and in this pond. For the use of a temporary lal)oratory,

the bar and the pond, I am indebted to Dr. E. B. Larchar. I am also indebted to him

for occasional assistance in prosecuting my work.

In studying forms of animal life that become fixed to foreign bodies during their early

stages of development, it is an advantage if they can be induced to attach themselves to

transparent media, such as glass or mica, so that they may be studied by transmitted

light without disturbance under the microscope.

Several attempts have been made by Ryder (62) , Horst and Winslow, but with only very

partial success, to secure oysters on glass. As I was anxious, if possible, to get oysters

growing on glass, in 1887 I tried several methods to accomplish the desired end, which

were described in my papei- on "Catching Fixed Forms of Animal Life on Transparent

Media for Study." The following method was tried and found successful. On the 15th

of July, 1887, at the suggestion of Dr. Larchar, earthenware drain-pipes were partially

sunk on the sand bar in an upright position, and loosely filled with broken glass. Six-

inch and four-inch pipes were used, and at different elevations above the sand. I did

not secure any spat in the four-inch pipes. A six-inch pipe sunk nearly to the level of

the bar was successful, but in an unlucky day was filled with sand, and the young oys-

ters buried. Six-inch japes, i-eaching about ten inches above the bar, were perfectly suc-

cessful, and on the glass in them I got large numbers of young oysters. During the

summer of 1888 the attempt to get oysters on glass was repeated. On the 18th of July,

four six-inch drain pipes were sunk perpendicularly on the bar at the lowest point avail-

able at low tide. They stood about fifteen inches above the sand. The last of July,

four eight-inch pipes Avere sunk in a similar position, all were filled loosely with broken

glass, and met with entire success. The eight-inch jnpes were preferred to other sizes

as large pieces of glass could be put in them and the spaces between contiguous plates

coiild be more easily maintained. Long strips of glass, two to four inches wide, the

trimmings of glaziers, were used. They were arranged perpendicularly in the pipes, and

were readily taken out, examined and cleaned. They wei'e cut as recpiired by one of

the rotaiy, hard steel wheels sold by hardware dealers for that purpose. This size of

pipe and glass gave such satisfaction that I should use it in future if occasion demanded

to the exclusion of other methods that were tried. Suitable conditions for the success

of the undertaking were therefore as follows: (1) a strong tide-wa3% which would bring

plenty of free-swimming fry, and afterwards abundant food for their maintenance; (2)

JIEMOIR8 BOSTON SOC. NAT. HIST., VOL IV. 39
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an area of qniet water within tlie pipe, in wliich the fry could settle and attach them-

selves to the smooth glass; (3) the absolute shutting-out of violent currents which would

detach them from their precarious abiding places.

I first found spat on the glass on the 25th of July, 1887, and on the 28th took out a

pane 6 by 4^ inches square on which I have counted eighty-two young oysters, as it is

still in my possession intact. This was only exceptional in the size of the glass, as other

pieces bore neai-ly or quite as many spat proportionally to their area. Spat were seciired

in the pipes until the 29th of October, 1887, Avhcn few were left, large numbers having

dropped off by the natural dissolving action of the sea-water upon the organic cement

by which they are attached. In 1888 the fii-st oysters wei-e found on glass on August

1st, and they continued to set into the month of September. The lateness was probably

due to the comparative coldness of the summer.

Besides oysters, the young of many invertebrates and algfe attached themselves to

the glass, alfordiug admirable opportunities for studying them alive and undisturbed.

The followiug attached invertebrates were noted: 3IolgnlamanJirtUensis,Yerril\; Balanus

ialanoides, Stim])son ; Serpulas, and other tubicolous worms ; Orepidula fornicata, Lam.

;

C. j)lana, Say; Ostrea mrginiana, Lister., in profusion; Anomia glabra, Yerrill, nearly

as abundant as the oysters; Pecten irradians. Lam., attached by a byssus, ])oth ver}^

young and quite large individuals, varying from 4 to 13 mm. in height; Modlola jMca-

tula, Lam., attached by a byssus; Argina pexata, Gray, attached by a byssus; Mem-
hranijjora pilosa, Farre, often in large sheets; Escharella variabilis, Verrill.^

The drain-pipes formed a sort of trap, into which many free-moving, crawling, or swim-

ming molluscs found their way. "When in the pipe they would have some difficulty in

getting out, and much valuable material was thus obtained. The following Gasteropods

were found entrapped: Scalaria lineata, Say; Urosalpinx cinerea, Stimpson. This gas-

teropod destroys many oystei-s both young and adults by boring into the shell and

killing the animal. I have not seen holes boi'ed by Urosalpinx in Anomias, though they

are quite as exposed as are oysters to its attacks. Littorina Utorea, Menke, Avas found

entrapped, both adults and young, in great abundance. Li moving about on the more or

less dirt-covered glass, this animal makes a trail by the lingual ribbon with which it as-

siduously scrapes the glass for its food. The tracks consist of zigzag series of short,

parallel lines of cleaned glass, arranged with the longer axes in the direction of the trail.

The short lines are almost confluent with the lines of the next succeeding row; being

at first nearly confluent on one side and then on the other, producing a zigzag pattern as

the animal moves along. Ilyanassa obsoleta, Stimpson, was found in great abundance

in the pipes. This species makes a track similar to that of Littorina, but much smaller,

as might be supposed from the size of the animal. The differences are that the individ-

ual, parallel, short lines are less distinctly separable one from another and there is a

much larger angle between the successive zigzag sei-ies of lines in the ti-ack of Ilya-

nassa, than is the case with the track of Littorina. The last two gasteropods did good

' Onr sea-anemone, Melridinm marginatum, attaches it- probably successful inotlicd to adopt in studying tlie de-

sclf freely to glass slides when in eontinenient. The plan velopnient of corals Mhere very fine results might Ijc ob-

of placing glass iu enclosed traps would be a desirable and tained by its employment.
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service in eating vegetable growth on the glass, that would have been injurious to the

young oysters and other fixed forms, which I was studying.

The following free Pelecypods were also caught in the pipes as entrapped forms;

many specimens of young Mija arenaria, L., varying from 0.5 mm. to G mm. in length,

and very young Venus merceriaria, L., 0.5 mm. to 2 mm. in length. A.rglna pexata

a|)])oars again under this list of entrapped forms, as I found a very young specimen

0.75 ram. long which Avas free. Pecten irradlans also belongs to both the lists of free

and attached forms, a number of unattac-hed individuals varying from 0.75 mm. to 1.5

mm. in height being secured. It is a stage of development preceding the attached bys-

sated stage as described in the text. Occasionally adult Pectens and LmvicarcUum

mortoni, Perkins, were enti'apped.

A bottle, bearing many oyster spats and Auomias, was washed up on the shore dur-

ing a storm, showing that they may be caught on glass under other conditions thaii those

afforded by the drain-pipes. Probably the oysters set in the bottle when it was in com-

paratively deep water, where moderate quiet prevailed.

The nature of my researches was such that young oysters with shells as clean and

perfectly preserved as possible were desired. Year-old oysters perfectly cleaned were

found very beautifully preserved in the inside whorls of a dead Syeotopns shell, where

they were completely protected from all eroding action. To imitate these conditions, in

the salt-pond above referred to, a large number of inverted flower-pots, two-and-a-half

and three inches in diameter, were suspended from galvanized wire stretched between

stakes driven firmly into the sand. The pots wei'e raised about six inches from the sand.

This met with entire success, the pots in many instances being almost literally covered

with spat. On the outside of the pots very little, and on the inside no sediment was de-

posited, as the pots hung like suspended bell-jars, so that the oysters were clean and well

jireserved. Further, on account of the porosity of the earthenware, the oysters had less

hold than on natiu-al cultch of stones and shells, and were easily removed for study.

The owner of the pond in the winter of 1887 built a dam across the entrance so as to hold

about two feet of water in the pond. Under these changed conditions, inverted pots

were again suspended on the 17th of July, 1888. Oysters set on pots quite as suc-

cessfully as in 1887, when the pots were exposed at low tide, and they grew much
more rapidly.

In four large inverted pots microscope slide boxes filled with slides were suspended.

The boxes were strengthened by brass nails, as they were simply glued and woitld have

fixllen apart in the water. One hundred slides were thus exposed in an horizontal posi-

tion, but they were not as successful as glass exposed in the drain-pipes. They became

coated with sediment on their upper faces and covered with minute vegetable and animal

growths on their lower t\ices. The last is ascribed to the fact that the slides were so

close to one another that the scavenger gasteropods, Littorina and Ilyanassa, could not

get at them and destroy the objectionable growths as they did in the loosely-filled drain

pipes.

In 1887, a number of wooden plates, such as are used at picnics, were exposed in the

salt-pond. Holes were punched in the plates which were then strung on galvanized iron
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wire and suspended between stakes. The plates were placed in pairs with the edges

apposed so that tlic centres were widely separated and chambered poclcets wei-e thus

formed. They were fairly successful. In 1888 when the pond was continually full the

plates worked more successfully, the oysters growing with extreme rapidity. The

rapid growth was probably due to the fact that the oysters were suspended and there-

fore kept very clean and also to the increased warmth of the water in the shallow pond

as compared with water in the open bay. In the chambers formed by the apposed plates,

similar forms to those found in the drain pipes were attached or entrapped. The vnlue

of obtaining fixed forms like oysters on thin wood is that they are easily removed for

study or may be decalcified and sectioned without removal. Should wooden plates be

desired, it is best to secure those which are cut from the block in a dish-form, not those

which are cut flat and then ])ressed into a dish-form; because the latter flatten out when

exposed in Avatei-, whereas the formei- retain their curved shape.

Cocaine Avas found a most valuable reagent in paralyzing Pelecypods which it was

wished to kill distended or to dissect alive. A four per cent solution was used and was

added gi-adually to a small volume of sea-water containing the animal. By this means

only was I successful in killing young Pectens with the byssal attachment intact. Ad-

ditional material was collected at various localities near Boston and some was loaned me

by museums as noted in the text.

III. Classificatiox of Stages of Giiowtii a^u Declikk.

In successive stages of growth of the individual, peculiarities are often found which

are characteristic of definite periods. These ]:»eriodical characters have been studied,

especially in their later phases, by Professor Hyatt in fossil Cephalopods, and as a con-

venience in considering the several periods, he has (33-4) devised a nomenclatui'e of the

stages of growth and decline,^ which he believes is* a[)plicable throughout the animal

kingdom.^

We will now consider this classification in its application to the moUusca. The no-

menclature devised for early embryonic stages consists of names very broadly recalling

the grand divisions of the animal kingdom. They are jjrotembryo, mesembiyo and met-

embryo. The follow^ing names, neoembryo and typembryo, are applied to later stages

of embryonic development.

Professor Hyatt considers that the neoembryo mollusc is the trochosphere stage, and

that it has not yet acquired characters peculiar to a mollusc. The trochosphere stage

(PI. XXIII, figs. 3-4), before the formation of the shell-gland, certainly has not yet ac-

quired characters which would define it as a mollusc, and we would limit the neoembi-yo

stage to that period of development.^ A comparison of this stage in molluscs with Pro-

' Besides the references cited, this paper was published

in the American Naturalist October, 1888. An abstract

was published in Science, Vol. xi. No. 260.

^ Professor Hyatt says that his nomenclature is similar

to that adopted by Professor Haeckel ; but is also supple-

mentary, and based on morphological, rather than on phys-

iolosical grounds. In his iiaper he discusses the relations

of the two svstenis of nomenclature.

^ The ideal trochosphere of Professor Lankester (44) as

that author says : "... exactly agrees with the lar-

val form of many Cha^topod worms and other Cuelomata

;

most remarkable is its agreement with the adult form of

the wheel animalcules or Rotifera . . .
." Again he

says: "So far the young mollusc has not reached a defi-

nitely molluscan stage of development, being only in a con-

dition common to it and 'other Cffilomata.' " Some of
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fossor Hatschek's figures (36-53) of developing' Eupomatus (Serpula) shows a close

similarity in structure, pi'oving the identity of the two types at this eai'ly stage.

The name typembryo Professor Hyatt applies to the period in developing animals when
the characteristics of the greater divisions begin to appear; when the embryo has char-

acteristic features of the sub-kingdom to which it belongs. He considers the typembiyo

of molluscs to be the veliger stage, at which period the embryo is sufiiciently far ad-

vanced to be recognizable as a mollusc. He sjieaks of the protoconch (completed embry-

onic shell) as a typembryo.

I think Professor Hyatt has not given the necessary limitations to his typembryo

])eriod in the mollusca. The shell-gland which produces the first rudiments of the prim-

itive shell is considered characteristic of all molluscs {vide p. 297). It is the first defi-

nitely molkiscan feature to appear, and as it is singularly alike in all molluscs where

known, the embryo at the period when tbe shell-gland exists is referal)le to the mollusca;

but has no characters yet which refer it to the class or pbylum to which it properly be-

longs. The veliger stage, however, is referable, not only to the sub-kingdom mollusca

as claimed by Professor Hyatt, but also to that class of mollusca to which the embrj'o

i-eally belongs. The veliger Pelecyj^od, fig. 25, p. 300, PL xxiii, figs. 9-11, has two valves

and an anterior adductor muscle; the veliger Gasteropod, PI. xxiii, fig. 19, has a spii-ally

twisted shell and characteristic foot, tentacles and eyes; the veliger Scaphopod, PI. xxin,

figs. 13-14, has a saddle-shaped shell known nowhere else in develojiing molluscs; the

veliger Pteropod has an anatoni}^ peculiar to itself. I would therefore suggest an alter-

ation in Pi-ofessor Hyatt's definition of the typembryo. In the mollusca the typemhryo

is tlie period characterized hy the existence of a shell-gland and the ijlate-UTce beginnings

of a shell; in it normally the ciliated trochosphere disc is becoming transformed into the

velum and the foot is developing. Examples of typembryo molluscs are given in the

summary of stages later.

. I have shown that the veliger stage of molluscs is I'eferable to the class or phylum to

which the embi'3'O really belongs. As it is a period most distinct and important, I sug-

gest for it the m\me jjhylembryo.^ The phyJembryonic mollusc is an eai'ly jjeriod in de-

velopment, yet having characters in the shell and anatomy which make it referable to the

class to which it belongs. Commonly a velum exists at this stage; but the stage is not

meant to include the Avhole veliger period." Examples of phylembryos are g-iven in the

summary of stages.

The completed protoconch and prodissoconch of molluscs is a period later than that

at which the phylembryonic features are fixed and yet is very distinct from the period

Lankester's and Balfour's figures of the trochosphere stage

have alreaOy acquired a shell gland avid in regard to this

character cannot be considered as purely trochospheres ac-

cording to Lankester's definition, for, with the shell gland

they acquii'e a feature which makes them referable to the

mollusca. They are trochospheres in which characters

typically occurring later are very early inherited so as to

cause an overlapping of stages.

1 ifykm^ a race, tribe stock, phylum, and E;i.^irjiiy,

an embryo.

^ The existence of a velum cannot be used very closely

as a diagnostic character in considering stages of growth.

It is frequently nearly or quite absent, as in Unio, Auodon,
PI. XXIII, figs. 7-8, Cyclas, and Spha-rium, PI. xxx, fig.

1, or it may exist long after the period of its normal
disappearance. In studies of developing Sijcutupus caual-

iculatus, PI. xxni, fig. 20, I have found that a large,

highly developed velum exists for a considerable time af-

ter the formation of the true shell, although it is lost be-

fore the young leave the egg cases.
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of growth whieli immediately succeeds it (see figures referred to in the summary). In

view of the fact that it is the close of the embryonic shell period and is expressible as a

completed protoconch or prodissoconch, I do not think it is necessary to name the pe-

riod of growth. The pei'iod in Pelecypods and Gasteropods, whei'e both anatomy and

shell are known in many genera, is rcfei-able in origin to the adults of known allied

forms.

In the early period of growth of the true shell, which succeeds the first formed embry-

onic shell, stages have been found which are referable to adidt ancestral forms. Pro-

fessor Hyatt studied these stages in Cephalopods and named them the silphologic (grub)

stages. In a footnote to this paper^ he has given up the use of the term silphologic and

supplied in place of it the word nepionic."^

My investigations of young Pelecypods and Gasteropods, and also studies of pub-

lished figures of Scaphopods, lead to the conclusion that nepionic stages in molluscs have

characters referable to ancestry in most cases quite close to those naturally grouped as

near allies of the adult. In the nepionic period (see figures referi-ed in the Summary),

it is quite common to find a shell with characters almost inseparable from those of the

adult, or at least so near that the genus can be correctly determined. In other cases,

on the contrary, wide differences from the adult condition may be observed at this early

stage.

Periods later than nepionic are named by Professor Hyatt successively as nealogic

(youthful), ephebolic (adult), and geratologic (old age) stages.

"We will now give a brief summary of the stages of growth and decline as applied to

the mollnsca, with figures or references to known forms which may be used as types il-

lustrative of the various stages. The illustration of the stages is a new feature, not given

in Professor Hyatt's paper. Definitions in this summary are taken from that author's

paper with the exception of such alterations as are suggested in the foregoing pages.

A classification of stages of growth and decline, in its application to the various groups

of the animal kingdom, must be se])arately worked out for each group. It is believed,

however, that the following classification contains the essential features necessary for

such applications. New terms may be needed in some groups, but those here used will

probably be applicable to the principal peiiods of growth in all animals.

Protembryo. The ovum and stages of segmentation of the c^g preceding the forma-

tion of the blastida cavity. Examples: figs. 10-15, p. 295, of developing Ostrea, also

Professor Brooks' figures 1-25 of a developing oyster and Dr. Patten's figures 2-14 of

developing Patella.

' Tlie use of the word "silphologic" derived from

alXari a grub, when applied to the younger stages of all

animals is likely to lead to confusion of ideas. I have as-

certained, by recent studies of Insects, the truth of Brau-

er's opinion, that the grubs, maggots and caterpillars

common among insects are not normal progressive stages

of development, such as are most common in other types

of animals; but are, strictly speaking, cases of retrogres-

sive or more or less degraded specializations. I desire,

therefore, to give up the use as a general term of the word

iSilphologic and propose in its place Ni-pionic, or young an-

imal, from Xt.-'.ii:, an infant. This word also is more in

accord with other terms of the nomenclature proposed in

my paper on "Values in Classification of the Stages of

Growth and Decline," Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol.

xxiii, 1888. Signed, Alpheus Hyatt.
" The word nepionic is particularly suitable for early

yet post embryonic stages. Besides its meaning of infant,

applied to the young of man, I am told by Mr. Ernest

Jackson that it is used twice in the Iliad, of young ani-

mals, and hj Theoplirastus of young plants.
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Mesemhryo. The hollow bluytula stage comparable to the condition found in the

adults of Yolvox and Eudorina types of the Mesozoa.^ Examples: PI. xxni, figs. 1, la,

of developing Patella.

Metemhryo. The gastrula, compai-able to the lower Porifera in which three cell-layei's

exist, as in the lowest Hydrozoa. Examples: PI. xxiii, fig. 2, of developing Paludina,

also Hatschek's figure 5, of developing Teredo.

Neoembryo. The trochosphere. Stages not yet possessing the essential diagnostic char-

acters of the mollusca; comparable to the embryos of Chsetopod worms and other Coelo-

mata. Examples: PI. xxrir, figs. .'>-4, of developing Patella, also Professor ButschU's

figui'e 6, of developing Paludina.

Tyiwmhryo. The period at which an essential molluscan feature, the shell-gland, and

plate-like beginning of the shell are discoverable, and yet tlie embryo is not referable to

the class to which it properly belongs. Examples: fig. 22, p. 297, of developing Ostrea;

PI. XXIII, fig. 5, of developing Pisidum; PI. xxui, fig. 6, of develo[)ingPleurobranchidium,

also Lankester's (i4), fig. 72, of developing Limufeus. A com|)arison of the molluscan

typembryo and neoembryo stages with Hatschek's figs. y6-53, of a developing Eupo-
niatus (Serpula) shows graphically the value of these stages in classification.

Phylemhryo. Earl}' veliger stages in which the characters of the class subdivisions are

indicated, and the structure of the shell and other featui'es render the embryo referable

to the group of mollusca to which it belongs. Examples: p. 299, figs. 23-24, of developing

Ostrea 5 PI. xxni, fig. 19, of developing Sycotojius and PI. xxiir, fig. 13, of developing

Dentalium, also Lankester's (43), PI. 8, fig. 22, of developing Apysia, and our figs.

7-11, PI. XXIII, of developing Anodon, Modiola, Cardium and Montacuta.

Comjjleted jii'otoconch and prodlssocoiicli. The completed first-formed shell of molluscs,

the ovisac, fry shell, embryonic shell and larval shell of authors. It finds its representative

in the globular, cup-shaped, or spirally coiled protoconch of Cephalopods. Examples : PI.

xxiii, figs. 15,16, of developing Goniatcs. Also see Professor Hyatt's (27) figures of

developing Ammonites and Zittel's figures of young Ammonites, Belemnites and Spirula.

The existence of a cicatrix at the base of the conch in Kautiloids is claimed b}' Profes-

sor Hyatt (27) as ])roof that a protoconch existed in the .young and a parallel fact in

favor of this conclusion is the finding of a cicatrix at the tip of the conch in Acmsea as

described below.

A withered, irregular bulb, found at the apex of the conch in some Orthoceratites,

figs. 1-8, Professor Hyatt considers as the remains of a protoconch, probably originally

of conchyolin structure. M. Barrande (3) figures cicatrices and withered bulb-like

protoconchs in many "Nautiloids. See his figures of Cephalopoda, Pis. 487-490, inclu-

sive. Sevei'al of his figures are taken from un]:)ublished drawings of Professor Hyatt's.

In some Pteropods a bull)-like expansion of the tip of the shell seems to be the equiv-

alent of the protoconch in other mollusks. Examples: PI. xxni, fig. 17, also several

figures in Bronn's Thier-reichs. In well-preserved Tentaculites a globular or elongate

protoconch is sometimes found. Examples: T('ntaculltesacuarms,~P\. xxni, fig. 18; also

see figures in Hall's Palfcontology of New York and other authors.

' For the conskleratioii of Volvox ami Kiiilorina as niesozoa see Hyatt, Reference No. 30.
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The pi-otoconch in Gasteropods is represented bj a spirally twisted embryonic shell.^

Examples: Sycotopus canaliculatus. Gill, PL xxni, fig. 10. Older specimens than this

from egg cases show a well-marked protoconch at the tip of the conch and I have also

observed a well-defined protoconch in j^onng specimens of Fulgur carica, Con., Pur-

pura lapiUuSjJ^am., Vermetus radicula, St., Bucclnum uudatum,!^., and Crepidulafor-

Figs. 1-3. OHhoceras tlegans, Miinst. Apex of couch

and protoconch, viewed from the side, below and in front.

Figs. 4-5. Apex and protoconch of another specimen.

Figs. 6-8. OHhoceras polituin,'K.\i\>st. Apex of conch

and protoconch viewed from the sides and below.

a, protoconch; e, apex of conch; ft, shoulder of apex.

All from the Triassic of St. Cassian (after Hyatt).

nicataj' PI. xxin, figs. 21 and 23. Eolis has been fignred with an embryonic shell and

it is important that this genus which possesses no shell in the adult has a typical, spiral

protoconch when young. A vei-y interesting condition is that which I recently found in

the young of .^cwteft testudiiialis yar. cdveus, Verrill, PI. xxrii, fig. 24, which I collected

at Yineyard Haven, Martha's Vineyard. No protoconch exists at the apex of the conch;

' The embryonic shell or protoconch of Gasteropods is

commonly spoken of by embryologists as a " Nautiloid"

shell ; but this is not strictly correct. A Nautiloid shell

is spirally coiled in one plane as in the Nautilus from

which the name is borrowed ; but the protoconch of Gas-

teropods, in all the numerous cases W'hich I have seen,

either as specimens or figures, is Cf)ilcd in a spiral plane

and should not be confoundetl with the Nautiloid form

from which it is totally distinct.

- Tlie spirally twisted protoconch of Crepidula pi'oves

that the almost conical form of tlie adult is not due to

a primitive, simple condition in which the spiral has not

yet become developed ; but rather to a modified condition in

which the ancient spiral form, shadow'ed in the protoconch,

is almost entirely lost in the adult. Similar observations

have been made on Fissurella in an exhaustive paper by

M. Boutan. The protoconch is very sharply defined and

is beautifully clear in the young of Crepiilidafoniicata,

Lam., and C. plana. Say, both of which species ai-e com-

mon on our shores and may be collected in abundance in

July and August. A short papi;r on this shell is now in

preparation for publication.
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but, instead, a well-defined cicatrix marks the position Avhero the protoconcli has become

separated off. The cicatrix consists of granular lime and fills as a ping the space which

otherwise would be a foraminal opening in the shell. In form the cicatrix simulates the

outline of the base of the separated protoconch as will be evident by comj)ai-ing the scar

of fig. 24 with the protoconch of Crepidula in PI. xxiri, fig. 23. The cicatrix of Acmsea

is made up of two areas, one cii'cular and surrounded b}^ a ring of similar nature, the

other )-onghly triangular ovate. I find that a similar outline is formed by laying a small,

slightly muddy Gasteropod on a clean glass slide. The closely related genus Patella

from Patten's studies is known to have a typical s])iral protoconch. Thei'efore, there can

be no question as to the meaning of the cicatrix in Acmasa. Professor Hyatt assumed,

as noted above, that the existence of a cicatrix in Xautilus predicated the presence of a

protoconch in the young and it gives me great pleasure to offer this corroborative evidence

of the truth of his assumption from another clnss of molluscs.

In Scaphopods the embi-yonic shell has been named a periconch by Professor Hyatt

(33) on account of its peculiar saddle-shape form. See Dentalium, PI. xxiir, figs. 13-14.

In Pelecypods the bivalvular embryonic shell oi- prodissoconch is figured in many genera

in this paper. Examples: see almost every plate.

Nepionic ji^^iod. The period of the first foi'mation of the true shell which succeeds

the embryonic shell and is normally retained throughout the rest of life. The period is

commonly characterized by marked stages. Examples: figures of developing Ostrea,

Pis. XXIV and xxv, figures of developing Perna, Pecten, Anomia, Arginaand other young
Pelecypods figured on Pis. xxvii to xxx, inclusive. Also Pi-ofessor Hyatt's (27) PI. iv,

figs. 7-9, of a young Nautilus konincJiii. These last figures have a smooth, nepionic

Ijcriod, succeeded by a fluted, neologic stage. The nepionic stage is shown in Crepndula

fornlcata and in jLcmcea testudinalls var. alveus, PI. xxiii, figs. 21, 23, 24. It may be

observed in Sycotopus, Fulgui- and Bnccinum when removed from theii* egg cases, in

which condition the shell is very finely i)reserved.

JSTt/alofjic T)eriod. The period succeeding the nepionic and preceding that period which

may properly be considered as the adult. It is frequently characterized by marked,

stages, being a period in which the growing animal often diftei-s widely from the adult,

and as it is of considerable size, the differences and stage are easily recognized. Ex-

amjiles: Ilinnites cortesi, PI. xxvi, figs. 3-4, has a pecteniform nealogic stage sharply

marked off from the ostreafoi-m adult condition. Slava fibrosa fi-om the paleozoic PI.

XXIII, fig. 12, is one of the most striking cases of definition of the nealogic period that I

have ever seen. The nealogic stage as shown in the figui-e is concentrically plicated and

is highly arcuate, whereas the succeeding ephebolic period is radially plicated, spread

out in a fan-like fashion and is much less arcuate. Many species and individuals of this

remarkable genus are figured by M. Bai-rande. The period is strongly marked in the well-

knoWn Clavagella and Aspergillum and the last mentioned genus has a definitely marked

nepionic stage as well. The young shell of these two genera has up to the close of the

nealogic stage two equal valves. In the adult the bivalvular condition is lost; the two

valves having united so as to foiun a single tubular shell, Avhich by itself would not be

recognizal)le as a Pelecypod. In the Gastcrojioda, Vermetus, fig. 9, and Magillus, the

nealogic period is close coiled, whereas the adult is loosely coiled and vermiform having
MEMOIltS liOSTON SOC. NAT. HIST., VOL. IV. 40
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lost nearly all the cliaracteiislics in the .shell of the Gasteropod form. Market! nepionic

and nealogic stages of gi'owth are a striking feature of many Gasteropods as seen in

Yetiis, Cypraea, Strombus and Pteroceras. These and other stages

are also strongly marked in many Cephalopods, where they are de-

scribed by Professor Hyatt (34 and other papers).

Epheholic jieriod. That period best characterized by saying that in

it the adnlt characters find fullest expression; ,it is often separable by
mai'ked stages from the earlier nealogic period, and also fi'om the later

or senile ]ieriod. As examples we would refer to the adnlt (middle

age) condition of the figures referred to as illustrating the nealogic

period and also the next or geratologic period. In Slava fibrosa , PI.

XXIII, fig. 12, the radially plicated area is referable to the ephebolic

peiiod. In Hinnites cortesi, PI. xxvi, figs. 3-4, the ostreaform stage

is ephebolic and in Vermetus radicula, fig. 9, the vermiform stage is

the ephebolic period.

Geratologic period. The period of decline of the individual, often

marked by distinct stages. The geratologic period is subdivided by

Professor Hyatt into the clinologic and nostologic periods, signifying the eai'ly and

later periods of decline of the individual. As examples of geratologic stages, I would

refer to Verms Tridacnoides from the Miocene Tertiary of this conntiy and to Cardita

jilanicosta, Say, from the Eocene Tertiary of Claiborne, Ala. In both forms old age is

strongly indicated by a loss of costations and other characters found in the ephebolic

period, the new period assuming a strikingly different aiTjiearance. In the old age of a

Brachiopod, Atrypa rugosa, may be observed a most marked change; the regular even

])lications of the adnlt become irregular and spread out in a fan-shaped ftishion. This

is shown in many of M. Barrande's figures and is more or less completely developed in

some specimens of any large collection of American or European specimens.

Fig. 9. Vennetns radi
cula. St. (After Ver
rill.)

lY. Ostkea: Development of the soft parts.

Embryology.

The early embiyonic development of the oyster may be followed in the writings of

Dr. R. Horst on the European oystei-, 0. edidis, L., and Professor W. K. Brooks on the

development of our oyster, O. virginiana, Lister. The latei- stages of development have

been described by Professor Huxley and Dr. R. Horst in the European oyster, and Pro-

fessor J. A. Ryder and the author in our species.

The European species, Ostrea edidis, L., is hermaphroditic according to European in-

vestigators and Professor Ryder, and the embryos undergo considerable development

in the gill chambers of the parent. Our species, O. virginiana, Lister, on the contrary,

is not hermaphroditic, according to BroolvS (9), and Ryder (61), and differs from O. edulis

in that the eggs are dischai'ged from the parent and undergo their whole development

in the sea. It pi'oduces many more eggs than the European species, and the embryos

are much smaller than those of O. edidis.
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1 have not followed the early emhrijonic development of the ojjster, and therefore, for

the stages considered make 7'eference to the 'publications of Professor Brooks (9), Dr.

Ilorst (23, 24) and Professor Iluxletj (26)}

As will be seen in studying the oystei- both the soft parts and the hard, we have to deal

with a member of a highly peculiar and aberrant grou[), varying much from the charac-

ters commonly met with in moUuses. Many of the characters, and especially their period

of occurrence in the life of the individual, are well explained by the law of concentra-

tion and acceleration of development, which is considered in the inti-oduction. By this

law a highly modified or " concentrated " type is one which acquires chai-acteristics very

early in its development, earlier than the normal, so to speak, and such is found to be

the case in a marked degree in the oyster.

The agg after fertilization undergoes a period of segmentation until it becomes a solid

mass of cells, see Brooks' figs. 1-29 and our figs. 10-15. These stages, following our

classification, are considered as protembryo stages. (Nomenclature of stages, section lit.)

Fio. 10. iio 1.; Via. l;i. 111. U

Fiu. 10. Fig. 17. Fig. 18.

DEVELOPMENT OF OSTIiEA

Fig. 10. Egg of oyster, with germinal vesicle and spot

visible within the vitellus.

Fig. U. Beginning of (levelopraent ; the germinal ves-

icle has become invisible and polar globules appear.

Fig. 12. First stage of segmentation ; the egg is divided

into two spheres of uueqnal size (animal and vegetative).

Fig. 13. More advanced, the egg l)eing divided into four

spherules.

Fig. 14. Stage when the egg shows one large vegeta-

tive sphere and several animal spheres.

EDULIS (AFTER HORST).

Fig. 15. More advanced stage seen from above, where

the vegetative sphere is divided into two spherules.

Fig. 16. Embryo side view at the beginning of invagi-

nation (gastrular).

Fig. 17. Embryo more developed ; optical section, with

invagination of the entoderm and beginning of the pre-

conchylian gland: ec, ectoderm; eu, entoderm; o, blasto-

pore; sk, preconchylian gland.

Fig. is. Embryo a little older, side view: v, pediform

appendix; otlier letters as in tig. 17.

The next stage in the development of the embryo, taking as a normal that which has

been commonly observed by embryologists, should be the formation of a morula stage,

the cells arranging them.selves in a peripheral layer around a hollow sphere. According

to the investigations of Professor Brooks and Dr. Horst, there is no true morula stage

' In tlie consideration of these early stages such points

are selected from tlie writings i-eferred to as serve to il-

lustrate this paper. I do uot pretend in any sen.se to give

an abstract or even a discussion excepting in a limited

sense of tlic early development.
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in tlie oyster, the gastrula invagination commencing before the formation of a hollow

sphere. We have, therefore, no stage comparable to our mesembryo stage, PI. xxiii,

figs. 1, la, its absence being explicable as a case of extreme concentration of develop-

ment ill the oyster.

In the later segmentation stages, Brooks' figs. 22-28, also our fig. 14, we find that

those cells which are of ectodermic and entodermic nature ai-e clearly defined. The en-

todei-m consists of a single macromeric cell surrounded in an inci'easing degree by mi-

cromeric cells up to the period shown by Brooks' fig. 26. The single macromere then

divides into two, Brooks' fig. 28, then into several cells, his fig. 30. Coincident with

the splitting u[) of the entodermic cells there is, according to both Brooks' figures and

our fig. 16, a flattening of the embryo from above downwards, and a pushing in of the

entodermic cells, which commencing as a slight depression. Brooks' fig. 31, our fig. 16,

soon foi-ms a deep invagination, the gastrula cavity; see Biooks' figs. 32-35 and our

fig. 17.

From this point on thei-e are some important differences in the observations of Pro-

fessor Brooks and Dr. Horst. As Horst's oI)sei'vatioas were made on embryos of

O. edulis, which are much larger than those of 0. virginiana, and as they are more in

accordance with observations made on the development of other Pelecypoda and mol-

Insca I have for the most part followed them where differences exist.

In our classification of the stages of growth, the metembryo mollusc represents the

gastrula stage, Pl.xxiii, fig. 2, being a period in which two well-formed and an incipient

third layer exist. Professor Brooks' figures 32-35 represent different aspects of the gas-

trula oyster according to his observations. His fig. 33, an optical section, shows an em-

bryo with a primitive gastrula cavity and body cavity. It also has a velum slightly devel-

oped. These figures answer well the requirements of the metembryo stage and may be

said to represent that period in the development of Ostrea virginiana.

Dr. Horst, considei-ing the stages (our figs. 16-17) which are referable to the gastrula

period, says, "there can however be no question of a genuine invagination because there

is no cavity of segmentation ; we have here, so to speak, an intermediate form between

an embolic gastrula and an epibolie gastrula."' He notes the remarkable fiict that coinci-

dent with the gastrula invagination at the vegetative pole, there is also a very distinct

depression at the other pole, a little below the doi'sal side, our fig. VIsh. This second in-

vagination 1)3^ fiu-ther development (our figs. 18-19) he shows is the beginning of the

preconchylian invagination.

The gastrula invagination, according to his figures, begins before the preconchylian in-

vagination; but the latter exists before the completion of the gastrula invagination.

Horst's figures do not show any trace of a velum at this period, which is somewhat ])ecu-

liar, as he represents the oyster as so much moi-e advanced in its moUuscan characters than

does Brooljs, who figures the velum at the gastrula period. The early absence ofthe velum

in 0. edulis may be connected with the brooding habit of that species, for in Pelecypoda,

' According to Hyatt (Larval Thcoiy of the Origin of a process much shorter than Is usual in embryos of the

Tissue, p. 156), in the formation of epibolie gastrula3 embolic type. He accounts for the epibolie gastrula by

the growth of the ectoVilast cells is so rapid that the endo- heredity and extreme concentration of development,

blast cells become enclosed, and the gastrula is formed by
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which l)rood the young, as Unio and Pisidinm, the velum is highly reduced or wanting.

From Ilorst, we may gather the conclusion that the metembryo (gastrula) stage in the

European oyster, fig. 17, is not a pure gastrula, but has already acquired by concentra-

tion of development, some of the characters which would normally appear later.

Professor Brooks says that the pi'imitive blastopore closes over, becomes the dorsal as-

IK'ct of the embryo and gives rise to the shell; the permanent mouth and anus forming

on the opposite side of the embryo and independent of the blastopore. This differs so

essentially from the observations of Dr. Horst in the European oyster and from those of

other investigatoi'S except Rabl, in the development of various groups of mollusca, that

we ])refer to follow Dr. Horst's observations. Professor Brooks himself says (9), p. 76,

that the whole evidence furnished by comparative anatomy and embi-yology tends to

show that the mouth, anus and shell-gland can be homologized perfectly in all the classes

of true molluscs and that they are not only homologous with each other, but must be

perfectly homologous also with similar structures in the ancestral form of which the

molluscs are modifications. It is evident that these sevei-al oi-gans would not be " per-

fectly homologous " if in one case the shell-gland arose from the closed blastopore and in

another from the oi:)posite pole of the body, and the same would be true of the derivation

of the moutli and anus.

Dr. Horst in considering the development of the preconchylian gland' sa3'S that when

the embryo is viewed from the side the glandular depression is seen as inour fig. 18, sZ;,and

in fig. 17 in optical section. During the further development, our figs. 19 and 21, a small

ek

Fig. 20. Fig. 22.

DEVEI.OrlMENT OF OSTUEA EDULIS (AFTER HOUST).

Fig. 19. Embryo same stage as fig. 18, optical section
;

iHC, mesoderm ; d, primary gastrula invagination ; sk, shell-

gland.

Fig. 20. Embryo a day older, front view, witli tlie prim-

iti\-e month opening.

Fig. 21. The .same embryo, optical section.

Fig. 22. Emliryo a day older, witli a Tvreath of vibra-

tile cilia, a stomachic cavity and the beginning of a shell, s.

invagination is formed bordered by walls of high c^dindrical cells with a nari-ow opening.

Considering fig. 19, Horst says that the gastrula cavity has deepened, and behind the

mouth are cells, probably mesodermic. The blastopore continues to be very distinct, and

a.s far as he could ascertain, it did not disapjaear but remained and was transformed in-

to the mouth.

' The preconchylian gland was discovered by Lankester

(44) in 1871, and has been flgnred by liim (44) in Loligo,

Ajilysia, Plenroljranchidium, Limna^us and Pisidinm. It

has also been observed and figured l)y Fol in a Heteropod

(.see Balfour) ; by Rabl in Planorbis (see Claus) ; by

Butsehli, in Paludina (see Claus); by Bobretsky, iu

JTassa (see Balfour); by Patten, in Patella; by Brooks

In a pulmonate Ga,steropod ; by Ilatschek, in Teredo; by

Horst in Ostrea and in other genera by various inves-

tigators. Tills array of genera confirms the opinion of

Lankester that it is typical of all developing moUuscs.
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Dr. Horst says that great changes take place durhig further growth of the embryo.

The preconchyhan gland gradually loses its pnmitive character of a glandular invagi-

nation and forms a thickening of the ectoderm composed of long, conical cells, fig. 22, si'.

A thin, cnticnlar membrane secreted by these cells is the first indication of the shell, and

at this position in the adult the hinge is found.' Horst maintains, therefore, that the

shell of the oyster originates as a single plate in accordance with the observations of

Brooks in Anodon and Hatschek in Teredo.'^ Meanwhile in fig. 22 a body cavity has

formed by the separation of the ectoderm and entoderm, a velum has developed and the

gastrula invagination has formed a spacions cavity in the base of which is a diverticu-

Inm, now closed, but which later communicates with the ectoderm and forms the poste-

rior part of the alimentary canal. The neoembryonic moUnsc in our classification is rep-

resented b}^ the trochosphere stage before the development of the shell-gland, PI. xxm,
figs. 3-4. In the developing European oyster the shell-gland, according to Horst, orig-

inates early, closely following the gastrnla invagination and before the formation of a

normal trochosphere stage. I think, therefore, that we must consider the neoembryo

stage as skipped in the oyster by the overlapping of stages due to extreme concentration

and acceleration of development.'^ Fig. 22, on the other hand, is the nearest approach to

the ideal typembiyo stage that we have in the developing oyster (definition of typem-

bryo, see p. 291). The primitive gastrula cavity has not yet become connected with the

ectoderm by the secondary opening, the anus, as is ordinarily the case, but the existence

of the shell-gland, with the beginnings of the velum, entitles it to be considered as a

typembryo. The existence of these comparatively high characters .in the young oyster,

at a period when the primitive oral invagination still retains almost its early simplicity

and no second alimentary opening has been formed, must be considered as strong proof

of the highly concentrated development of this type.

Taking up Horst's account of the developing oyster again, he says that on the follow-

ing day (our fig. 23) the shell, which has grown very much, covers a large portion of the

body. It already contains carbonate of lime, as shown by treatment with acids. Of
fig. 24, Horst says, the velum now forms a very distinct part of the body, which is al-

most entirely covered by the shell. The surface of the velum sui-rounded by a wreath

of vibratile cilia already shows in its centre a thickening which is the beginning of the

cephalic shield. An oesophagus in the shape of a" funnel leads to a large, pear-shaped

' A liorny plug, the product of the cells of the shell-

gland, has heen descril)ed in Gastei'opoda and Pteropoda

(Lankester (44), Balfour). The typical universality of

the shell-gland cannot be doubted (note, p. 297) and the lig-

amentous union of the valves of Pelecypoda occupies the

precise position of the shell-gland. It seems reasonable

to follovi' Lankester's suggestion, based on Pisidium (43)

and homologize the horny ligament of Pelecypods with

the horny plug of embryonic Gasteropods and Pteropods.

To quote Lankester, " In Pisidium as will be seen from
" PI. IV, figs. 38a and 39, the two calcareous valves do not

" make their earliest appearance in close contact one with

" the other. The central portion of the shell-gland is not
'

' concerned with them ; and since it is precisely that point

" which in the Gasteropods cited gives rise to a chitinous

"plug, may we not see in the ligament of the bivalve,

"which occupies so precisely the required position, the

" honiologue of that production."

'Tlie primitive shell in Cyclas and Unio lias also been

observed by investigators to begin as a simple, unpaired

cup.

^Lankester, in his article Mollnsca (44), refers to

Horst's tig. 14 (our fig. 23) as the trochosphere stage. But

as the shell has not only considerably developed, but con-

sists of two valves, we think this figure is referable to

the class of Pelecypoda, a period later than the tro-

chosphere stage. Lankester's own definition of the tro-

chosphere is that at this period the embryo has not yet

acquired moUuscan features and is comparable to the

larval forms of many Cluftopod worms and other Coelo-

mata, Mhich is not the case in the figure cited.
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Stomach which communicates with the outside through the intermediation of an in-

testinal canal.

Our fig. 23 is distinctly the essential equivalent of Brooks' figs. 88-42. Our fig. 24

again is reasonably close to Brooks' fig. 44. At this last stage there are two well-devel-

oped valves, a stomach, mouth and anus, a ciliated foot and a large velum. In fig. 24 a

y<^t

;.y

/

^r/i ).^

FIG. 23. Fig. 24.

DETS'ELOPMENT OF OSTREA EPULIS (AFTER IIORST).

Fig. 23.—Embryo at more advanced stage than fig. 22,

side view, with shell more developed.

Fig. 2-t.—Embryo still more developed; v, velum; ce,

oesophagus ; st, stomach ; a, anus ; and kp , cephalic plate.

body is represented which, although Hoi-st does not mention it, appears to be the be-

ginning of the adductor muscle of the valves. It is in the same position as that occu-

pied by the adductor in Hoist's fig. 16, Brooks' fig. 44 and our fig. 25, p. 300.

I have described as the phylembi-yo an early pei-iod of development (see section iii)

where, however, the class chai'acters ai'e recognizable, and I consider figs. 24-25 as phyl-

embryonic stages of the oyster. They have two equal valves and an anterior adductor

muscle, characters which render the embryo i-eferable to the phylum or class Pelecypoda,

to which it properly belongs, although not referable to any known adult form.

The mouth and anus when developed arose in close pro.ximity on the ventral border

of the embryo. Brooks' fig. 38, our fig. 23, which is a generalized characteristic of a mol-

luscaii embryo. It is seen in fig. 24 that the fii'st adductor muscle develops anteriorly

and close to the dorsal margin of the velum. The retractor muscles of the velum and

liver then develop. The anus, from its early ventral position, revolves dorsally in the

plane of the valves (see Brooks' figs. 38-44). The intestine by interstitial growth

makes a single loop-like curve on the left side; this with some other slight changes

brings us to the stage, fig. 25, described by Huxley (2(5). Ryder (63), remarking on

this stage, notes that the intestine is already flexed on itself in much the same manner

as in the adult, though it does not extend as fiir anteriorly, and its position is modified

later by flexions of the stomach and oesophagus.

The shell of the stage, fig. 25, is symmetrical, equivalvular, and of about the period of

development of PI. xxiv, figs. 13-16, of the develoi^ing shell of this same species. The
mouth has yet no palps, a sac-like process of the stomach on either side represents

the liver, two pairs of muscles serve to retract the velum, and the single adductor muscle

closes the valves. Huxley observes that this early anterior adductor cannot be the

eqiiivalent of the single adductor of the adult as it is on the ventral side of the alimen-

tary canal whereas that of the adult is on the dorsal side. He says that a second posterior
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adductor must be developed and this early anterior adductor lost in later development.

This was all that was known concerning the development of the addnctoi- muscles of

the oyster when I published my preliminary papei- in which it was shown that two adduc-

tors exist at the completed prodissoconch stage.

A stage of 0. virginiana of similar age to our fig. 25 of O. edulis has been figured

by Ryder (62) . The valves were nearly disc-shaped, but flattened

at the hinge area. A ciliated velum existed, and as Ryder noted,

" the embryos appeared to be attached to the glass by a marginal

extension of the mantle over the edge of the lower valve, forming

a sort of lip," but they were not firmly fixed as "the embryos

swung to and fro." He did not succeed with later attempts in

getting similar attachments, and from my own obseiwations I

have every reason to believe that the fixation was of a transitory

nature, not to be confounded with the fixation which young oys-

ters later acquire when they become fixed for life.

I have thus far considered the early development of the oyster,

using facts ohserved hy other investigators. This is done in order

to mal-e clear the later portion of the emhryological develojmient

and also to bring out some facts elucidating the development of

the group of Pelecypoda. All later observations are my oion, ex-

cep)ting where specially credited.

Between the stage fig. 25, and our next stage, PI. xxiv, figs.

1-2, there is a blank in the knowledge of the development of the

oyster. It has not been described in the European species, and

all attempts to obtain it in our species have failed. In artificial

confinement the oyster dies at tbis stage.

The next step in the anatomy which I have to consider is that

of the oyster when it has completed the prodissoconch growth

and just pi-eceding the beginning of the dissoconch, or "spat

growth." This period is the last of the embryonic stages, using as bases of consideration

the structure of the soft parts and the hard as well as a comparison with a similar pei-iod

in other developing Pelecypoda. In my preliminary paper (36) I showed the important

fact that the oyster at this stage has two adductor muscles, situated relatively to the ali-

mentary canal as they are in adult dimyarian Pelecypods. The specimen then figured

was from alcoholic material collected at Buzzards Bay, and the parts had contracted so

that some features were not successfully made out; the muscles however were i-endered

clear by treating the specimen with dilute acetic acid, and thus dissolving the calcareous

shell. Living material of this age was obtained later growing on glass slides, so that it

could be studied more satisf;ictorily.

On the third of August, 1888, clean glass was put into a drain-pipe trap on the sand-

bar. The following day it was examined and a young oyster, PI. xxiv, figs. 1-2, was

found attached. No spat growth had taken place, but the embryo was firmly attached

by the ventral margin of the left valve. On driving a current of water forcibly over

the glass from a pipette it did not rock or move from its position, thus demonstrating

Fig. 25.

EMBRYO OFOSTREA EDULIS
L. (AFTER HUXLEY).

The phylembryo stage,

viewed from the left side, a,

ad, anterior adductor muscle,

which alone exists at this

stage ; m, mouth ; ce, oesopha-

gus; a, anus; i, intestine; st,

stomach; U, left lobe of the

liver; v. velum; rs, ri, supe-

rior and inferior muscles,

which retract the velum into

the shell, sh ; the hinge, ft, is

straight. Compare with PI.

xxiu, figs. 7-11 of pliylem-

bryonic stages of developing

Pelecypods, where as here the

hinge line is straight and the

anterior adductor alone ex-

ists.
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the firmness of the fixation. As the oyster liad been attached less than twenty-four

houi's, the anatomy and shell here represented must have been developed while it was a

fi-ee, unattached embryo. The fact that the embryonic shell is always fixed by the ex-

treme ventral margins only, is further proof that fixation takes place at the close of this

period.

The embryo was yellowish-green and lively, constantly extending and retracting

the mantle and gills and moving the palps. The important feature of the two adduc-

tor muscles was clearly made out as shown in PI. xxiv, fig. 1, viewed from the right side, fi

and in fig. 2, viewed from the left side through the transpai-ent glass to which the em- ^"^ \

bryo was attached. The intestine wraps around the dorsal aspect of the posterior ad- ^ /jp" -r*
,

ductor, as in all later stages. A lai-ge, lobed, cifiated velum still exists and is situated
1

1 ! i*^
^'

on the ventral aspect of the anterior adductor muscle, lying close up to that body. The '^^Jl/

ciliated and lobed palps are situated close up behind the velum. Club-shaped, tubular,
^

jf'-"

ciliated gills, PI. xxiv, fig. 1, also fig. G, with the tips not recui'ved upon themselves, exist.
^

The mantle border is broad and thick, bears no tentacles and is capable of considerable

extension beyond the margins of the valves. Within the umbo of the lower left valve

was a rhythmically, rapidly pulsating body, as of a large blood-vessel. The liver forms

a large, light green mass in the upper part of the body and extending into the lunbos.

About three and a half hours after the specimen was first seen a slight spat growth

had taken place along the ventral margins of the valves. It was kept alive several days,

during which growth proceeded rapidly and was studied at intervals; PI. xxtv, fig. 3,

being three days older than figs. 1 and 2. We will now discuss this stage, which is of

great importance, both in the development of the oyster and related Pelecypoda as well.

The anterior adductor muscle of the early development, fig. 25, p. 300, is still existent in

this stage, PI. xxiv, figs. 1-2, a, ad, but there is another muscle, the posterior adductor,

as wi'll. We have then the interesting feature of a monomyarian Pelecypod in its early

stages possessing tAvo muscles, situated relatively to the alimentary canal as they are in

typical adult dimyarians. The anal part of the intestine revolves dorsally during the

early development of the oyster and the posterior muscle when formed must have origi-

nated on the ventral aspect of that organ. If the posterior mnscle had developed on the

dorsal side of the intestine it would always have retained that relative position as the

permanent anterior adductor of dimyarians does in relation to the mouth and oesophagus.

One of the striking characteristics of the ostrean prodissoconch is, that the umbos point

posterioi-ly as shown in PI. xxiv, figs. 1-2. This is contrary to the condition observed

in developing dimyarians, as in them the umbos point anteriorly, but an exception is found

in ISTucula, the embryo of which, according to Loven, has lunbos dii-ected posteriorly. This

character of the umbos is discussed in its serial connections in section xv.

In Ostrea, fig. 25, indispntably the anterior adductor is first developed; also in Car-

dium, Modiolaria and Montacuta, PI. xxiii, figs. 9-11, in Pisidium according to Lankester

(43) and in Anodon,' PI. xxiii, figs. 7-8, according to Schierholz^, the anterior ad-

ductor is first developed. I have found only two possible exceptions to the rule of the

' III the embryo of Anodon, PI. xxra, flss. 7-8, tlie first first formed adductor is prolmlily iu part, at least, the be-

formed adductor muscle is iu the larger side of the shell. . glnniug of the permauent auterior adductor as iu the other

According to Schmidt's figure of a later stage, the larger Pelecypoda above considered,

side is the anterior eud of the embryo. Therefore the ' Schierholz' paper, see Schmidt's reference list.

MKMomS BOSTON SOC. NAT. HIST., VOL. IV. 41
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anterior addnctor being developed first. These are Mytilus and Unio. As the nearly re-

lated Modiola and Anodon follow the rule these two genera may be considered as excep-

tions, or ])erhaps illustrate errors of observation as discussed in my preliminary paper,

(35), p. 535.

In Ostrea the month and amis develop ventrally, the anal extremity of the intestine re-

volves dorsally and the anterior adductor is developed. Later, the posterior adductor de-

velops on the ventral side of the intestine. When one compares this with the figures and

descriptions of the development of the above-mentioned genera (excepting Mytilus and

Unio), together with the anatomy of the adults, it seems that there is a close uniformity

of plan. The genera mentioned are not numerous, but they are taken from widely sep-

arate groups of Pelecypoda. There is then strong evidence in favor of the development

of the anterior adductor fii'st in Pelecypods as the typical mode, and the development of

the posterior adductor later, after the intestine has revolved into place, from its early ven-

tral position. This theory easily explains the constant relative i)ositions of the mouth

and anus to the two adductoi's in the adults of dimyarians, or to the single adductor,

where only one exists, as in raonomyai ians.

It is seen that there are two distinct stages of development of the muscles of the em-

bryonic oyster. Fii-st, a single-muscled stage, the early monon^yarian, fig. 25, ]). 300,

pointing towards a problematical ancestor, which in the adult condition had only one ad-

ductor muscle, and that one in the anterior portion of the body.^ The second stage is the

two-muscled stage, dimyarian, PI. xxiv, figs. 1-2, pointing to an ancestral adult form

which had two muscles like the typical dimyarians. The figui'e of this stage shows the

early formed velum to be still existent, but it is not supposed that the early dimyarian,

adult ancestor possessed a velum. It exists here presumably because of the lapping-

over of stages, due to concentrated development, which is most marked in the early em-

bryonic development of the oyster. The shell which covers these stages is continuous

in outline.

As stated, a velum still existed at this dimyarian stage, PI. xxiv, figs. 1-2. The long

vibiating cilia were in active motion and some motion of the velum as a whole was

noted; but it was not seen to extend beyond the margins of the shell. Attempts have

been made by Horst and Ryder (62) to discover the method by which the young oyster

attached itself to the object of permanent fixation and both investigators surmised that

it might have a brief byssal attachment. Ryder, in considering the fixation of the em-

bryos described by him,- thought that it was effected by means of the border of the man-

tle reflected over the edge of the undermost valve as shown in his figure. The nearest

approach to a foot known in the developing oyster is that shown in fig. 21, p. 299, and I

discovered no traces of a foot in my yoimgest specimens. As the byssus is an organ de-

veloped in the ventral ijoilion of the foot, the high reduction or almost complete absence

of that organ is in itself strongest evidence against the suggestion that the attachment

' It is possible that the first formed muscle does not " The fry described is comparal)le in age to my PI- xxiv,

point to an ancestral single-muscled Pelecypod, in -which flgs. 13-10, and is not to be confounded In its attachment

only the anterior addnctor was dex'cloped. It may point with the permanent attachment made at the close of the

to some muscle in the primitive ancestral mollusc from prodissoconch stage, PI. xxiv, tig. 17.

which the Pelecypoda were derived, and which muscle be-

came the anterior adductor of the Pelecypoda.
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of the young oyster is effected by means of a b3fssus of however short a dnration. In my
stndies of the yonng of Avicula, Perna, Pecten and Anomia, Pis. xxvir-xxrx, it is shown

that a notch for the projection of the byssus, or foot, is marked in the dissoconch shell im-

mediately after the close of the prodissoconch stage. On most careful study no such indi-

cations of a byssal attachment were seen on the lower valve of attached oysters, and as

they were growing on transparent media, fullest opportunity was enjoyed to make such

observations. In view of the evidence it is therefore safe to conclude that the oyster does

not have a byssus at any period of its development. The preliminary fixation is probably

effected by means of the reflected mantle border, as described by Ryder, and is then im-

mediately succeeded by a cementing conchyolin attachment of the extreme edge of the

lower left prodissoconch valve.

The fact that a velum, or swimming organ, exists up to the period of permanent fixa-

tion, accounts for the gi-eat reduction of the foot, because that organ is unnecessary while

the animal is provided with another locomotive oi'gan, and is useless for progression af-

ter the animal is permanently attached. The I'eduction of the foot is clearly attributable

to disuse and a high degi'ee of concentration of development. This is another of the cases

of extreme concentration of development seen so mai-kedly in the development of the

oyster.

The gills of the young oyster, PI. xxiv, figs. 1-2, and fig. 6, consist of two rows of fila-

mentous appendages, one on either side. They are fixed to the body mass anteriorly,

but are free posteriorly, and are capable of considerable dorsal and ventral rotation.

Eight club-shaped filaments wei'e counted in either row at this early stage. Each fila-

memt is ciliated and perforated l)y a tube which expands dor.sally into a canal connect-

ing" the tubes of the several filaments. The filaments are entirely free and separate from

one another exce]:)ting on their doi'sal border and are not bent back upon themselves on

their ventral margins as they are in later stages. Each filament represents a hollow bag,

or pouch, in which the blood is aerated by water kept in constant motion by the active

cilia. This stage of development of the gills is exactly comparable to that figured in the

young of Mytilus by Lacaze-Duthiers (11). The condition is also comparable to that de-

scribed by Mitzukuri in the adult of Nucnla excepting that in that genus a pair of filif-

erous branchiae exist on either side. After tracing the fuither development to the adult

condition in Ostrea it will be seen that the gills of the other Pelecypoda described are

only modifications of this simple early type.

V. Ostrea: Development of the Soft Parts.

The Spat.

At the close of the period just described, the j^oimg oyster enters on stages of growth

both in the soft and hard parts which are rapidly approaching the conditions character-

istic of the family to which it belongs. They are stages distinctly post-embryonic and

I shall consider them as the nepionic or babyhood stages.^

The young oyster, PI. xxiv, figs. 1-2, growing on a glass slide, was kept alive in a

' For a ilisciissioii ul' llic iKiiiK-iiflaturf ol' staijos vide .soctiini lit.
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beaker of sea water for four days. Wlien twenty-four hours older than tlie figures cited,

a good deal of spat growth had taken ])lace; the velum had disappeared and the anterior

adductor was difficult to discern, but I think still existed in a position much nearer the

hinge margin than in figs. 1-2; the muscle had therefore revolved dorsally. The pos-

terior adductor had not changed much in its position; but the palps had i-evolved dorsally.

The animal was yellowish-green as on the previous day, and the mantle border was

wide and actively extended and retracted. The action of the parts was more clearly seen

when viewed fi'om the left side through the glass to which it was attached than from the

right upper side. From this view many observations were made. The gill filaments at

the end of twenty-four houis were not 3'et joined to one another on their ventral mar-

gins as in later stages.

When the same specimen was forty-eight hoirs older than PI. xxiv, figs. 1-2, no an-

terior adductor muscle was seen. The posterior adductor from its eai'lier position had

moved ventrally so that it lay near the border of the prodissoconch valves. The palps

had revolved doi-sally so that they were situated near the hinge line, but were directed

ventrally; a fact to be discussed later. I did not see the radial muscles of the mantle

visible in later stages, but the}' doubtless existed; no mai-ginal tentacles were yet devel-

oped. The rhythmical pulsating body, noticed on the first day in the umbo of the left

valve, had disappeared or become hidden in the increasing liver follicles. No heart

was discovered on the dorsal border of the adductor, where it is later found. The liver

was greenish brown, not light green, as at first.

PI. XXIV, fig. 3, is from the same specimen three days older than figs. 1-2. The spat

shell has grown cousidera!)ly, the posterior adductor has moved to a more ventral posi-

tion than it occupied forty-eight hours after attachment, and the palps have moved far-

ther dorsally. The gill filaments are now connected on their ventral margins by cross

connecting bars, and this is the beginning of the intricate system of cross connecting

network, characteristic of the adult ostrean gill. The filaments in 3'oung and adult

Pecten are joined by intei-locking but separable cilia, similarlj" to those of Mytilus as

described by Peck, but the connection in Ostrea is a complete organic union brought

about by the concrescence of fleshy processes from the mai'gins of adjoining filaments.

The cross bars begin to be developed between the filaments in the anterior portion of the

gill and from that reg'ion are foi'uied posteriorly in a serial manner between successive

filaments. In oysters up to 2.2 mm. in height only a single series of cross bars exist

and those are on the ventral margin as in PI. xxiv, fig. 3. The ends of the gill fila-

ments in the spat, fig. 3, are recurved and joined by concrescence at their tips with the

recurved filament tips of the opposed gill-lamelhi. This is understood by comparing the

diagrams of the gills of developing Ostrea of this stage, PI. xx[v, fig. 7, with those of an

adult Pecten, PI. xxiv, fig. 12. The contiguous surfaces of the direct and reflected

portion of the filaments are not organically connected at this early period, so that each

gill-lamella represents a hollow cavity bordered by its filamentous walls and a condition

similar to this has been observed in adult Perna. The two gills are of about equal size

at this period. Iloi'st states that in young- Ostrea edulis the gills are filamentous, joined

only at the bases and tips; and he compares this condition with Lacaze-Duthiers' (41)

well-known observations on Mytilus.
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We will now consider an oyster, PI. xxiv, fig. 4, considerably older than our last fig-

ure. Ryder (63) published a figure and description of an oyster somewhat younger

than this and yet older than my PI. xxiv, fig. 3. He compared the anatomy of his fig-

iire with that of Professor Huxley's figure (my fig. 25, p. 300) and demonstrated serial

connections between these and the adult. PI. xxiv, fig. 4, illustrates a young oyster of

the spat stage growing on a glass slide, on August (3, 1888. The single adductor muscle

occupies a sub-central position similar to that of the adult. The jjalps have revolved

dorsally and assume a position intermediate between that shown in PI. xxiv, fig. 3, and

that characteristic of the adult, PI. xxv, fig. 12. They difter from the adult in that the

outer pair of palps forms a hood above the mouth which opens downwards and not as

directly forwards as in the adult. Both these differences are discussed by Ryder (63).

Four palps exist, but they are marked by few (five) furrows on their surface, instead of

a great number as in the adult. Ryder observes this dittercnce, and says that though

few in the young he has counted over a hundred furrows on one side of the lower palp

of an adult.

The heart is situated in a pericardial cavity above the adductor muscle, as in adults.

From ninety to one hundred and ten heart-beats per minute were counted. This is a very

high number, as Pi-ofessor Ryder (64) notes that in the adult the heart-beats probably

do not exceed twenty per minute. A large pulsating artery, v, passes to the mantle

boi'der where it is confluent with the posteiior tips of the gills, and lesser ramifying ar-

teries bifurcating frequently are spread over the mantle in every direction. These are not

shown in the figure as they would confuse other details. The blood corpuscles travers-

ing the arteries may be readil}^ seen through the thin shell as indicated by ari'ows and,

Avhen the heai-t is beating rapidly, the blood may be seen returning to the heart through

the canals on the dorsal border of the gills. It passes out from these canals thi'ough the

foi-amina c and d, and also from between foramen d and a point nearer the anterior tips

of gills. At d the aff'erent and efferent vessels are connected and though most of the

blood from the gills passes into the heart, some corpuscles may be seen joining the ef-

ferent ciirrent and flowing into the large artery, v, v/hich supplies the mantle border.

This specimen growing on glass aftbi'ded excellent opportunity to study the gills.

The filaments of the two gills, A, A,' PI. xxiv, fig. 4, are connected by several rows of

cross bais, instead of only a single I'ow on the ventral margin. (Compai'e with PI.

XXIV, fig. 5.) An oyster, 6 mm. high, was observed to have five cross filaments in the

larger gills. The two first gills originated simultaneously as far as known. They be-

gan as tubular disconnected bags, as described; by the concrescence of lateral fleshy pro-

cesses and of the inwardly grown recurved tips of the filaments, their pi-esent form, which

is diagrammatically shown in PI. xxiy, fig. 8, has been built up. But this accounts for

only two gills and there are four in the adult; the development of the last two gills has

not been previously studied, though Ryder (63) states that in very young spat only two

are present. When first studied on the sixth of August, the young oyster, PI. xxrv,

fig. 4, besides the two larger gills, A and A', had a third very short gill, B', on the right

side; but no corresponding, fourth sliort gill on the left side. The gill li' was continu-

ous along the margin of the adjoining gill A for its whole extent. It originated from

the same base as did A' for the outer border of ^1' was first formed, the inner border be-
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ing the reflected portion and of later growth. This^ will be better understood by com-

paring the diagrams of the gills of Ostrea, figs. 6-9, with those of Anomia, fig. 11, and

Pecten, PI. xxiv, fig. 12, where the origin and relation of separate gills and gill folds

are perfectly clear. The newly formed gill B' was composed of the same number of

filaments as was the well developed gill A!. In dissecting similar specimens it was

found that the tips of the filaments of the gill B' were already folded back upon them-

selves, but they are reflected outwardly instead of reflected inwardly (toward the median

line of the body) as is the case with the filaments of the first formed gills (again com-

pare with the diagram of gills of Pecten and Anomia). After an interval of two days,

a fourth gill, B, shown diagrammatically in Pi. xxiv, fig 8, appeared on the left side on

the basal margin of A. It began as a minute bud-like process and grew as already

described for gill B'.

In other specimens up to 4.75 mm. in height, a third gill, J5', had begun to develop on

the right upper side as in PI. xxiv, fig. 4, but no fourth gill had yet appeared on the left

lower side. Oysters of 1 cm. in height had all four gills developed, but in dispropor-

tionate degrees. The right outermost was short, the right innermost long, the left in-

nermost longer still, and the left outermost (the last formed) very short, as in the

diagram, PI. xxiv, fig. 8.

First, it Is noteworthy that those gills, which ai-e to form the right and left outermost

gills of the adult, appear much later than the two innermost gills. Secondly, it is a re-

markable and interesting fact that a considerable time elapses between the origination of

the right outermost gill B' and the left outermost gill B. Stoliczka, in his "Cretaceous

Peleeypoda," on page 2, says, "I have examined one or two animals of almost every fam-

ily of the Peleeypoda, and in all I found that there are at least two gill-lamelUB present

on either side,—never a single one, though they are often unequal and one of them some-

times, as in the Tellinidse, nearly obsolete.'" The late appearance of the third and fourth

gills in Ostrea may have phylogenetic significance, but the irregularity of their appearance

is probably due to other causes, perhaps due in some way to the pressure exerted on the

parts as the oyster lies on the left side in its adopted habit of fixation.

Viewing our specimen from the left side through the glass to which attached, it was

found that the dorsal margins of the several gill-lamellae were not superimposed; the

united borders of gill B' and the outer lamella of gill A! wei-e near the middle line of

the valves. The reflected borders of ^' and A united to form a margin nearer the ven-

tral edge of the shell than the previous gill margin. The outer lamella of J. and the new

gill B, when formed, made a united border still nearer the edge of the shell. The result of

this want of juxtaposition was that, when viewed from the right side, fig. 4, PI. xxiv, the

gill A looked nuich larger than A!, because it extended nearer to the margin of the

shell. In degree this was untrue, though as a matter of fact A is somewhat larger

than A. Dr. Pelsener, in his report on Lamellibranchiata in the Challenger Reports,

gives a very clear figure showing the condition and i-elation to one another of the gill

filaments in a large number of genera.

The course of the alimentary tract has been li-accd in the young oyster by Ryder (63),

' AccoriliiiK to Dall (l(i), a siiisle si'l-laiiiella. composed liriotiy discusses the rolatious of the gills and classification

of separated lilaments, exists on either side iu Diiiiya. He on this Ijasis in IJnll. Mns. Conip. Zoiil., Vol. xviii, !)Sf>'J.
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l)ut it may not be amiss to rejjcat the observations as my specimens, growing on transparent

glass, were very clear. In PI. xxiv, fig. 4, the dotted outlines of the alimentary canal are

those portions not visible from the right side, but seen when the oyster was viewed from

the left side through the glass microscope slide to which it was attached. From the

upper part of the hood-shaped palps a short rx'sophagus, ce, leads directly into the stom-

ach, sf. The stomach, embedded in greenish-brown liver, has a circuitous outline espe-

cially on its ventral border. The intestine leads from the posterior end of the stomach

and extends in a nearly direct line to a point half way past the adductor muscle. It then

takes a sharp bend and, returning on itself, curves and follows the dorsal outline of the

body; again turning when near the iimbos, it follows the outline of the body and passes

to the left of the oesophagus. It is then produced posteriorly in a curving line, jjassing to

the left at the two points where it crosses the earlier portion of its own track and emerges

from the liver mass just above the heart. It passes outside of the heait and wrap])ing

itself around the adductor mnscle tei-minates in close relation to that muscle. This

course of the alimentary canal is identical with that figured by Rydei- (60), in an adnlt,

excepting that in the adult the oesophagns is directed more anterioi'ly than in the spat.

The ffeces, of a peculiar, nearly horse-shoe shape,' pass from the intestine in small par-

ticles and are carrietl from the cloacal space by the exeurrent water from the gills

through the opening, s, PI. xxiv, fig. 4, formed by a sinuosity of the border of the right

valve. All water from the body passes out through this opening, as indicated by arrows,

and the mantle is retracted to allow of its passage.

A special exeurrent passage is characteristic of younger and older sjiat than the one

described (PI. xxv, figs. 5-6) ; but no trace of it has been found in the adult. The sinu-

osity of the right valve is apparently due to the constantly retracted condition of the

right mantle border at this point. It is constantly retracted to admit of the passage of

the exeurrent water and being so retracted, as a necessary result, the shell is not built

at this area as rapidly as at other places where the mantle is fully extended. It might

be considered that the peculiar exeurrent opening was due to the mechanical conditions

under which the oyster lives, an opening being necessary on account of the close rela-

tion of the shell to the object of fixation, and it is possible that this is the case; but

against it may be urged the fiict that no such character is found in Anomia which is sub-

ject to similar conditions. I think that this exeurrent passage and the correlated sinu-

osity of the right valve are of hereditary significance. Examining the fossils, we findasim-

ilar sinuosity of the left and right valve charactei'istic in marked degree of the genus

Gryphaea; it is also found frequently in Exogyra and in many fossil members of the Avic-

ulidse, from which last group the Ostreadae were doubtless evolved.^

As in the case ])resented, many peculiarities of the form of shells can doubtless be

elucidated by a study of the soft parts and life-habits of the animals. The byssal notch,

ridges of large siphonated forms as the Myida;, and siphonate processes of Gasteropods

are examples of such characters, many of which are S2:)ecially studied in this paper.

' The horse-slioe shape is the form of the cross sec- forms in the line of evolution of the group. I do not

tion of the fajccs and owes its origin to the j)eculiar form think this militati's against what is ahove stated. Ostrea

of the intestine Ryder ((50). has an excnrrent sinuosity of the valves similar to tluit

"In section vii, it is stated that Gryph;ta and E.\ogyra are found in Gryphiea and Exogyra, in all, inlierited (if at all)

probably aberrant members of the Ostreada^ not typical from far-oB" ancestral groups.
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The mantle borders of PI. xxiv, fig. 4, arc free throiigliout their extent, with the excep-

tion of a small area near the umbos, where the borders of the two folds are confluent.

The margins are thickly set with tentacles which are slightly pigmented with black.

"When undisturbed and quietly feeding, the mantle stretches out to the margin of the shell

on all sides and even protrudes considerably beyond it. It moves actively, being constantly

retracted and extended by the radial muscles shown in my figure and described by

Ryder (63). The radial muscles are best seen from the left side when the spat is

viewed through the glass to which attached, as the lower valve is thinner and less pig-

mented than is the upper right valve. The marginal tentacles are constantly in motion,

being continually elongated and retracted. When elongated they are used with a tenta-

tive, feeler-like motion, and if irritated are capable of extreme prolongation. The gills

and palps move frequently and suddenly. The adductor muscle in PI. xxiv, fig. 4, is

seen to he composed of two parts, as is that of the adult, PI. xxv, fig. 12, and a condition

of the adductor similar to that of Ostrea is seen in Perna.

During later stages of growth the soft pai'ts rapidly assume the form, sti'ucture and

position which they occupy in the adult, PI. xxv, fig. 12. The mouth parts are revolved

towards the umbos and the anus and adductor are revolved in the opposite direction,

towards the fi-ee ends of the valves. The gills increase in complexity by the develop-

ment of cross partitions within the gill chambei's, between the contiguous faces of the

direct and reflected portions of each gill lamella. These partitions form walls joining

gill filaments and separated from succeeding walls by eight or ten filaments not so joined.

Their existence gives rise to the folds characteristic of the adult oyster's gill. Lai-ge

water tubes are thus formed, each tube bordered by eight or ten gill filaments on either

side with their network of cross bars.

An epitome will now be given of the changes by which the adductor muscles of the

young oyster become transformed into those of the adult and the relation of these changes

to what exists in other adult Pelecypods is discussed. The embryo first passes through

an early single-muscled stage, fig. 25, p. 300, in which the single adductor is the equiv-

alent of the anterior adductor of dimyarians. This stage, as stated I believe, is a typi-

cal early stage of all Pelecypod embryos.^ Later, the oyster has two adductors, PI. xxiv,

figs. 1-2, entitling it to ancestral kinship with dimyarian Pelecypoda. Finally the ante-

rior adductor is lost, and the remaining posterior muscle is alone retained.

In the embi-yonic oystei-, fig. 23, p. 299, the mouth and anus are closely approximated

on the ventral aspect of the body. Passing to figs. 24 and 25, pp. 299-300, the anterior

adductor muscle has developed, and the anus has i-evolved dorsally. In PI. xxiv, figs.

1-2, the posterior adductor has developed on the ventral side of the intestine, which

wraps around that organ as in later stages, and in all adult Pelecypods. In the last fig-

ures the velum, interposed between the anterior adductor muscle and the mouth, prevents

the mouth revolving dorsally as it otherwise might have done. Passing to PI. xxiv,

fig. 3, the mouth has i-evolved dorsally similarly to the anus, and lies nearer the umbos

than in previous stages. However, as noted by Ryder (63) in his studies, it still opens

downward and not as directly forwai'd as in the adult. lu PI. xxiv, fig. 4, the mouth

lies still nearer to the umbos of the valves and from this stage to the adult, PL xxv,

' Vide p. 280, aud section xv.
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fig. 12, where it imnetliately underlies the umbos, and opens toward them is merely a

series of mechanical stages. Correlatively with the dorsal revolution of the mouth the

anterior adductor muscle has disappeared in the growiug oyster.

In the dimyarian stage of the young oyster, PI. xxiv, figs. 1-2, the relative position of

the axis of the body to the hinge axis of the shelP resembles that of adult typical dim-

yarian Pelecypoda,"^ PI. xxv, fig. 9, where the hinge is dorsal, free edges of the valves

ventral, the month and anus lying at either end of the equal valves, so that the antero-

posterior axis' is nearly parallel to the hinge axis. In the adult oyster, PI. xxv, fig. 12,

this relation is different. The mouth lies close up under the hinge line, marking this as

the anterior end of the shell. The free ends of the valves are at the posterior extrem-

ity, the gills lie on the ventral side, and the intestine on the dorsal.* The antero-pos-

terior axis passes nearly through the umbos and centre of the valves and at an angle of

al)out ninety degi'ces from the hinge axis.

To bring about the adult condition the antero-posterior axis has therefore revolved

through an angle of about 45° from the position it had in the dimyarian stage. In this

revolution the anterior adductor has disappeared and the posterior adductor has become

sub-central, thus occupying the functionally most eftectual position. In other monomy-
arians, as Pecten and Anomia, PI. XXLS, figs. 1-2, the mouth closely underlies the umbos,

which are in the median plane of the shell; thus the relations of the antero-posterior

axis to the shell are similar to those of Ostrea.

In heteromyarians, asM3^ti!us, Modiola, PI. xxv, fig. 10, Perna, PI. xxv, fig. 11, and Avi-

cula, a transitional series may be studied in which the relations of the axes are changed

from Avhat exists in the typical dimyarians, such as Mya, PI. xxv, fig. 9, to what we find

in the single-muscled group, as Ostrea, PI. xxv, fig. 12.

In the clam, M>ja arenaria, fig. 9, the adductor muscles are at either end of the lon-

ger axis of the shell, the mouth lies close behind the anterior adductor, the anus over-

lies the posterior muscle and the umbos lie dorsally. The antero-posterior axis is nearly

parallel to the hinge axis. It is seen that in Modiola, PI. xxv, fig. 10, the mouth and an-

terior adductor have revolved dorsally, so that they lie nearer to the umbos than in the

clam. Similarly the posterior adductor and anus have revolved in the opposite direction,

and occupy a position much farther removed from the hinge line than in the clam. The
antero-posterior axis lies at an angle of about 25'' from the hinge axis. In Perna epMp-
jyium, PI. xxv, fig. 11, the mouth lies close up under the umbos, but the umbos are not

in the median plane of the shell. jS"o anterior adductor was found, but it probably ex-

ists in closely related species:^ The posterior adductor and anus are still further re-

'Tlie hinge axis refers to an ideal line drawn through rior end of the body has already been pointed out by sev-

the hinge area, and coinciding with the axis of motion of eral authors, and Hyatt (28) figures an oyster drawn over

the valves, as shown in PI. xxv, figs. 9-12, inclusive. a clam to show their relations. Ryder (03), on page 787,

'^I say resembles because the mouth does not closely un- notes the rotation of nearly ninety degrees that must take

derlie tlie anterior adductor muscle, as the velum inter- place from my fig. 25, p. 300, after Huxley, to bring about

vcnes, and therefore the comparison is not exact, tliougli the adult relation of parts.

to all intents and purposes the comparison is perfectly ^Mr. Purdie, of New Zealand, notes that il/j/^Wns ?ff«(/s lias

correct. no anterior adductor, while two otherwise closely related

'The antero-posterior axis, as .shown in PI. x.xv. flgs. species i)/. erZHZ(.<>, and J/. ma^eZtaHiC!(.v, have anterior adduc-

'.)-12, is considered as passing tlirough the moutli and mid- tors. In M.lutns the loss of tlie anterior muscle is ac-

dle of tlie posterior adductor nuiscle and nearly or quite conipanied by a movement of the one existing muscle

coinciding witli the termination of the intestine. inwards, nearer the central plane of the valves, wliere its

^Tlie fact that the umbos in the oyster are at the ante- mechanical action is more effeclual.

ME.MOlltS UOSION SOC. NAT. HIST., VOL IV. 42
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moved from the hinge line than was the case with Modiola, and the antero-posterior axis

lies at an angle of abont 50° from the hinge axis.

A revolution of the axes similar to that traced in oysters, and in the above serial groups,

may be seen in Mulleria lobata, PI. xxvr, figs. 5-7, a widely separate genns. Accord-

ing to Adams and other authors, it has two muscles when young; but, when fully grown^

one muscle. The anterior muscle has disappeared, and the posterior, which is retained,

lies in the middle lower portion of the shell, in a position closely similar to that of an oys-

ter. This case is particularly interesting, as the change takes place much later than in

the oyster; for the two-muscled stage is not an enibryonicone, but is of a much latei' pe-

riod of development. In ^theria, a near ally, the two muscles are retained throughout

life, in a partially revolved position. Tridacna is another genus having but a single ad-

ductor muscle in the adult, and that muscle is the posterior. According to Woodward's

figure the single muscle is in a sub-central position and the posterior retractor of the foot

occupies its common point of insertion close to the dorsal aspect of the adductor. The
mouth and palps have revolved dorsally so that they lie close up under the umbos as in

Ostrea, marking this as the anterior end of the valves, and a large byssus by which the

animal is attached is protruded through a notch in the valves immediately below the

umbos. The antei-o-jjosterior axis lies nearly pei-pendicularly through the umbos and

middle of the valves. The revolved position of the axes of the soft parts in Ti-idacna

is not accompanied by any marked changes in the form of the shell excepting the posi-

tion of the byssal notch. Allies of Tridacna are typical dimyarians and it is doubtless

dimyaiian when young.

The theory of the revolution of the axes explains the changed position of the axes

and adductor muscles on purely mechanical grounds. It is found in widely separate

genera of Pelecypoda that the revolving of the axes is accompanied by a reduction and

final loss of the anterior adductor as it moves into a position close to the hinge area

where its mechanical action is slightly if at all effectual in closing the valves. At
the same time the single posterior adductor increases in size as it moves into a sub-cen-

tral position where its action is most effectual. The revolution of the axes in Pelecyijods,

relatively to the axis (hinge) of motion of the valves, is therefore seen to be closely cor-

related with the reduction and final loss of the anterior adductor, together with the in-

crease and final exclusive retention of the posterior. This theory substantially as here

presented was published in my preliminary papei-. While that paper was in press, a paper

was published by Dr. Benjamin Sharp in which he presents a mechanical theory for the

loss of the anterior and retention of the posterior adductor muscle in Pelecypoda, which

is quite similar to that of the revolution of the axes.

It is a very noticeable fact that oyster spats attached to various foreign bodies do

not lie with their axes arranged in any special direction. Different individuals attached

to the same stone or shell, may have their axes at every angle of deviation, in the plane

of the surface of attachment, as compared with one another. I have never seen them ar-

ranged with any refei'ence to the resistance of prevailing currents. On the other hand,

Anomias and Crepidulasare sensitive to prevailing currents. Large numbers of Anomias,

attached to a single block, will very connuonly be found with their axes parallel and

headed one way (see discussion on development of Anomia, section xiii), and Crepi-
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(lulas, PI. xxrrr, i\g. 22, may be found piled on one another to the licight of several inches,

each individual with its axes in the same vertical plane. These comparisons go to pi'ove

what was claimed earlier, that calcareous fixation of the oyster's lower valve took place

when it became attached. It is almost certain that if any form of prehensile attachment

had existed for an appreciable time, we should at least occasionally find evidence of the

arranorement of the shells in the line of least resistance to currents.

YL OsTUEA. Development of the shell.

In the study of the soft parts it is shown that the shell of the oyster develops from a

primitive structure, the preconchylian gland, which is found not only in other genern of

Peleeypoda, but in other classes of mollusca as well. According to Horst, a simple

unpaired-cuticular membrane, my fig. 22, p. 297, the product of the cells of the shell-

gland precedes the paired calcareous shell.

The two valves of an adult oyster are together homologous with the single valve of

adult Cephalous molluscs (see p. 281). In both, the shell originated from similar struct-

ures, one as a single and the other as a paired organ. The adult shell of Cephalous mol-

lusca is termed a conch. Therefore, in view of its homology and strikingly diflferent

double character, I have suggested. (36) the name dissoconch' for the shell of an adult

oyster and similarly the same terminology is applicable to the shell of other Peleeypoda.

The protoconch of Professor Owen, in Cephalopods, figs. 1-8, p. 292 and PI. xxrri,

figs. 15-16, is the early cup-shaped shell which precedes the conch, oi- true shell. A spi-

rally twisted protoconch in Gasteropods,^ PL xxiir, figs. 19, 21, 23, and a saddle-shaped

periconch (protoconch) in Scaphopods, PI. xxiii, figs. 13-14, may be also found as an

embryonic shell preceding the conch or true shell of these groups (see section iii). It

will be seen from the study of Ostrea that the true shell, that which characterizes the

adult, oi-iginates with the introduction of the spat stage, PI. xxiv, figs. 19-21 and PI.

XXV, figs. 1-7. The earlier shell, PI. xxiv, figs. 17-18, is strildngly different. It is the

completed shell of the embryonic stages, and as shown in previous studies, it has devel-

oped from structures closely similar to those found in Cephalous molluscs. The embryonic

shell of Ostrea, therefore, is distinctly the homologue of the protoconch and periconch.

In the oyster, however, this shell is not single- but double-valved and, therefore, deserves

a distinct name. As it precedes the dissoconch or true shell, I have suggested (36) the

name prodissoconch^ or early, double shell, for the first-formed shell of the oyster. A
prodissoconch or embryonic shell, strikingly different from the succeeding dissoconch, is

figured in this paper in many widely separate genera of Peleeypoda (see Pis. xxiv to

XXX and cuts in the text) and it may be safely considered as charactei'istic of the class.

The shell of oysters, at different periods of growth, presents striking dissimilarities.

There are four well-marked stages of growth: (1) phylembryo, early embryonic stage;

equivalvular, with a straight hinge line; (2) completed prodissoconch, symmetrical fry

stage, with a curved hinge line and high umbos developed; (3) nepionic (spat) stage,

'J(fl-ff«'?, double; luii-yrj, shell. » /7_o^, before.

^See footnote, p. 292, and discussions in section ou

Classification of Stages of Gro\rth and Decline.
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with a flat, lower left valve and convex, upper right valve; (4) adult, flat, upper right

valve and concave, lower left valve.

The early prodissoconch or phylembryonie stage of Ostrea edulis is equivalvular, nearly

discoidal and flattened into a straight line at the hinge area. On the hinge line, minute

interlocking teeth are visible when viewed from the dorsal side. Embryonic shells of

Ostrea edulis of this stage are represented in PI. xxiv, figs. 13-16. They were removed

from the gills of the parent and sent out as preparations by a London dealer in micro-

scopical supjilies. The age is similar to fig. 25, p. 300. The valves are saucer-shaped,

and are mai-ked by concentric lines of growth closely a])proximated dorsally, but farther

apart ventrally and anteriorly, so that the centres of calcification are ah'eady pushed pos-

teriorly by the growth that has taken place, as seen in figs. 13 and 15, viewed from the

left and right sides respectively. By polarized light the shell gives the characteristic

lines of crystallized carbonate of lime. A straight hinge line seems to be characteristic of

the phylembryoiiic stage of Pelecypoda before the development of ixmbos (see section

xv). As examples, I would refer to embryos of Ostrea, PI. xxiv, figs. 13-16, Anodon,

Cardium, Modiolaria and Montacuta, PI. xxiii, figs. 7-11, also to Hatschek's figs. 19-21 of

developing Teredo and Ryder's (62) figure of an embryonic Ostrea virginiana.

The valves of the phylembryonic stage of Ostrea edulis, PI. xxiv, figs. 13-16, have

scarcely any umbos developed, whereas onr next stage of shell development has jiromi-

nent umbos. The completed prodissoconch of Ostrea virginiana, PI. xxiv, figs. 17-18,

has deeply concave valves which are nearly equal. The lower left valve is, however,

somewhat larger and deeper than the upper right valve, fig. 18. The umbos are highly

developed and are always inclined upward at a high angle, as the shell is invariably at-

tached by the extreme border of the left valve. The umbos are directed posteriorly as

shown in the studies of the soft parts, PL xxiv, figs. 1-2, and they invariably point to

the left of the observer viewing them from above, a necessary consequence of their be-

ing attached by the left valve.^ (For further discussion of the fixation of the oyster by

the left valve, see section iv.) Coincident with the development of high umbos, the

early straight hinge line, seen in the phylembryonic stage, is lost and is superseded by

one of a gentle curvature. The prodissoconch is the completed shell of the embryonic

free-swimming veliger period, and the young oyster becomes attached

permanently at the close of this period, the fixation consisting of the

soldering of the ventral margin of the left valve to the object of sup-

l^ort.

The completed ijrodissoconch of Ostrea edulis, ^g. 26, differs from

that of our species, according to Horst. The umbos are less devel-

FiG.^u^ c;ompietea o])ed than in our species, but they are directed posteriorly. Teeth,
prodissoconch of Ostrea ^Iso, are mentioned on the hinge line at this stage and earlier by both
edulis, attached by bor. _ -r^ ,

, . i - •
. . i i

der of left valve iu an Horst and Liacaze-Datluei's, whereas in our species no teeth have

almost upright position been obscrvcd by either Ryder (63) or myself. The histological
(a ter oist).

structure of the shell, as described by Huxley and Horst, is similar

to that of our species. Specimens of Ostrea edulis kindly sent to me by Dr. Horst show

unmistakably the teeth and other features described.

' Professor Ryder informs me by letter that he has sought for umbos pointing to the right.

. never seen an exception to this nor have I, though I have
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Tho prodissoconch of Ostrea virginiana is homogeneous and laminar in arrangement}

"not prismatic" as in tlie immediately succeeding stages of spat growth as described and

figured by Ryder (62). It is composed of lime infiltrating an amorphous matrix of con-

chyolin, as shown l)y treatment with acid. One of the marked characters of the prodis-

soconch is the uniformity of shape and size found in difierent individuals, it not having the

ostrean tendency to variability noticeable in later stages. The height of the fully de-

veloped prodissoconch is about -^^ of an inch. The left attached valve turned over and

viewed from the lower side is seen to be exactly like the right free valve in appearance.

It is not flattened nor are there other indications to mark where it was attached, so that

this attachment is evidently of a very superficial and delicate nature.

A prodissoconch identical, orvery closely similar, to that found in Ostrea vir-giniana has

been found in many species of the Ostreadie. Ryder (62) has observed it in four s])ecies:

Ostrea equestris, Say, from Florida; 0. concJiaphila, CaUfornia; 0. cucuUata, Viti Isl-

ands, Pacific; and 0. peraviana, Peru. I have observed it in undetermined oyster

sj^ats, from Cuba, and from the chamber of a Nautilus pompilius, from the Pacific. I

also found ostrean prodissoconchs in the following: the spats of tertiary oysters from

Carolina; Grgj)hcea vesicularis, Lam., Cretaceous, found in both European and American
specimens; O.calceola, var. nehrascensis, M. & H., PI. xxiv, figs. 23-24, from the Jiu'as-

sic of Wyoming Territory, si)ecimen number, 1881, U. S. National Museum ; Exogyra,

conica, Cretaceous, Europe; E. columha, Lam., Cretaceous, Europe; E. arietina, Creta-

ceous, America; and E. costata, Say, Cretaceous, America. Of this last species aljun-

daut very young specimens, which I collected at Delaware City, Delaware, showed the

ty])ical early prodissoconch.

From the number and wide distribution of the species, it cannot be doubted that the

prodissoconch found in Ostrea virginiana is characteristic of the Ostreadse. The teeth

noted above in the prodissoconch of O. edulis is the most striking difierence that has been

found in the prodissoconch of the family.

There is, in the prodissoconch and spat stages of the oyster, an organic conchj^olin at-

tachment of the shell itself, thus described by Ryder (62) : "The cementing material

seems to be the organic matrix of the shell which forms a perceptible layer on the out-

side of the valves, and which constitutes the epidermis or periostracum of the oyster."

In the prodissoconch, as well as spat stage, the cement is so firm that, as Ryder says

(62), the shell may be broken before it can be removed. To prove that this is an organic

cement, if we put a drop of water on a dead, young shell and allow it to remain a short

time, it can be readily picked up on the point of a knife. Quite large spat may be re-

moved when dead (i. e., the organic matter inert) by soaking or boiUng. Treatment
with acid, on the other hand, does not loosen the hold of the shell. Quantities of youno-

spat die during the summer, yet few dead shells are found on cnltch, because soon after

death the organic cement decays, is dissolved, and the shell falls off. Professor Huxley
notes that the European oyster separates naturally fi-om unfavorable objects of support;

and that the separation takes j^lace naturally at an early stage can be seen markedly in

many fossil membei-s of the fiimily. Convei-sely, the calcareous plug of Anoniia, which is

fixed to the object of support by a purely calcareous union, remains indefinitely after the

death and separation of the individual to which it belonged. All the evidence is there-
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fore in favor of the assumption that the cement bj which the oyster is attached is wliolly

organic.

Witli the inti'oduction of tlie sj^at stage, a fundamental histological difference arises

abruptly in the structure of the shell of Ostrea virginiana as in 0. edulis, fig. 27. As
stated above, the prodissoconch consists of lime infiltrating an amorphous matrix of con-

chyolin, but in the initial spat stage the first layer of shell of the right valve is deposited in a

"tessellated or prismatic" manner in a horny matrix, as described and figured by Professor

Ryder (62, G4). Soon after the formation of the spat stage, the subnacreous, white por-

cellanous layer begins to be deposited on the yellowish-brown, prismatic layer, first mak-

ing its appearance as ii-regular blotches in the centre of the valves. These two layers con-

tinue throughout the rest of the life of the oyster, and together, though in disproportionate

degree, build up the massive adult shell. The pi-ismatic layer always remains thin, as may
be readily seen by sections, or by ti'eating an adult with acid, when the remaining conch^r-

olin of the prismatic layer will separate from the overlying subnacreous layer like a dis-

sected skin.

It is a remarkable fact that in

young Ostrea virginiana
^
the

prismatic sti'ucture is typical of

the upper right valve alone; the

lower valve presenting a fine

granular structure, as in O. edu-

lis, fig. 29. In later life in Ostrea

virginiana and some other spe-

cies, a very thin layer of pris-

matic tissue maybe found in the

left valve though it is for the

most part eroded away, but the

same layer is thicker and there-

fore better preserved in the right

valve. The prisms of the right

valve of the adult oyster are not

as perpendicular to the surfiice

as in the young, fig. 27. There-

fore in horizontal section the outline of the prisms presents oblique rather than hexag-

onal faces. A similar obliquity of the prisms may be seen in 8olemya mediterranea.

The nepionic or infant stages of molluscs begin according to the classification of

stages adopted with the formation of what Professor Owen called the apex of the conch,

or true shell. It is shown that the spat marks the beginning of the dissoconch (true

shell) in Ostrea; therefore the spat is considered as the nepionic period.' In my pre-

liminary paper I said the spat of Ostrea virginiana is divisible into five stages which were

described at some length. I also said that they are more or less clearly marked in eveiy

Fig. 28.

i'lG. a,. Fig. 29.

Fig. 27. Young Ostrea edulis. The prodissoconch is composed of lio-

mogeneous and the early dissoconcli of prismatic cellular tissue.' The

gills are filamentous.

Fig. 28. Fragment of border of upper valve, enlarged to show the

prismatic structure.

Fig. 29. Fragment of lower valv« (after Horst).

'The relations of structure of the prodissoconch and dis-

soconch are the same in Ostrea viryiiiiniia, also in Perna,

Pecten and Anemia, as described in the text.

"In my preliminary paper this same period was consid-

ered as the "silphologic" period. lu a footnote to this

paper Professor Hyatt has given up the use of the term

silphologic, and has supplied in place of it the term nepi-

onic {vide p. 21)0).
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regular growing, unworn, young specimen. There are often well defined stages indi-

cated as arrests of growth in the early growth of the spat; but I must retract the state-

ment that there are tyjiically five and that they are always more or less clearly marked in

regular, unworn, young specimens. Frequently no indication of later spat stages are

present, and they cannot be considered as constant. To remodel my conclusions and

statement: The spat stage in Ostrea virginiana, as a whole, is frequently marked by

stages of growth. Stages are characteristic of the earliest spat growth and as many as

five have been found, but often no more than two or three are indicated. To study these

stages specimens should be sought growing in protected places, as the wear of sand

and waves destroys their demarcation rapidly. Some spat found in the inside whorls of

dead Sycotopus shells and others, seciu'ed on glass in drain pipes and on inverted flower

pots, retained the markings clearly.

The spat growth begins along the ventral margin of the prodissoconch valves

PI. XXIV, figs. 18-21 and PI. xxv, figs. 3-4, and throughout life the most rapid growth

is in this direction. The growth rapidly pushes up the sides of the valves, and between

the hinge areas of the latter, PI. xxv, fig. 3, lifting them apart and separating them by
interstitial growth. A little to the right of the umbo of the lower, left prodissoconch

valve, as seen from above, in the initial stages of spat growth, is a notch which indicates

the beginning ofthe cartilage pit of the lower valve. This is seen clearly in PI. xxiv, fig. 19.

It is necessary to describe the left and right valves separately. The upper, right valve,

PI. XXIV, fig. 20, is continuons with the prodissoconch valve and follows the curve of that

stage though in a lessening degree. It spreads out laterally on the hinge line in a de-

scending curve, and on the margin overhangs the lower valve by a considerable amount,

PI. XXIV, fig. 21, as it continues to do while the shell is flatly related to the object of

fixation. The same overhanging of the upper valve may be seen in young Pectens,

PI. XXVIII, and Anomias, PI. xxix. The lower left valve of the young oyster, PI. xxiv,

fig. 21, starts as does the upper, following the curve of the early valve. When this curve

has been followed for an extremely brief period, the valve suddenly flattens and becomes

closely I'elated to the surface of attachment. The result is, that a slight groove runs

around the border of the spat valve, beyond which it is abruptly continuous with the flat

later growth as mentioned by Ryder. I have, however, to note a peculiar and significant

exception. Sometimes, instead of becoming flat and closely related to the object of at-

tachment, the spat valve is continuously curved throughout its early growth, and not

at all flattened. It then resembles the upper valve in shape. This curved shape is

held, as far as observed, only on rough objects of attachment. Seeking for such mate-

rial on rough stones and shells, one will always find some valves more or less curved in

their earliest stages. This is intei-esting, as showing the modifying influences of envi-

ronment on a very young stage, where heredity might be supposed to fashion the form

with overpowering force. Further notes on this character are given when discussing

Exogyra, section vn.

"When the spat shell has attained the height of 0.8 mm. to 1.2 mm., frequently a well

defined stage or period of growth is marked by an interruption in the lines of growth as

shown in PI. xxv, figs. 1-2. This indicates what is considered as the close of the first

nepionic stage. In the shell growth succeeding the first nepionic stage the upper valve,
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fig. 1, is in form a continuation of the first stage. The lower valve spreads out over the

object of attachment by wing-like extensions of its anterior margins, and makes a shoulder

on its anterior border by its increased growth, where it comes in contact with the outer

limit of the first stage, fig. 2, and similar shoulders mai'k the periods of growth of later

stages in the lower valve, PL xxv, fig. 6. The lower valve may remain curved, as in the

first nepionic stage, for a limited extent. When the spat has attained the height of from

about 1.4 mm. to 2.4 mm., another stage is frequently marked by an interruption in the shell

growth as shown in PI. xxv, figs. 1-2, Avhich illustrate the first and second stages of the

nepionic or spat growth. After the second stage, as described, other stages maybe found

in the spat gi'owth. They are marked as arrests in the regularity of shell growth and in

the lower valve shoulders are formed by their contact with earlier stages as shown on

the hinge border in PI. xxv, fig. 2. In all, five stages have been observed; but the num-
ber and the later stages cannot be considered as characteristic as the first two stages are.

After the close of the second spat stage the shell is still even and rounded in outline,

as the convolutions and distortions common in oysters do not often begin till growth has

considerably advanced. The lower valve spreads out over the object of attachment, and.

leaf-like layers of shell deposition may be seen spreading beyond the limits of the hinge

line, as growth continues, as shown in PI. xxrv, fig. 19, and PI. xxv, fig. 5. The upper

valve in regular growing specimens frequently depai-ts from the foi-m which is ob-

served in the earlier growth, PI. xxiv, fig. 20, and spreading out laterally becomes more

wing-like on the margin than in any earlier stages, PI. xxv, figs. 5 and 7. These wing-

like productions of the spat growth were pointed out and figured by Ryder (60). In

describing such stages he says: they are " .... handsomely rounded in shape, not

unlike a scallop in form, which they simulate still moi'e by the lobes which they develop

on the shell on either side of the hinge." This scallop-like form, shown in PI. xxv,

fig. 7, is qnite likely due to the irritating action of a foreign body on the extended mantle

border of the left valve, or it may be due to the opportunity to make more secure the

fixation by deposition of lime in this direction. In spat growth the free ends of the

valves often change the direction of their growth to the left or right of the median line.

B}^ this change the umbos may be revolved so that they often point in the opposite di-

rection from that which they would have otherwise assumed, as noted by Ryder (65).

A twist in the direction of growth as described is characteristic of the fossil genera, Ex-

ogyra and Gryphjea, in which the variation is always to the left of the median line viewed

from above. The young oyster when it twists to the left resembles very much a young

Exogyra; but Avhen the twist occurs in the opposite direction, or to the right, as fre-

quently occurs, this close comparison cannot be made. The right valve of the spat has

a sinuosity, si, PI. xxv, fig. 5, which is related to the excurrent flow of effete water as

described, p. 307.

Throughout the period of spat growth the young oyster shell has an approach to the

rotundity characteristic of the early spat stages. The attached valve is flat and the free

convex, but \^ien the oyster projects beyond the object of fixation this relative form of

the valves is changed and the condition charactei'istic of the adult, PI. xxv, fig. 8, is

brought about. The attached valve becomes deeply concave or spoon-shaped and the

free valve conversely becomes flat, as pointed out by Brooks and Ryder. At the close
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of the spat period if the shell does not project freely from the object of fixation, then the

relative shape of the valves characteristic of the spat is retained, the attached valve still

spreading over the support, is flat, and the free valve is convex. In such forms the true

spat period is marked as a smooth rounded convex area at the umbos.

In young Ostrea virginiana spat, as noted by Ryder (GO), jjands of purple color radi-

ate from the hinge line, widening toward the free edges of the valves; but these colora-

tion bauds are in the prismatic layer and are therefore limited to the upper right valve.

In none of the oysters growing on glass, have I seen color bands in the lower valve,

which is nearly or quite white; in later growth, however, faint traces of color bands may

be occasionally seen in the left valve. I found spat in the living chamber of a Nautilus

Fonqnlius, when unpacked on arrival from Singapore, and these are similar to the sjmt

of 0. virginiana, showing similar prodissoconchs and uepionic stages, but no coloration

bands, the upper valve being yellowish-white. The early spat growth of Ostrea edulis,

fig. 27, p. 314, is vei-y similar in form to that of O. virginiana, PI. xxiv, fig. 20, but I

have not had specimens for a comparison of later stages.

yil. Gryph^^a, Exogyra and Adult Ostrea, with a Consideration of the

Mechanical Origin of the Ostrean Form of Shell.

The genus Gryphjea is described as free or attached in the young, yet I have not

been able to find a species in which it is free at a very young stage. All the species

studied have a flat area in the lower valve and a curved area in the upper valve at the

luubos, corresponding to the condition found in the attached spat stage of the oyster.

G. arcuata of the Lias is commonly considered as free, yet I have found well preserved

specimens, PI. xxiv, fig. 22, in which the lower valve is flat at the apex, where it was

attached when young, and correspondingly the upper valve has a small convex area at the

umbo, as noted by Sowerby. Flat areas of attachment have also been found at the umbos

of two other highly arcuate species, namely, G. calceola, var. nehrascensis, M. & H., PI.

XXIV, figs. 23-21, from the Jurassic of this country, and G. pitcheri, Morton, from the

Cretaceous of Texas.

The area of attachment in many species of Grypha?a is uniform in size, indicating that

the shell dehisced at a very definite period from the object of attachment. In fact, highly

arcuate forms must have sepai'ated early, as the involute form could not have been de-

veloped unless the shell was free. Other species were attached for a very variable period,

as is seen by the differing size of the flat area of the lower valve and corresponding

curved area of the upper. This is well shown in any large collection of the Em-opean

form of Grgphcea vesicularis from the Cretaceous, where the arcuateness of the adult

varies inversely as the length of pei'iod of attachment.

Exogyra, also, is said to have been free or attached; but here the case is somewhat

more complex. Take, for example, the typical E. costata, Say, of the Cretaceous. Spec-

imens are found in which a flat area at the apex of lower valve distinctly shows them to

have been attached when young, but rarely are adults found with the object of early fixa-

tion still clinging to them, showing that as in Grypha'a and many oysters, they sepai-ated

naturally. Other specimens are found which, upon most careful examination, sliow no

MBMOIKS noSI'ON SOC. NAT. UI.ST., VOL. IV. Vi
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flattened ai-ea on the lower valve. I have noted tliat Osti'ea may in its eai'ly nepionic

period be attached, and yet not confoi'm to the object, or become flattened at all, sothatif

it conld have separated at the close of this period, the adult would show no sign of early

fixation. This is what apparently took place in specimens of Exogyra which show no

flat area. In such thcie is no proof that they were not fixed during the young stages,

but merely that they dehisced before the shell conformed to the outline of the object of

support. Some individuals may be attached for a considerable extent, and a specimen in

the American Museum in New York has an area of attachment measuring 11 cm. in its

greatest length. This species is also very variable in the degree ofcostation. Aged speci-

mens, as noted and figured by Whitfield, olten lose the ridges and become quite smooth.

I have seen many specimens in which the lower valve was fiist smooth, then costate, and
later smooth again, or the reverse of this order. In a lai-ge collection one may find every

gradation between the highly costate type, known as Exogyra costata, and the smooth

type without costations known as ^. ^wnfZero.w, Roemer. The relations of these spec-

ies is about the same as that which exists between Ostrea vlrginiana, Lister, and O.

hoi'ealis, Lam., which Verrill unites under the foinier species, as he says they may easily

be connected by all sorts of intei-mediate forms.

In the Ostreadaj there is a striking peculiarity of the adult which has not been con-

sidered in its full significance, so fjir as I am awai-e. The two valves are tmeqnal, one

ieing concave and the other JIat; hit they are not only uneqiial, they are very dissimilar,

as different as if they helonged to distinct species in what would be considered typical

forms. This character of the shell is due, I believe, to the mechanical conditions of di-

rect cemented fixation acting upon a Pelecypod shell, and is of great value in consider-

ing the systematic relations of attached groups as I shall attempt to show in the follow-

ing pages.

As examples amongst the Ostreadse, showing dissimilarity of the two valves, we may
take Ostrea edulis of Eui'ope, 0. compressirostris, from the Eocene of this countiy, and
Exogyra costata, from the Cretaceous. In these species the lower valve is plicated,

and the uj^per smooth, and i-egular-growing, without plications. The examples could be

multiplied extensively', but these suffice to give my meaning. In consulting Coquand's

finely illustrated monograph of Cretaceous oysters, examples of this difference of the two
valves will be found in many si^ecies. Qliis is a highly interesting feature, as it is a case

of inherited or acquired characieristics. finding very d ifferent express ion in the tico valves

of a group helo'nging to a class tyjncally eqnivalvidur. As might be expected, variations

from the rule are occasional as in Ostrea marshii, 0. larva, etc., where the two valves ai-e

more closely alike. Dissimilarity is nevertheless the rule. The iqjper valve may bear

characteristic features not found in the lower valve. As an example we may mention

Gryp>h(ea vesicularis of the Cretaceous, in which the upper valve in both European and

American specimens is marked by radiating depressed lines. Similar i-adiating lines

may be found in G. dilatata fi'om the Jurassic, and indications of them have been ob-

served in other species. These lines are a featui'e which would probably be of value in

tracing the serial connections of the several sjiecies possessing them.

The differences in the two valves may be observed in s])ecies of Spondyli, esi)ecially

those in which the light, attached valve is very ostreafoim, while the free, left valve is
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less modified, as shown in Spondiilas JuppurUarnui, d'Orl)., PI. xxvr, fig. 1. We would

also refer the reader to M. (FOrljigny's plates 450 to 461 of Cretaceous Spoiulyli, es-

pecial attention being called to his figures of S. histrix, Goldf., in which the attached

valve is rough and ostreaform, whereas the free valve is evenly plicated and smoother.

Striking difterences in the features of the two valves may be seen in the Rudistae as

shown in RadioUtes Jleariausa, d'Orb., PI. xxvi, figs. 11-12, in which the lower at-

tached valve is irregularly cornucopia-shaped, whereas the upper free valve is compara-

tively regular growing, flattish and plicated. The young of this species and several

species of Hippurites studied resemble an Biogyra (compare the figure^ cited with the

adult and young of Caprotiiia semistriata, PI. xxvi, figs. 10 and 20). Because the young

of these aberrant forms resemble an Exogyra, 1 do not wish to imply any genetic connec-

tion with that gi-oup. I state later, p. 322, the conviction that the ostrean form is in-

duced by the condition of fixation, and the similarity to an Exogyra in the young of the

Rudistae and Chamidaeis believed to be due to the similar conditions of a fixed cemented

habit common to both groups, and not as expressing any affinities. This is a point which

must be understood, as in this paper high importance is attached to the form of young

shells in tracing genetic relations.

Aberrant forms of the Chamidae are shells which show in a hiGfh degree difFjrehees

in the attached and free valves. Caprlnula boissi/i, d'Orb., PI. xxvi, fig. 8, from the

Cretaceous of Eui'ope is a remarkable form; the attached valve is deeply conical with

perj)endicular rugae ,whereas the free valve is spu-ally twisted, without plications and re-

sembles a typical Diceras. Caprotina semistriata, d'Orb., PI. xxvi, fig. 10, is another

form not less I'emarkable in the striking dissimilarity of the two valves. In this species the

attached valve is arcnately conical with perpendicular rugae and showing at its Ijase a

spirally twisted tip as in Ridiolites, Pi. xxvr, fig. 12. The free valve is of a simple con-

cave form, not at all aberrant and not presenting the rugas seen in the attached valve.

A very young specimen of Caprotina semistriata, PI. xxvr, fig. 20, was found attached

to the base of a colony of this species in a specimen in the Museum of Comparative

Zoology. This young Caprotina resembles an Exogyra, taking for comparison a young
E. costata or an adult E. spiralis, Goldf The attached valve is highly twisted and the

free valve convex showing little twisting as in Bxogyi-as. The specimen was too much
worn to show lines of gi-owth, but in the figure they are inserted where I think they

would ajjpear if not eroded, in order to I'ender the foi'm and its relations to the adult

cleai'er. That they are fairly represented will be evident upon a comparison Avith similarly

twisted shells where they arepieserved. As the attached valve in Caprotina, PI. xxvr,

fig. 20, grows from its eaily twisted condition to the deeply conical condition found in

the adult, PI. xxvr, fig. 10, the lines of growth gi-adually and progressively assume a

more and more horizontal position until in the adult they are nearly or quite horizontal

and the attached valve has lost the twisted condition characteristic of the younger stages.

The outgrowth fi-ora an early twisted condition of the attached valve to an adult dee])ly

conical condition, as just described, doubtless took place in the development of Caprinula

hoissiji, PI. xxvr, fig. 8, and the change may be seen in 3fonopleura marcida, White, Pi.

xxvr, fig. 9. In Dr. White's paper (74) the same feature and the modification of at-

tached shells are very well shown in many species.

Our exam^jles of differences in the two valves amongst attached Pelecypods might
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be carried further and for such inquiry we Avonld rei'er topubli(>hcd works on conchology

and palaiontology. Believing that the inequivalvularity of the above genera is due to

the conditions of environment acting on a bivalve shell, I would refer to species of at-

tached Brachiopods in which is found further proof of the correctness of the conclusion.

DavidsoneUa rugosa, PI. xxvi, figs. 14-15, the Cretaceous, is soldei'ed to an object of

suppoi-t by the lower valve, and here, as in the above cases of Pelecypods, the attached

valve, which is rugose and concave, is strikingly diftei-ent from the upper valve which is

flattish and smooth. The same feature is shown in species of Strophalosia recently dis-

covered and shown me by Dr. Beecher. Prochtctns proboscUleus of the Carboniferous

has a tubulai- highly modified attached valve and a nearly normal free valve'.

In the various genei-a considered, the free valve is that which is least modified and

nearest resembles the form existing in loth valves of less aberrant 7'elated genera. It is the

attached, cemented valve, which is highly modifed and so much so as by itself in some

cases to be with diflRculty recognizable as belonging to the Pelecypods.

In the shell of Ostrea virginiana, PI. xxvi, fig. 13, there are leuticular cavities in the

hai-d subuacreous portion which are filled with a soft, white, chalky deposit. These cav-

ities are also noticeable in many fossil oysters and Gryphfeas. In Exogyras they are com-

monly very large and abundant, especially near the umbos where shell giowth takes

place rapidly and to a great thickness. Exogyra costata shows these cavities well, and

they are highly developed in Exogyra aquila, Goldf. and E. coidoni, d'Orb. from the

Cretaceous of Europe. Not infrequently the cavities in living and fossil shells will be

found filled with mud, and in such cases it is evident that the shell roofing was formed

to include the mud ; being caused by the irritating action of that substance on the over-

lying mantle. Specimens of Mya arenaria, which have included mud in this fashion

are frequent, although this shell never builds true camerated structure. The shallow

chambered structure of the oyster was noticed by Professor Owen (50, 51) and was

compared by him to similar conditions in the shell of Spondylus, ^theria and some

univalves. Professor Woodward (77) compared the structure of the oyster also with

camerated structure in species of Teiedo and Caprinella which he figui-es. This last

genus is remarkable for the regularity and size of its chambers which truly resemble

analogous structures in Cephalopods. Owen (50) notes the fact that Spondylus and

other bivalves, which have camerated structure, are cemented to extraneous bodies by the

shell. I have not made an extensive study of this subject; but what has been made,

leads to the conclusion, that this statement may be safely reversed and we may say,

that bivalves which are cemented by one valve to extraneous bodies have a tendency to pro-

duce a camerated structure of the shell which is not found in free forms. Thin shelled, ce-

mented Pelecypoda, such as Dimya, quite likely would not show camei-ation, but amongst

other groups it is general, whereas no free loeocomotive foi-ms of Pelecypods, however

thick the shells, have been found to possess such structure.^

'In the developing sliell of Vermetiis radmila, flg. 9, ^It is iiiipoi-tant to notice tliat fossil corals of the Tet-

p. 204, I have observed in well-preserved specimens that racoroUa type have a highly developed camerated struct-

the shell is evenly spiral and regidar growing while young nre. So similar is their appearance in their regular cham-

aud unattached. As soon as attached, however, the ir- bering that tliey may often be compared to chambered

regular loosely spiral features characteristic of the adult Cephalopods especially of the Cyrtoceras type which tliey

are introduced and are retained throughout subsequent simidate by their arcuate form. They also bear often a

growth. striking resemblance both in external and internal form to
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In adult Ostvea mrginiana, the left valve is concave, and the right flat, when grow-

ing naturally, the left valve being lowermost; and Kyder notes that the same relative

shape is held by oysters which grow vertically in crowded beds. Oysters frequently

attach themselves to the lower side of objects, so that the left valve is uppermost, and

I'ight valve lowermost, the revei-se of the common position, PI. xxv, fig. 8, and here

again the normal relative shape of the valves is maintained, the left valve concave, the

right flat. The shell of the oyster is so variable that we should expect it to be especially

susceptible to varying conditions of environment; yet these strikingly different positions

produce no change in the resulting form. Whatever the cause of the typical form of

the group, the changed relations brought about by inversion, or other positions assumed

by the growing valves, are insuflHcient to modify greatly the form of a modern individ-

ual, where hereditary or othci- influences bind the shell within the limits of its typical

form.

Professor Hyatt (29) has published the view that the attached sujiported valve of fixed

bivalve shells is the larger, the element of gravity Ijeing the active factor according to

his ideas, and he ascribes the form of the oyster and similar shells to such conditions of

environment. My conclusions on the form of attached Pelecypod shells, although some-

what similar, differ from those of Professor Hyatt. The conclusions, as presented in

these pages, ai"e that the form of fixed Pelecypoda is due to the conditon of cementedfix-
ation; whereas his assume that the form of inequivalvular bivalves is due to supjwrt,

the shell being free or not as the case may be. The two views are therefore based on

different grounds of consideration, which should be borne in mind in a comparison of

our studies.

The family of the Ostreadaj is characterized throughout by being attached, at least

when young, by the left valve, as shown in PI. xxv, fig. 8, and PI. xxvi, fig. 1.3. The
left attached valve is typically, deeply concave, of rough, irregular growth and com-

paratively thick. The right free valve, on the other hand, is flat or flattish, thinner,

and less irregular. To perceive the truth of this statement it is necessary to look over

a collection of the Ostreadaj, or in default of it some of the illustrated monographs, as

Coquand's or White's. It will then be seen that all typical foi-ms are referable to this

description in a more oi* less marked degree. I say more or less marked, because some

sjjecies, especially among the Alectryonia division, have right (fi-ee) valves which are

comparatively like the left valves; but on careful study one finds that it is only a matter

of degree and that they are actually less concave and generally less irregular than are

the left attached valves.

The systematic position of the family to which the oyster belongs has long been a per-

plexing problem to the naturalist; the asymmetry and ii-regularity of the valves has

rendered them a group difficult to characterize and of uncertain systematic position.

The late Mr. Tryon in his work on Conchology says: "The union of the Ostreidse

tlio attached valve of Hippiirites. Calceohi sandnUna, an eration strongly recalling the similar structure induced in

opercnlatcd coral, has a deep thick attached valve and Pelecypods by the condition of cemented fixation. Wood-
flattish thinner free valve; bearing thus considerable ward (77) suggested that septa and other forms of cam-
analogy to the eft'ects produced in bivalve molluscs by eration in Molluscs are induced by the mechanical necessity

cementation. Beatricea, a fossil of uncertain atlinities, of cutting off the rear unoccupied portions of the chamber
bus well-marked camerated structure. In all these at- of a shell as the animal is urged forward by the growth
tached forms there is an irregularity of growth and cam- taking place on the free edges of the living chamber.
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and Pectinidna, as proposed by the authors of the 'History of British Molkisca,' has not

proved satisfactory. The genus Ostrea stands quite alone, and distinct from all the Pec-

tinid:Te in the structure of its gills, which are like those of Avicula, and by resting on

its left valve. The shell also is more nacreous than that of the scallops," Another

leading naturalist, I )r. C. A. White, in a recently published monograph of the Ostreadae

of North Amei'ica, says: " To what primary cause this asymmetry among the Ostreidae

is due, it is, with the present limitation of our knowledge, impossible to say; but it is

certainly a characteristic of the whole family, including all its genera and its fossil as

well as living foi-ms."

My studies of the Ostreadae, and other Pelecypoda as well, have brought me to a con-

clusion in regard to the origin of the peculiar forms we have here to deal with, which

is that the ostrean form is due to the conditions of a direct C3m,3nted fiiecition, acting

upon a Pelecypod shell. Given such conditions, and a closely similar form is the result

in widely separated genera of this class, as I shall attempt to show. The form which is

claimed as the result of the conditions of direct, cemented fixation is a concave attached

valve; a flatter free valve, commonly much thinner than the attached valve; an irregu-

larity and asymmeti'y of growth tending to the displacement of characters normally

found in near allies of the subject under consideration, and as a general thing a camer-

ated structure of the shell. The fullest modification in this line of variation is the

production of a shell in which the attached valve is cup-shaped, conical, or sub-cylin-

drical as seen mai'kedly in the Chamidse and Rudistse. In this group all the transitions

may be traced from a simple ostreaform or exogjn-iform shell to the most highly modified

conical type. A further result of the modified condition induced by fixation and which

I consider perhajjs the most interesting of all, is the fact that the attached valve is the

most highly modified; the free valve being the least modified and retaining more of the

ancestral characteristics, enabling one through it to trace the genetic connections of the

g7'oup, evidences of lohich may he completely eradicatedfrom the attached valve. If the

osti'ean form is due to the conditions of direct fixation, then all or nearl}^ all Pelecypoda

which have one valve cemented to a foreign body for a longer or shorter time should be

ostreaform or modified in this line of variation.^ First, fixed forms will be considered as

'TheKutlistae are conical or cup-shaped Pelecypods with

a supcrficiall}' marked radial syiunietry. So striking is

the radial feature that they have been classed with the

corals or Cirrhipeds, and the term radial is combined fre-

quently in generic and specific names of the group.

Bnrretia mondlifera, described by Woodward (78), is

highly radial, and infoldings of its thm walls closely

resemble the radial septa of corals. In other animals

which are permauently attached by calcareous fixation as

corals, some worms, and Brachiopods, Cirrhipeds and

otliers we find closely comparable forms in which radial

symmetry is a marked feature. When similar forms are

built up on dlii'erent lines of descent, there is strong evi-

dence that common forces acting on all alike have in-

duced the resulting form..

I suggest the following as a possible explanation of

the cause of these markedly similar forms, and would

say that I have a great deal of evidence on the question

but it must be reserved for a future publication. The

equal impact of moving water on all sidjs of an attached

growing organism it seems would cause an equal eftbrt

of resistance on all sides, and therefore induce an equal

growth on all sides, thus producing a form circidar in sec-

tion at any one horizon and sub-conical, cup-shaped or glo-

bose in its entirety as are all the attached forms which we
are considering. To strengthen the walls of a round or-

ganism, the wall might be thickened by solid accumulation,

by vesicular formation or by perpendicular partitions ar-

ranged at right angles to the supported wall. Such me-

chanical supports are characteristic of attached Ctelenter-

ates, Uudistie, Cirrhipeds, and some Vermes. As all sides

of the periphery of an attached organism are equally ex-

posed to food-supply, danger, etc., the organs, as tentacles,

nerve-centres and eyes, would gradually tend to become

situated at all points on the periphery, or radially. It is

well known that the external parts of an animal are more
easily modified than the deeper-seated parts. It is also

known that the modificatiou of deeper-seated parts may be
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proof of this fact and then special cases will be considered which shoAv the relation of

cause and eftect.

The genus Spondylus is attached by the right valve. It has a concave right valve,

flatter left and a highly developed camerated structui'e. The growth is irregular,

spinous, uneven, and the lower valve is often highly ostreafoiin as shown in Spoiulylus

Mppuritannn^ PI. xxvi, fig. 1. The group is called spiny oysters from the typical si)iny

growth and ostrean foi'm. In the Challenger Eeport, a species is described as Sjjoyidylus

ostreoides, Smith, so named, on account of the close similarity to a small oyster, the

features of comparison being marked in both valves. Plicatula, a genus neai'ly related

to Spondylus and attached by the I'ight valve, is also highly ostreaform. This genus,

as is the case with the Ostieadae, becomes attached at the close of the prodissoconch

stage, as shown in PI. xxvii, fig. 5, and the ostiean characters are assumed at that

period of development.

The Chamidai as a grouji are charactei-ized by ostrean featui'es, though departures

in degi-ee rather than in kind ai"e seen in several genera. The genus Chama has typi-

cally a deep, irregular, thick, attached valve and flatter, thinner, free valve. A Terti-

ar}^ species is named Chama grypheata, on account of its close likeness to the genus

Gryphfea. Chama constitutes one of the best proofs that the condition of fixation

causes the form of the valves, because some species are attached indifferently by the

I'ight or left valve, and in both cases the resiilting foi'm is the same, a deep attached

and a flatter fi-ee valve. Cliamostrea alhida, PI. xxvi, fig. 2, which is attached by the

right valve, is almost indistinguishable in external characteristics from many forms of

Exogyra. The aberrant forms of the Chamidse, as Caprinula, fig. 8, Monopleura, fig. 9,

and Caprotina, fig. 10, PI. xxvr, also similar allied genera, are forms which may be con-

sidered as extremes of variation due to fixation. The attached valves are deep and
mostly cornucopia-shaped, often highly irregular and asymmetrical, whereas the free

valves, though frequently modified, are yet not different from what is often met with

in genera of unattached Pelecypods. In these peculiar genei-a it is the free less modi-

fied valves and extreme young to which we must turn in studying the relationships of

the groups. In occasional species the attached valve is not deeper than the free valve,

which is the larger and deeper of the two. Such forms are exceptional, as in all other

progressively produced from without inwards Cexample

:

development of internal from external skeletons in fishes),

or (eiHripetalhj as I would call it. To I'eturn, if we have

an attached animal that is round, with some organs ar-

ranged on the peripher.v (a very common case), then fur-

ther modification or development of such organs or parts

would tend to be produced cnitrtpetdUy or radiaUy, for the

centripetal variation of a round form equally exposed to

modification on all sides, would, as a mechanical necessity,

be radial variation. In the Hydrozoa there is strong proof

of the correctness of this view. Passing from Photohydra
to Hydra, to the liydroid stage of Aurelia, then to the free

mi-dusoid stage of Aurelia and other Discophores, we find

progressively a more and more perfect radial symmetry
built uji centripetally. Passing to free swimming Hydro-
zoa, as the f'tcnophori's, radial symmetry is eradicated,

and au almost complete bilateral symmetry atloi>ted by the

adult. A similar line of comparison may be made in the

development of corals. Cirrhipeds in the shell show a

very complete radial symmetry especially seen in Coronula.

Many permanently attached forms of bilateral classes of

animals assume a considerable degree of radial symmetry
and, conversely, many free locomotive genera of radiated

animals assume a considerable degree of bilateral symme-
try. As bilaterality is a feature induced and progressively

built up by the conditions of free locomotion, it is believed

that radiality also is induced and progressively built up
by the conditions of permanent fixation with its attendant

infiuenees of environment.

Many animals are attached liy more or less Heshy proc-

esses from the body, as Braehiopods Ijy a pefhincle and
Pelecypods by a byssns, but these do not adojit a round
form, as do those gron|>s wliich are attached by a more
permanent calcareous fixation.
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fixed Peleeypocls that I know of, the normal condition of a deeper fixed valve is main-

tained. However, the relative size of the fixed and free valves is a factor, which may be

subject to variations without impairing the general conclusions as to the effects of fixation.

The Rudistie is a group having an enormously developed attached valve of highly

irregular growth and a flattish free valve. The free valve may be of a form similar to

that found in unattached normal Pelecypods, while the fixed valve is most irregular as

shown in liadiolitesfieuriausa, PI. xxvr, figs. 11-12. Commonly, however, the free valve

of the Rudistie is radially plicated in the adult and differs widely from any normal form

of Pelecy[)od shell. This extreme variation marked in both valves is accounted for as a

case in which the conditions of fixation have produced the extremes of modification

(see uote, p. 322), affecting the free as well as the fixed valve, instead of the latter

principally, as is the normal case.

Dimya is a genus of rare and little-known Pelecypods. The shell is irregular os-

treaform and attached by the beak of the right valve which is dee[)er and larger than the

other. AYe fail to see any important characters of anatomy (described in D. argentea by

Dall) which would connect it closely with Ostrea to which it has been compared liy

writers. From my view, whatever the affinities, its ostrean form of shell is due to the

conditions of fixation.

The MuUeriaeejE compi'ising the genera Mnlleria, ^theria and Bartlettia is a divis-

ion of the Uuionida3, which in the adult condition resemble oysters. Mallerialobata^Yaw,

is so remarkably like an oyster that it has been called the fresh-water oyster. In the

Monomyarian adult, PI. xxvi, fig. 5, the shell is rough and irregular, with a deep attached

and flattish free valve, and a specimen in the Museum of Comparative Zoology is indistin-

guishable in shape from forms commonly found in Ostrea virginkma. The shell as in

^thcria, also has a finely camerated or blistered structure. The young shell of MuUeria,

PI. XXVI, figs. 6-7, is Anodon-shaped, eqnivalvular and dimyai'ian as described by au-

thors. In this genus we have the important feature of an Anodon-shaped shell, losing

its symmetry and becoming iri'egulai' and ostreaform as soon as attached.

Ilinnites is an important genus in our considerations. In the young it is free and pec-

teniform, but in the adult is attached by the right valve, is irregular and more or less os-

treafoi-m. So close is the likeness to an oyster that in the synonymy of the genus it has

been named Ostrea and Ostracites. Ilinnites coi'tesi, Defr., PI. xxvi, figs. 3-4, from

the Tertiaries, illustrates clearly the characters found in the young and adult shell. AVe

will consider the two valves separately. In the young nealogic pei-iod the right valve,

fig. 3, is purely pecteniform. It has well developed ears, a deep byssal sinus, and an

evenly plicated shell which at this stage is nearly or quite eqnivalvular. At a definitely

marked period, as shown in the figure, the valve becomes attached to a foreign body by a

cementing fixation of the shell. With this change in condition, a most marked change in

form immediately takes place. The shell grows irregulai-ly, losing the evenness and in

considerable degree even the existence of the plications marking its nealogic period.

AVhile the early nealogic shell was but slightly concave and pecteniform the adult fixed

valve is deeply concave and highly ostreaform. The byssal notch, which is a mai'ked

feature of the nealogic stage, is filled up and completely wiped out of existence by the

irregular ostreafoi-m grow^th. The left free valve, PI. xxvi, fig. 4, in the nealogic stage,
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is even and regularly pecteniform like the right valve. When the right valve becomes

attached, the left valve affected somewhat by the same conditions loses much of tlie

regularity and evenness of marking characterizing its nealogie period, but it never be-

comes as irregular in gi-owth and ostreaform as does the right (attached) valve. Hin-

nites is marked therefore by a byssated pecteniform stage followed by an attached os-

treafoi'm stage. The transitions described in Hlnn'des cortesii, I have also observed

in the living species H. gigantea, Gray, and H. sinuosus, Gmelin.

Ostrea we have shown becomes attached at the close of the prodissoconch jieriod, and
the same is true of Plicatula (see section xr) ; as soon as attached both these genei-a, as

in Hinnitcs and Mulleria, assume the iri-egular ostrean form of shell, losing entirely the

symmetry in the valves of the early unattached period.

Pernostrea, a Jurassic genus, is of interest in these studies. According to Stoliczka

the shell is "rounded or oval, solid, more or less tumid, inequivalve, the left valve being

in adult specimens attached; structure lamellar, resembling that of Perna

Again Stoliczka says: "This genus forms a connecting link between Melina (Perna)

and Ostrea, differing from the foi-iner especially by its sessile habitat, absence of a bys-

sal sinus and strongly excavated muscular scnr; fi'om the latter by the presence of sep-

arate ligamental grooves. Externally Pernostrea is barely distinguishable from Ostrea."

From our point of view, the ostrean form is due to the condition of fixation. Therefore

Pernostrea is like Ostrea because it is cemented to foreign bodies. I have shown that

in Ilinnites, PI. xxvr, figs. 3-4, the byssal notch disappears as soon as the shell becomes
soldered to an object of fixation, as the byssal attachment at that period is abandoned
and the shell assumes an irregular ostrean gi-owth. Therefore the disappearance of a

byssal notch in Pernostrea is another character fairly attributal)le to the condition of

cemented fixation. In the species ofPerna in PI. xxvr, figs. 16-18, we find that from the

typical form of this genus having a long hinge area and many cartilage pits, fig. 16, a se-

ries may be traced to a form with few cartilage pits and wing-like productions of the

shell, fig. 18. If we should carry this reduction of the cartilage pits still further till only

one remained while still retaining the wing-like productions of the shell we should have a

form similar to the nearly allied genus Malleus. Still more to the point is the fact that

in studying young Perna I have found that at first only one cartilage pit exists, which is

triangular in outline and oblique in position as in Meleagi-ina, Malleus and Ostrea. It

seems that there is no diffisulty in a single cartilage pit being derived from many car-

tilage pits; so, that other points being considered, Pernostrea may very properly be con-

sidered as intermediate in form between Perna and Ostrea. As Pernostrea is known
onl}^ in the Jurassic, and true oysters are known fi'om older formations, it is best to con-

sider Pernostrea not as in the line of ancestry of the Ostreadse, but as a separate branch

from Perna parallel to the branch on which the Ostreadse evolved as discussed at the

close of this section and in section xvi.

In looking back to the earliest known oysters, we find that they are very typical, in-

equivalvnlar ostrean forms. M. Barrande's Prceostrea hohemica, Barr., a form which

seems referable to the oysters, is based on isolated valves attached by the umbo of appar-

ently the left valve. His PL 111, fig. 2, is an upper free valve and bears at the extreme

tip a rounded, very marked early stage which resembles the ostrean prodissoconch as

MEMOmS BOSTON SOC. NAT. HIST., VOL. IV.
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desci-ibed and figured in this paper. Whether this comparison can be properly made
can only be ascertained by a study of the s[)ecinien. Pi-aeostrea is from the formation,

E. 2 and 3, Systeme Silurien, a period eqnivalent to a portion of the Upper Silurian.

If a true Ostrea, it is the earliest appearance of the group yet recorded. Professor L. de

Koninck figures a form from the Carl)oniferous as Ostrea nohillislma. His lignres re-

semble a Perna, and are veiy much the form we might exited if that genus, or a similar one

(as Perna is not known before the Ti'ias), should have become attached. Ostrea pater-

cula, Winchell, from the American Carboniferous, appears to be a true Ostrea and has

the ty})ical form of the genus.

As it is shown that the ostrean form is due to the conditions of fixation, these early

and questionable species have to be looked at sceptically, as any Pelecypod adoi)ting a

fixed habitat might assume a form which in isolated S[)eciinens could well be taken for

an oyster. The paucity of the Permian and Triassic formations gives but little evi-

dence concerning the early history of the Ostreadiu, but in the Jurassic the fixmily is well

developed, and from that time on there are abundant species and individuals for study.

In the early Jurassic, Exogyra andGryphjea are developed as well as ty[)ical Ostreas,

and the question comes up as to which is to be considered the typical, least modified

form of the famiI3^ I show (below) that Ostrei, the type of the family, is connected

with Perna, or Perna-like forms, b}'^ important characters of anatomy and shell struetui-e.

It has been shown that the attached valve is that which is most modified in all Pelecyi)oda

which solder one valve to a foreign body. Therefore, the same line of reasoning may
be followed, and as Ostrea is near to Perna, Exogyra and Gryphsea should be consid-

ered as extremes of variation in the Ostreadje. They are extremes of the Ostreadfe as

Capi'inula, PI. xxvi, fig. 8, and Monopleura,PI. id., fig. 9, are extremes of the Chamidje,

and in the same line of variation. The almost simultaneoiis appearance of the three

genera of the Ostreadje in mai-ked abundance in the early Jurassic is probably due to

the recognized hnv of quick development of new types of animals, together with the fact

that the Trias and Pei-mian are formations bearing few fossils, so that Avhat Ostreadaa

did exist in those periods have been but fragmentarily preserved.

After our studies in previous chapters and the present discussion of shell form we are

in a ])osition to consider the probable ancestry of the Ostreadje. The anatomy of Os-

trea bears a close similarity to that of Perna. The gills of the two genera bear a close

resemblance.' The palps, heart, adductor muscle, position and termination of the in-

'Dissecting Perva rpliippium I find that the dorsal united behind the foot. Probably h? refers to the adnlt.

border of each pair of gills presents the cross connecting In an Avicula also, I find the two pairs of gills separated

lattice-like meshes chiracteristlc of Ostrea. In some throughout their extent. In both .iviculaand Meleagrina

specimens the two pairs of gills are separate from one an- th3 characteristic lattice-like meshes connect the la-

other throughout their extent, as represented in PI. xxiv, mellie of either pair of gills on their dorsal border as in

fig. 10, whereas in other specimens the two median gills Perna and Ostrea. Th- anatomy of M-4oagriua and Avl-

are connected by concrescence at their dorsal border thus cula as far as ascertained from my rather limited material

uniting the two pairs of gills, as in Ostrea. The degree of is as near to that of Ostrea as Is the anatomy of Perna,

concrescence varied in ditt'erent specimens which possessed and it may he that Ostrea Is a direct branch from Avicula

it; the gills being united for their whole extent or only ratlier than from Perna I have adapted th? latter view
posteriorly. That such a <llflerence as this should exist In because the shell of Perna approaches nearer to Ostrea

what is commonly considered a fundamental character is than does the shell of Avicula, and because In Pernostrea,

peculiar and should be studied on fresh specimens (mine au unquestionable branch from Perna, we find a form al-

belng alcoholic). In a young Meleagrina, I find the two most identical with Ostrea.

pairs of gills separate, though Woodward says they are
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testinc and mantle border are also closely alike in Penia and Ostrea. In Ostrea the foot

is wanting', bnt probable remnants of it are preserved as the pedal muscle mentioned by

Dall, j)d, PI. XXV, fig. 12. The prodissoconch of Ostrea is strikingly like that of Perna.

In both genera it is an oval, nearly- or quite equivalvular shell with umbos directed pos-

teriorly. In both it is composed of homogeneous lime, and shows fine concentric lines

of growth. The succeeding dissoconch in both Ostrea and Perna is strikingly ditfurent

from the prodissoconch. In Perna it is composed of an external laminai* prismatic cell-

ular layer with internal nacreous laj^ers. In the oyster the right valve has an external

thin laminar prismatic layer, the bulk of the valve being composed of sub-nacreous tis-

sue. The left valve, on the other hand, in the young, is composed wholly of sul)-nacre-

ous lime, not having the typical prismatic layer (^vide p. 3M). This absence or extreme

reduction of the prismatic layer in the left valve of the oyster may be due to the mod-
ifying influence of fixation or to other causes, for in young Pestens a prismatic layer

is found in the right valve although wanting in the left.

Having seen some impoi'tant likenesses of the two genera, Perna and Ostrea, let

lis examine the difi'ercnces and see if they can be accounted for. Ostrea is attached;

this habit is acquired by many Pelecjqjods in widely separate groa[)s. The loss of the

foot and accom))anying byssal notch in Ostrea is easily exphiinetl as the result of fixa-

tion, for such a reduction and disappearance are desciibed in attached Hinnites, Pl.xxvi,

figs. 3-4, iSpondylus, PI. xxvii, fig. 4, and Pernostrea. The shell of Ostrea is inequivalvu-

lar, of rough, irregular growth, especially marked in the lower valve, which is deeply con-

cave; the sub-nacreous tissue is characterized by a shallow camerated structure. This

form and the cameration we have shown ai-e the result of the conditions of fixation acting

on attached Pelecypod shells. Ostrea has but one cartilage ])it in the middle of the line

of ligamental tissue coiuiecting the valves, whereas Perna has many pits situated on

such a line of tissue, PI. xxvi, figs. 16-18; but this character is variable in Perna and

in the 3^oung only a single pit exists, figs. 30, 31, p. 329. The nepionic pei'iod, as shown
in many genera in this paper, is of value in tracing relationships which are with difficulty

or not at all traceable in the adult. Therefore we naturally turn to the nepionic period

of Ostrea. I have not been able to trace connections between the nepionic stage of Os-

trea and similar periods in Perna, but it is to be remembered that Ostrea, even at this

early period, is ali-eady attached and highly modified, so that close comparisons are not

to be expected. All differences seem referable to details, which are explicable on estab-

lislied bases of argument. We feel justified, therefore, in supposing that Ostrea is a

close ally of Perna, the differences between the two genera being largely explained by
the effects of the changed conditions of environment acting on the genus Ostrea. Os-

trea probably descended directly from Perna or from a close common ancestor of the

two genera, and by soldering its shell to a foreign body at the close of tie prodisso-

conch ]ieriod has by this means eradicated fi'om the shell, features which might otherwise

render the young referable to Perna in form.

VIII. PfiKiSrA, AviCULA AND NHAK AT.LIES.

Seeking on masses of Pcnia ephlpi^ium, L., preserved in alcohol, a number of young
specimens were secured, which had the embryonic shell well preserved. The young were
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attached by a byssus as are adults, and it was due to this fact that thoy were collected

at the same time with the adults.

The prodissoconch of Perna, as showu in PI. xxvn, figs. 1-3, and PL xxvin, fig. 11, is

very closely similai' to that characteiistic of Ostrea, the umbos are directed positeriorjy

and the histological structure is homogeneous and huniiiar. The succeeding dissoconch is

sharply marked off from the prodissoconch by the shape of the shell and by the fact, as in

Ostrea, that it is composed of lime deposited in a prismatic manner in aconchyolin matrix.

These two characters are features as clearly mai'ked and as striking in the young of

Perna as they have been shown to be in the young of the oyster, fig. 27, p. 314. The

byssal notch of Perna originates in the initial stages of the dissoconch, as shown in PL
xxvn, figs. 2-3, viewed from the right side. It is a fact to note in our comparative

studies that there is no indication of a byssal notch in the prodissoconch valves of Perna;

and the same is true of the prodissoconchs of Spondylns, PL xxvii, fig. 4, Avicula, fig.

33, p. 330, and Pectcn, PL xxvii, figs. 8-9, all tending to prove that the embryos lived a

free locomotive existence as did Ostrea up to the close of the prodissoconch period and

crawled, if at all, on the ventral border of the valves. As viewed from the left upper

side the young shell of Perna, PL xxvii, fig. 1, is auriculate, but shows no indications

of the byssal notch; as in the lower right valve, PL xxvir, figs. 2-3, the same being true

of young Pcctens, PL xxvin, figs. 9-12. This is attributed to the fact that it is the

right valve which is most aflected by the presence of the byssus, foi" that organ in moor-

ing the animal to its habitat passes over the edge of the right valve, as the animal lies

on the right side.

The degree in which a special notch exists for the extrusion of the byssus and foot

appears to bear a direct relation to the position of the axes of the body as compared

with the hinge axis of the shell (relation of axes to the shell, see p. 309). In byssated

Pelecypods which have the anterioi; portion of the body closely underlying the hinge

area, a notch is always developed. As examples, may be cited Perna, Pecten, Avicula

and Ti-idacna. On the other hand, byssated Pelecy[)ods in which the antero-postei'ior

axis is more nearly parallel to the hinge axis, commonly there is only a slight byssal

notch, or none at all. Such we find to be the case in Mytilus, Modiola, Pinna and most

Areas. In studying these genera it is evident that when the foot is close to the hinge

axis a notch in the valves gi-eatlj^ aids in its easy pi-otrusion; as if no notch existed the

valves would have to open very widely to permit of its passage. Young Pecten, how-
ever, in virtue of the deep notch, protrudes its foot and crawls freely, while lying on the

right side (see studies of Pecten), although the valves are almost closed. Genera in which

the foot is far removed fi-om the hinge line can protrude it, even if of considerable size,

by a comparatively slight gaping of the valves, and a permanent byssal attachment

seldom induces a considerable notch. Those in which the foot is far removed from the

hinge line mostly crawl on the ventral border, with the valves raised perpendiculaily, not

as iaPecten and similar genera where crawling isefi'ectcd by dragging the shell still lying

on its right side, the foot being extended through a special notch in the right valve.

From studies of Pecten I am led to believe that a notch is a feature caused by the ex-

tension of the foot quite as readily as by the existence of a byssus, although either or-

gan would affect shell growth by its permanent existence, or activity.

The shell of Perna in the nepionic stage has not yet acquired adult characteristics.
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Fig. 30.—Young Perim ephippiinn, riglit valve; p, prodissoconch ; I, .single triangular

cartilage pit ; c, carilinal and t, lateral teeth. X 90 diam.

Fig. 31.

—

Perna epliippinm, older specimen than fig. 30, showing several triangular

cartilage pits and two lateral teeth. Lettering as in flg. 30. X 24 diam. (Drawn by the

author.)

Yiewcd from the left side, PI. xsvii, fig. 1, it possesses a rounded wing anteriorly and

posteriorly the wing is rounded but not jiroduced beyond the borders of the valves.

The hinge of this early period of growth, fig. 30, is markedly difl^"erent from the adult.

The cartilage pit is single, acutely triangular in outline, situated obliquely (as in Mal-

leus, PI. XXVI, fig. 10),

and extends downward
from the hinge area of

the ])rodissoconch valve

as in Ostrea, PI. xxiv,

fig. 19. As the shell

grows, fig. 31, new
cartilage pits oi'iginate

on the hinge line each

being ti'iangular at first,

but not as acutely so as

is the first formed pit.

Hinge teeth exist in

young Perna (figs. 30-

31), although wanting

in the adult, PI. xxvi, fig. 16. Two cardinal teeth in the right valve and one in the left

ai-e situated directly beneath the imibos. A slight posterior lateral tooth exists as well

in either valve. The teeth correspond with similar teeth in a sj>ec\men of Avicida sterna

with which they were compared and they are found in specimens of Perna ejjhippium

np to a centimeter or more in height. These teeth are apparently directly inherited

from Avicula, which is in all probability the immediate ancestoi* of Perna. During later

growth new cartilage pits originate on the hinge line, and the triangular outline char-

acteristic of the develojjiug pits is lost, giving place to the perpendicular form of pits

characteristic of the adult, PI. xxvi, fig. 16. The hinge teeth also disappear during

growth, and the form of shell characteristic of the species is rapidly built up.

The anatomy of adult Perna resembles that of Ostrea as already considered, section v,

and the anatomy of the prodissoconch period of Penia is probably closely like that de-

scribed in the oyster, p. 300, PI. xxiv, figs. 1-2. At least one difference, however, ex-

ists, and that is the presence of a well-developed foot. The foot of Perna as indicated

bj^ the 2)osition of the notch in the succeeding dissoconch gi'owth (PI. xxvii, figs. 2-3)

occupies an antero-ventral position in the prodissoconch shell, and a similar position was
occupied by the foot in the young prodissoconch period of Avicula, fig. 33, p. 330, Pecten,

PI. XXVII, figs. 8-9, and Anomia, PI. xxrx, figs. 6-7. The position of the foot may be

considered as affoiding evidence concerning the anatomy of the prodissoconch stage, as

it doubtless closely underlies the anterior adductor muscle, its normal position in dimya-

rian Pelec^'pods, for Perna was unquestionably dimyarian at that stage. The foot of

adult Perna is small compared with that found in Pelecypods where it is used actively in

locomotion; it bears a deep longitudinal distal cleft as in Pecten, and from a second

deeper proximal cleft, the byssus originates. The j^rodissoconch of Perna in shell feat-

ures and implied anatomical parts is referable in origin to the Nuculoid radical, which
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is also represented by the prodissoeoncli in Ostrea, Avicula, Pecten, etc. (see full dis-

cussion, section xv).

In studying fossil Pelecypods we find many species of Palaeozoic Aviculoids which

are directly comparable to the nepionic stage of Perna, PI. xxvii, fig. 1. Some species

of Leioptera and Leptodesma, as figured by Hall in the Palaeontology of ISTew York,

Yol. V, part I, are very similar to young Perna. The most striking resemblance, how-

ever, is found in species of Khomboptei-ia (gen. nov. described in section xvi) from the

Silurian, as figured by Barrande. lihombopteria glabra, sp. Milnst. (see Barrande, PI.

228), is almost identical in form with young I'erna. The form of shell found in the adult

of species of lihombopteria is shadowed in the stages of development of many genera

of the Aviculidaj and their allies as Avicula, fig. 32, p. 330; Pecten, PI. xxvm, fig. 9,

etc. From these close comparisons, Rhombopteria is selected as the radical from which

these genera are evolved as discussed in section xvi, and represented graphically in the

table at the end of that section. The pi-odissoconch of Perna in common with that of

Ostrea, Avicula, Pecten, etc., is the representative in the ontogeny of the individual of

Fig. 32. Fig. 3S. Fig. 3t-

Fig. 32.—Young Avinila sterna, showing, p, the prodissoconchantl succeeding nepionic stage, viewed from tlie left side.

Fig. 33.—Same specimen viewed from the riglit side, showing the byssal sinus. Figs. 32-33 are drawn from tlie um-

bonal tip of a young specimen Ijy foliowing tlie lines of growth. X 38 diam.

Fig. 34.—Young Avicula sterna, showing a much later growth than figs. 32-34, X 0.3 diam. (Drawn by the author.)

the Nuculoid radical from which the whole group evolved (section xvi), and the suc-

ceeding nepionic stages are referable in origin to species of Rhombopteria the next step

np in the phylogeny of the group. The prodissoconch, also the teeth, single triangular

cartilage pit and form of the shell in the nepionic stage of Perna show how closely

stages in growth may be compared to ancestral kindi-ed and how valuable such stages

are in tracing the phylogenetic history of groups.

The developing shell of Avicula presents characters of interest in themselves and of

great value in our phylogenetic studies. Thi-ough the kindness of Prof. A. E. Yeri'ill,^

I recently received some specimens of young Avicula sterna, Gould, from Panama. The

specimens were growing thickly on the branches of Gorgonias, to which they were at-

tached by a byssal fixation. A well defined prodissoconch exists at the umbos of the

valves, figs. 32-33, and the right valve of the prodissoconch is somewhat larger than

the left valve. The umbos of the prodissoconch are directed posteriorly; it is composed

of homogeneous lime and shows fine concenti'ic lines of growth. The prodissoconch of

' I am indebted to Professor Vei'rill of Yale University,

for other specimens besides the .Vviculas mentioned, and

I am also indebted to Dr. C. E. IJeeclier of the same in-

stitution for many valuable specimens of developing Pel-

ecypods; some of which are di'scrilj.'d in this pa])er.
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Avicula is closely compai-ablc to the same stage of Ostrea and Perna as described, and

the anatomical featnres of this stage of Avicula are doubtless similar to those of the

genera mentioned.

The early dissoconch growth of Avicula is sharply defined from the prodissoconch by
its changed form and histological structure. Whereas the prodissoconch is composed of

homogeneous lime, the dissoconch externally is composed of jirismatic cellular tissue,

with an inner layer of nacreous tissue (compare with Ostrea, fig. 27, p. 314). The deli-

cate sjnnose productions of the epidermis are made up of prismatic tissue like the rest of

the superficial layer of the shell. In form the nepionic stage of the dissoconch is sub-

rhomboidal, fig. 32; the hinge line is produced beyond the bordei's of the prodissoconch

in a sti-aight line and anteriorly is terminated by a slightly auriculated wing; posterioi'ly

the wing is slightly rounded at the hinge line, and is not produced beyond the free bor-

ders of the valves as in later stages. In the right valve, fig. 33, the byssal sinus origi-

nates with the introduction of the nepionic stage and is progressively ])roduced to the

free border of the valves. At this stage, the developing shell of Avicula is closely like

the developing shell of Pecten at the same stage, PI. xxviii, figs. 9-10 and Perna, PI.

XXVII, fig. 1. It also approaches near to the form of the young of many living and fos-

sil allied genera, and in its left valve, fig. 32, bears a close resemblance to the adult of

Rhombopteria, the ])rimitive radical of the Aviculidae (see section xvi). During the

later growth of Avicula sterna, fig. 31, the posterior wing is gradually produced in an

increasingly sharper postei'ior extension as indicated by the lines of growth in the fig-

lu'e, and soon the full characters of the adult are introduced. The stnge represented

in fig. 31, is compared in section xvi, with the ancient genus Leptodesma, Avhich this

stage probably represents in the ontogeny of Avicula. In the youngest specimen of

Avicula observed, the hinge teeth are similar to those of the adult, and the cartilage pit

is triangular, oblique and produced downwards from the hinge line of the prodissoconch

as in Perna, fig. 30, ji. 329. Similar characters to those found in Avicula sterna are

shown in a specimen of Acicida atUmtica, sp.? sent me b}'^ Dr. C E. Beecher.

The prodissoconch of Avicula as in Perna and Osti'ea, represents in development the

Nuculoid i-adical of the whole group (discussion, section xv). The nepionic stage which

is the next stage in the ontogeny of the individual corresponds closely with, and is the

I'epresentative of Rhombopteria, which is the second step upward in the phylogeny of

the gi-oup (see table, section xvi). The third stage in Avicula in which we find the

])osterior wing produced and the anterior wing aui'iculate, fig. 31, bears a close resem-

blance to typical species of the genus Leptodesma which is considered as the third step

in the phylogeny of the gi'oup (serial steps and discussion, see section xvi). Thus
Avicula in its development represents very fully the phylogeny of the genus, as also

seen in Perna and very cleai'ly in Pecten, section x.

A specimen of young Mdeagrina glabra, Gould, fi-om Kew Zealand, ]N'o. 581, Yale

University Museum Collection, has a prodissoconch and succeeding nepionic dissoconch

similar to that of Avicula sterna. (3ne ditfei-ence, however, exists, in that the young
Meleagrina like the adult has no cardinal or latei'al teeth as in Avicula.

Specimens of Monotis teunicostata, from the Jurassic of the Black Hills of Dakota,

were loaned me by Di-. Beecher for study. The prodissoconch is preserved in both

valves. It has the umbos directed posteriorly, and resembles the prodissoconch of Avic-
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ula as far as can be ascertained in its partially eroded condition. The byssal sinus of

the right valve originates in the initial stage of the dissocoiieh growth, as in Avicula.

In Pseudomonotis echuiafa,si).. Sow., I have been able to observe the condition of the

young in specimens from the Cornbrash of Wilts, England, No. 10737, Mnsenm of Com-
jjarative Zoology. A well-preserved prodissoconeh like that of Avicnla, exists at the

umbo of either valve. The nepionic stage of the left valve, which seems to be the more

normal, least modified valve in this species, is snb-rhomboidal in form and I'csembles the

same stage of Avicnla, fig. 32, p. 330. In the right, flattish valve, the byssal sinus orig-

inates with the inti-oduction of the nepionic stage as in Avicula, etc.

In some well-pi-eserved specimens of right valves of Ojoytoma Ineqalvalvis, sp. Sow.,

from the middle Lias, PI. xxvii, fig. 7, I found a well-preserved prodissoconeh. As in

related genera the umbos of the prodissoconeh are directed posteriorly, and the byssal

sinus originates with the introduction of the nepionic stage on the ventral border of the

prodissoconeh as shoAvn in the figure.

In specimens of Cassianella from the Triassic, a prodissoconeh has been found similar

to that of Avicula. It is worth noting that Cassianella is from the oldest geological

_y^ . i-irx-^-j- Jj: .-—

_

_ . ,

formation fiom which I have so far succeeded
T---==i^==-^^>^^ ^.s==::==-^=5:i^^^E:s-nTr,^.. .,» -j^ finding a Pelecypod with the prodissoconeh

still intact. Dr. Beecher sent me recently

specimens of Cassianella deciissata, Mi'inst,

which show the feature mentioned, fig. 35.

The prodissoconeh is ovate with umbos di-

rected posteriorly, and it is sharply defined

from the succeeding dissoeonch, as in Avicula

and allied genera. The nepionic stage of

Cassianella is similar to the same stage of

Avicula (compare tip of valve of fig. 35, with the whole valve of fig. 32, p. 330) . The

prodissoconeh has also been observed in Cassianella grypheata, Miinst, from the Triassic.

In specimens of Vulsella rugosa, Lam., kindly given me by Professor Yerrill, I have

found stages of interest. At the umbos of a young individ-

lud, fig. 36, a well-defined prodissoconeh exists similar to

that of Avicula. The prodissoconeh is oval with umbos di-

rected posteriorly. It is composed of homogeneous lime,

and bears fine concenti'ic lines of growth. The nepionic

stage of the dissoeonch, as in related genera, is shai'ply de-

fined from the prodissoconeh by its changed form and histo-

logical structure. The shell of the nepionic and later stages

is composed on the outside of prismatic cellular tissue, Avith

nacreous tissue in the deeper seated parts. The form of the

nepionic stage is sub-rhomboidal, bearing a certain resem-

blance to the same stage of Avicula, fig. 32, p. 330; but the

wings are almost lost sight of in Vulsella. During later growth the hinge line becomes
twisted out of the straight line and commonly, for a brief extent at least, curves around
the ligamental area as shown in fig. 36.

The genera Malleus and Pinna might be considered in this section, but I have not

Fig. 35.

—

Cassinnella drcussata, tip of left valve,

sliowing, p, prodissoconeh, and early dissoeonch

growth. Original in Yale University Museum. X 30

diam. (Drawn liy the author.)

Fig. 3G.—Tip of valve of yonng
Vulsella ruynsa, showing, I, carti-

lage pit; p, prodissoconeh,succeeded

by the early nepionic growth. X 38

diam. (Drawn by the author.)
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succeeded in g-ettinjji^ very young specimens of either genus. The observations which

have been made on the development of these genera are given in section xvi.

IX. Pecten. Anatomy and Habits.

Material collected at Buzzards Bay, in 1888 afforded an opportunity to study Pecten

irradians, Lam., fig. 37, which is common on the southern shores of Cape Cod. Through
tlie kindness of Dr. Dall, I have also been a])Ie to study the young ofseveral other species

from the collections of the Smithsonian Institution at Washington. The considei-ation

of the anatomy and life haljits of Pecten irradians is taken up in this section and a study

of the shell of that and the other species studied is described in section x.

On the fourth ofAugust, in examining the glass plates inmy drain-pipe traps (described

in section ii), a number of exti'emely young Pectens were found. These specimens

proved of great interest on account of the shell form

and structure and also on account of anatomical feat-

ures and the habits which I had the opportunity of

observing, as they were kept alive for several days.

IN^o very young specimens were found on the sand-

bar immediately around the drain pipes although

diligently searched for, and the traps were a most

invaluable assistance in catching extremely young
molluscs which were easily seen on plates of glass by
allowing the light to strike them obliquely.

The specimens found on the fourth of August
varied slightly in size as shown in PI. xxviii, figs.

9-12. A few of the same age were found on the glass

the next day ; but later none of these youngest stages Fig. 37.—Acuut renen tn-adians. Lam. ufc

were seen. The habits of these were alike in all
''"*-'• (From Binney-s Gouw.)

the individuals observed and the anatomical features were the same as far as traced.

The young Pectens, PI. xxvin, figs. 1, 9, 12, were fi-ee, crawling on the glass. No
byssus was observed until a considerably later stage and it is safe to say that this early

2)eriod has not yet developed the habit of byssal fixation. It is a fi-ee period, preceding

the byssal period. The young scallops were extremely active crawlers with a highly de-

veloped foot, which is ca]mble of extreme prolongation, PI. xxvm, fig. 1, and is often

produced beyond the edges of the valves to a length equal to the whole height of the

shell. While lying on the right valve, the foot is extended through the notch close un-

der the hinge line and is attached by a sucker-like action to the glass, shortening its

length. It thus drags the shell along on its right side. The motion is very rapid and
the little creature quickly passes over a considei-able distance. Shells were frequently

observed to clap as in the adult; but they did not SAvim by this means and it is quite jjos-

sible that they wei"e not capable of doing so, as special features of the mantle which
serve the adult in swimming were not yet developed. The foot is so mobile and exten-

sible that it may be twisted and turned in any direction at the will of the animal.

Older scallops and the adults lie on the right valve, and are rarely found lying on
MEMOIRS BOSTON SOC. NAT. HIST., VOL IV. 45
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the left side. This latter position, is clue proliably to an accidental overturning-, which

the scallop alters at an early opportunity. Professor Hyatt informs me in a letter that

he has examined over three hundred specimens of Pecten irradlans, all of which lie

habitually on the right valve. The upper, left valve very commonly is more or less over-

grown with algae, but I have never observed them on the lower I'ight valve. This habit

of lying on the i'ight valve is characteristic of many related genera as Perna, Spondylus,

Plicatula, Hinnites, and Auomia. Patten (53) in his studies of Pecten Jacohmus, says

that this species which has a deeply concave right valve and a flat left valve, lies habit-

ually on the right side, and if turned on the left side in an aquarium, soon rights itself.

The studies of young Pecten ii'radians were interesting on this point. I turned them

several times on the left valve intentionally and in every case they almost immediately

extended the foot with which they laid hold of the glass, and with a sudden jerk righted

themselves, showing that they wei'e iineasy in the reversed position. While actively

crawling, the heart action is veiy rapid as may be seen through the translucent valves.

The foot of Pecten is marked by a deep groove in its distal portion and by means of

this groove is capable of laying hold of objects of support by a distinctly sucker-like ac-

tion. By this means they are capable of suspending themselves and I have inverted a

glass slide on which a young Pecten was crawling and seen it hang perpendiculai'ly sus-

pended by the foot. This only applies to the very young, as older individuals have not

the power in sufficient degree to support their weight. The crawling action may, how-

ever, be seen in older specimens more easily than in the very yoiuig, as they are large

enough to be observed without the aid of the microscoi^e.

The foot of a young Pecten has a well developed posterior retractor muscle, pr, PI.

xxviir, fig. 1, on the left side. It takes origin in the proximal portion of the foot and is

attached to the left valve on the dorsal border of the adductor muscle. A dissection of

a Pecten of the same age as that of PI. xxvrii, fig. 2, showed the posterior retractor in-

serted behind the adductor in its normal position. An anterior reti'actor was also observed

attached to the shell in the umbonal region. It is an interesting fact that in P. irradlans

there is only one posterior retractor of the foot, and that one, the left retractor, whereas

normally there are two posterior retractoi-s in Pelecypods, one of which is inserted in either

valve on the dorsal boi'der of the posterior adductor muscle. This impoi'tant peculiarity

of the absence of a right i-etractor is apparently due to the ftict that Pecten habitiudly

lies on the right valve. "When lying in this position it is obvious that the left retractor is

in the direct line of traction, while crawling with the foot extended at an angle so as to

reach the ground; whereas the right retractor, if it exists, would not be in the line of

traction and has disappeared ])robably from relative disuse and atrophy.^ In adult Pecten

magellanicus both posterior retractor muscles are wanting, and it is stated as character-

istic of the genus that the posterior reti'actors are absent or present only on the left

side. Another i'eatiu'e due to this changed position in the mechanism of parts is the

relative situation of the cleft in the foot. In Pelecypods which have a cleft in the foot

and also crawl on the ventral border of the valves, the cleft is in the venti-al border of

' A similar disappearance of the rigUt retractor muscle cribes the loss of the right retractors to disuse and at-

exists in Anomia, PI. xxix, figs. 1-2. Lacaze-Duthiers has rophy brought about by the peculiar position of the mus-

demonstratcd it in adult Anomia ephippium and he there as- cles and tlieir relations to the byssal plug.
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the foot as seen in Mytilus, Modiola and Nucula. On the other hand, in Pecten, PI.

xxvin, fig. 1, Anomia, PI. xxix, fig. 2, and tlieir alUes which He on the right valve, the

cleft in the foot is in the right side, this being the side apposed to the ground in crawl-

ing. Whether the position of the cleft has changed, or the apparently changed position

of the cleft is brought about by a twist in the foot, is not known.

Young Pecten irradians differs fi-om the adult in many features of anatomy and habit.

I will first consider the condition in the young and will call attention to the difi'erences

when discussing older stages. The mantle border of the young, PI. xxviii, fig. 1, is a

simple thickening of the edge as shown more highly magnified in' PI. xxviii, fig. 6. It

has not yet acquired the complex structure of the mantle border of the adult. The eyes

are arranged on the border, one in each plicated fold of the shell. As the plications in

the two valves alternate, so the eyes alternate on the two mantle borders, each retaining

a position in the furrow of its apposed valve. The tentacles at this stage alternate with

the eyes, as shown in the fignres; they are highly extensible, sensitive, prehensile, and

are covered with papillose projections. When crawling, the young scallops use the

tentacles actively and they constantly lay hold of the glass by their sensitive tips.

Whether they assist in crawling by their prehensile activity is not known ; but it is possible.

They will wind the tips aronnd a body put in their way, such as a needle or pencil point,

and I have seen very young Pectens suspended from the glass sides of a beaker by the

clinging power of extended tentacles, the animal being otherwise completely inactive.

At a little later date, a few Pectens were found considerably older than those thus far

considered. The eyes of this stage, PI. xxviii, fig. 2, are still single in each plication of

the shell, no more having yet appeared; the active tentacles, however, differ from the

earlier stage, fig. 1, in that there are now two altei-nating with each eye. The mantle

border has as yet no perpendicular wall or guard tentacles (described later) but presents

one striking feature. When at rest the two borders are protruded beyond the edge of

the shell in a short tubular form at the base of the dorsaU ear as shown in PI. xxviii,

fig. 2. At this point excurrent action takes the direction indicated by the arrow and a

rapid but intermittent outflow may be traced by means of the contained particles of ef-

fete matter. This extension of the mantle is at that time a pseudo-siphon; it is com-

I^osed of delicate tissue and is retracted and extended exactly as may be observed in the

anal siphon of young clams {vide section xiv), but it difters from a true siphon in that

the walls ai-e not joined by the concrescence of their apposed borders. No siphonal ex-

tension of the mantle was seen in Pectens younger or older than that here described, but

in the adult it is important to notice that all excurrent action takes place at this same
area of the shell. Dr. Dall informs me that he has seen a similar condition of siphonal

extension of the mantle border in Pectens dredged from great depths.

It is an interesting fact in young Ostrea and Pecten that excurrent action takes

' In considering the relative position of the axes of the and the gills lie on the ventral border. The ear possessing

liody to the shell it must be Ijorne in mind that as in ( )strea the byssal notch tbrongh wliieli the foot extends is thei'e-

{vide p. .'iO!)) the axes of Pecten are ditt'erent from those of fore the ventral ear, not the anterior ear as commonly con-

typical dimyarians (PI. xxv, fig. 8). Tin- position of the sidered; and the ear on the opposite side is correlatively

palps and foot in Pecten indicates the nmbos as tlie anterior the dorsal not the |)osterior ear.

enti of the shell, the free ends of the valves are posterior,
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place at one definite area. These genera have mantle borders separate around the en-

tire margin of the shell; yet the outflow is not in any direction as might be su})posed,

but is limited to one direction.

The gills of Pecten of the age of PI. xxviii, fig. 2, consist of four sets of fihxments all

equally developed, but there is none of the irregularity of development of the separate

gill lamellae described in the oyster. The inner pair of gill filaments are reflected in-

wards and the outer i>air are reflected outwards as in the adult, PI. xxrv, fig. 12. The

reflected bordei's are about half the total length of the direct borders whereas in the adult

the reflected boi'ders are proportionately longer. This condition in the young was doubt-

less preceded by a condition in which the filaments were simple, straight |)rocesses with-

out reflected borders as described in young Ostrea and Anemia. The gills are ciliated

but have not yet the ciliated interfilamental knobs or processes existing in the adult.

There are no septa joining the direct and reflected portion of the filaments, character-

istic of the adult, observed at this early stage.

When a Pecten of the age of PI. xxvin, fig. 2, had been kept in confinement for a few

days it became attached by a byssus and from my observations it is probable that, up to

this period, the young lead a free, crawling existence without any fixation. AVith the in-

introduction of the byssal period, as it may be called, the young Pecten undergoes a

marked change in habits. Previously an active crawler, it now becomes most persistent in

its byssal fixation, and leads a sedentary life. The animal lies on the right valve; the bys-

sus is extended through the byssal notch as a number of delicate fasciated threads flat-

tened into a disc at the point of contact with the object of fixation. The specimen if

kept in a beaker of water frequently attached itself high up on the perpendicular sides of

the glass to which position it had previously crawled. It occasionally broke loose volun-

tarily, or was intentionally detached and in a short time, commonly a few minutes, made

a new attachment, showing that fixation is a feature of this condition. It was in the

specimen of this early stage, when attached by a byssus, that the pseudosiphonal protru-

sion of the mantle was observed. When the animal is attached, the tentacles are more

or less fidly extended, the foot may be protruded or withdrawn, and feeding is active as

indicated by faecal discharges in the excurrent water.

Pectens considei-ably older than those already discussed, measuring 1-3 cm. in height,

are instructive. At this age the byssal habit of fixation still exists; in fact, specimens

measuring slightly over 3 cm. have been found still attached, but I have never observed

such a condition in adults. Pectens 1-3 cm. high, though retaining the byssal habit,

are not as constantly attached and are more active, than the younger stage just consid-

ered. Two hundred or more individuals of this size were seen on the bar and perhaps

half were attached. They were not observed in the act of crawling but they are capable

of swimming actively as later described. On account of the size of the specimens it

was easy to observe the process of formation of the byssal fixation. In observing it,

the scallops should be confined in a dish as every movement is then clearly perceptible.

Lying on the right valve, the foot is extended on the surface of the dish, the flattened

distal poition taking a firm hold as if about to crawl. This position is maintained for a

moment or two and then the foot is withdrawn within the body, by the motion of retrac-
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tion it draws out, or spins, the byssal tliread, whicli the creature had fixed to the surface

of the dish while the foot was laid closely against it. Soon the foot is again extended,

pressed flatly against the dish and another byssal thread is spun. The second byssal thread

is always attached at a point a little removed from the point of fixation of the first

thread; sometimes the two are scpai'ated by a distance of two or more millimeters. Ad-
ditional threads may be spun; but three was a common number with specimens in con-

finement. Those on the bar, especially the larger individuals, frequently spun a large

number ot threads in the byssus. The byssal gland is situated in a proximal cleft-like

depression in the foot separate from the more distal cleft-like depression which serves

the animal in crawling, so that between the two there is a slight interspace without a

cleft. Frequently when forming the byssus, the foot may be arched up in this interspace,

PI. xxvni, fig. 7; the hold being maintained by the tip of the foot and at the same time

the byssal cleft being pressed closely against the glass, so as to make the fixation of the

byssal thread. While spinning the byssiis the scallop is preoccupied and pays little at-

tention to pricks or stimuli which at other times would meet with immediate response.

The attached scallop commonly remains fixed for a considerable time. If disturbed,

however, or at will without apparent cause, it may break the byssal attachment by clap-

ping its valves. It then commonly swims about, soon renewing, or not, the attachment

as the impulse moves it. If one break the byssus loose it is torn out from the foot and
left clinging to the sides of the dish. On examining separated threads we find that the

proximal portions of the several threads are generally coalesced into one band, the distal

portions being separately attached to the glass by expanded disc-like extremity. The
threads may measure a centimeter or more in length but are more often shorter. In at-

tempting to preserve specimens of Pecten in alcohol with the byssus intact it was found
that they immediately detached themselves. Success was attained however, by first

paralyzing them with cocaine, adding the solution gradually to a small volume of sea

watei-.

The mantle of Pectens 2-3 cm. high has acquired adult characters. In young stages,

as shown, the eyes are situated one in each plication of the shell and a single tentacle

alternates with each eye, PI. xxvnr, figs. 1 and 6. Later the position of the eyes being
the same, two tentacles alternate with each eye, PI. xxviii, fig. 2. In the age under con-

sideration, as in adults, the eyes are for the most part situated in the plications of the

shell, but in addition to one eye in each plication, new eyes have arisen between those

first formed. The new eyes, however, do not appear at regular intervals as did the first-

formed eyes. In each mantle border may be counted (as noted by Verrill) about forty

eyes, and between them ai-e a large number of tentacles instead of only two as in the

earlier stage. These marginal tentacles, like those in the young, PI. xxvnr, figs. 1 and
G, are papillose, extensible and active, frequently winding about a small object in a pi-e-

hensile manner.

Besides an increase in the number of eyes and tentacles, the mantle border of Pectens,

of the age under consideration, has developed new features not seen in earlier stages.

The border is produced perpendicularly in a thick marginal wall or curtain which has

important functions. This wall is highly developed along the plicated borders of the

valves but is reduced in thickness, and height as the base of the angle forming the cars.
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fig. 37, p. 333, is reached. It is richly pigmented on its outer face and marked by per-

pendicular folds and ridges. ' Just below the free, inner margin of the mantle wall it is

thickly set, with small equidistantly placed, arcuate tentacles, diagrammatically shown in

PI. XXVIII, fig. 4, which may be called guard tentacles from their functional use. These

tentacles are yellowish, not papillose, incapable of extension and move only in one plane.

When the scallop is at rest the guard tentacles stand upright. In young individuals the

tips of the tentacles of either mantle wall come in apposition, so that a grating or guard

is formed between the separated mantle walls. In virtue of this gi-ating no large body

can pass into the gill chamber, while the animal is feeding with valves open, without

striking the guard tentacles. Collision with these tentacles commonly causes the an-

imal to shut its valves quickly. I say commonly, for irritation sometimes fails to pro-

duce the expected result. When swimming, the guard tentacles are turned outward and

laid flatly against the outer border of the mantle wall. In adults the valves frequently

are so widely separated that the tips of the guard tentacles are not in apposition, and

the tentacles are less sensitive to stimuli than they are in young scallops of two or three

centimeters in height. The guard tentacles are arranged equidistantly on the borders

of the mantle walls from the base of the ventral to the base of the dorsal ear. The re-

maining portions of the mantle walls which are relatively slight and low, bear no guard

tentacles. It is to be noticed, that the regions free from guard tentacles are the regions

marked by the extension of the foot when young on one side and on the other marked

by the excurrent flow of effete water, as well as by the flow of water when swimming.

The mantle borders of young and adults are separated for the greater part of their

extent, being confluent on the hinge line and for a slight distance toward the byssal notch,

on the ventral border. Dorsally they are confluent to the point marked as the inner

angle of the ear, fig. 37, p. 333, being a somewhat greater distance than that of the ven-

tral confluence. This relative confluence is correlated with the functional needs of the

animal, as excurrent action takes place dorsally over such an area that it is not aff^ected

by the partial union of the mantle bordei-s, whereas ventrally the foot actively swings up

to the hinge line, requiring and maintaining a greater separation of the borders to that

point. The mantle border is very broad and strong, and numerous, well-developed, radial

muscles which bifurcate and anastomose freely serve to retract it. The muscles are more

highly developed in Pecten than in any other Pelecypod studied, Avhich fact is probably

correlated with the active swimming habit.

It is stated that Pecten swims by clapping the valves, but how the motion is effected

and the direction in which the animal moves has not been studied so far as I am aware

and seems to be commonly misunderstood. The swimming habit of Pecten is one of

the most striking features of this genus, and it is accomplished with such energy and

rapidity that the creature attains great speed. In swimming, as when at rest, the left

valve is always uppermost, and the plane of the edges of the valves is inclined to the

surface of the water at an angle of about 45".'

It is best to study the swimming in young Peetens some 3 cm. high, as at that age

it is more easily seen than in adults, and does not differ from what may be observed in

'Till* PccUmis ill wliicli tlicswiiiiiiiini;' lialiit was stiurieil aiiirlc yivoii and soiiu' oUrt ik'lails iiiiirlit, vary slightl.v il"

were coutiued in siuall aiiuaria, and it is possible Uiat Uie swimniinj; Treely in tlie open water.
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them. Lying on the bottom with tentacles extended, the scallop suddenly folds the

guard tentacles back so that they lie closely against the outer border of the perpendicu-

lar mantle wall. The valves are then closed by a quick action of the adductor muscle

and water is forcibly expelled. The first water expelled is driven out posteriorly in the

direction of the arrow a, PI. xxviii, fig. 8, and if this were the only or the main direction

in which a cm-rent is expelled, the animal would by impact of water be impelled in the

opposite direction or antei'iorly; but the act of swimming is more complicated than this

would indicate. When the valves have closed to a slight extent the borders of the two

thick, perpendicular mantle walls come in contact and then no more water j^asses out as

indicated by the arrow a, but instead, during further closure of the valves, it is forcibly

ejected from the lower border of one eai-, where the mantle wall is low and thin, as in-

dicated by the arrow J, PI. xxviii, fig. 8. The water expelled at the point 6 is the

most forcible current and probably of the greatest volume; by its means the creature

is impelled in the direction of the arrow, c. The valves open quickly and claji again.

The second time as before the first water is di'iven out posteriorly; but when the mantle

walls come in contact, the direction of the excurrent water is again changed and is

forced out from the lower border of one ear in the direction of the arrow d, PI. xxviii,

fig. 8 a; being the strongest current, it impels the animal in the direction of the arrow

e. This striking difference is noticeable, viz.: that at successive claps the water is driven

out from altei-nate ears, first on one side and then on the other. The resultant action of

the several currents and successive claps, illustrated in PI. xxviii, figs. 8-8 a, is therefore

to drive the animal in the direction of the free borders of the valves or posteriorly. It

is due to the alternate expulsion of the water first from one ear and then from the other

as described, that the animal presents a succession of zigzag jerks in swimming. The
direction of the current alternately to the two eai's appears to be voluntary, as a scal-

lop can scuttle over the bottom of a dish in a sidelong direction by successively expell-

ing the water at each clap from one and the same ear. The action of the first cui-rent

of water exi)elled postei'iorly, before the mantle walls come in contact, gives the animal

an upwai'd jerk and it is in virtue of this jei'k combined with the momentum in a j^oste-

rior direction that it maintains its position on the surface of the water and also the high

angle to the surface which it presents in swimming. The current driven out posteriorly

in the initial closure of the valves is so powerful that water may be squirted by adults

to the height of five inches or more from the surface by this action.

In studying the shell we find a feature correlated with the swimming habit in the in-

complete closnre of the valves on the eared areas; so that when the free borders of the

valves are in immediate contact there is still sufficient space for excurrent action at these

areas, and the valves close completely at each clap, for there is in swimming a sharp

clicking noise which could be caused only by the striking together of the valves. Scal-

lops are said to migrate in bands, being seen swimming in large numbers at some sea-

sons of the year. They are among the most active of all Pelccypods and a careful study

of their habits woidd doubtless prove fruitful and highly interesting.

As stated, in young scallops, the outflowing water which has served the function of

aeration is passed out from the shell at a definite point on the dorsal border as indicated

by the arrow in PI. xxviir, fig. 2. This is equally marked in character and more notice-
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able in the adult. In such the water is driven out so forcibly by the rapid ciliated action

of the gills that a rapid gyrating current was imparted to the whole mass of water in a

large dish oi- ])i'esorve jar in Avhich the animal was. Further, several times on turning a

scallop over, so that the excurrent action took place in the opposite direction, almost in-

stantly the whole mass of water responded and moved in the reversed course impelled

by the changed direction of the current. The faeces of Pecten may be seen escaping in

pellets, the form of which in section is that of a clover-leaf, and they are produced in

more or less drawii-out ropy masses, PI. xxviii, fig. 5; in one instance observed, meas-

lU'ing 14 cm. in length. Eyder (60) observed that the fieces of the oyster have a distinct

almost horse-shoe form, due to the shape of the intestinal ti-act and in insects the form

of the faeces is often a specific characteristic. It is possible that a study of this feature

in molluscs might show similar results.

The adult of^ Pecten irradians is a free swimmer. No indications of a byssal fixation

were seen at this age, and the foot is a highly atrophied organ. I have never seen the

foot extended beyond the margin of the valves in the adult, although it is so active in the

young, and it may then fairly be considered a I'ctrograde and probably functionless organ.

There is, therefore, a series of periods of habits in the life of Pecten. In the prodisso-

conch stage of Pecten (discussion later, section x), it is either a veliger swinnner, or

crawls on the ventral border of the valves; in the early nepionic stage (PI. xxviii, figs.

1, 9, 10) it is an active crawler, lying on the i-ight valve; in late nepionic and nealogic

stages, it is attached by a byssus more or less constantl}^ but also has the power of us-

ing the foot; in the adult, it is a free swimmer and the habits of crawling and byssal fixa-

tion seen in the young ai-e lost. Some species, as Chlamys (Pecten) variiis, are said to

retain the byssal habit of fixation throughout life.

Frequently Pectens show an extensive loss or injni-y of the mantle. One adult speci-

men observed had the left lobe on the ventral side entirely wanting, and the correspond-

in."" lobe on the right side was destitute of the eyes, tentacles and pigment. The

damaged lobe was bereft of sensation, the creature showing no response when it was

pinched or shadowed; but the animal was apparently uninjured otherwise. Such injury

is probably due to the attacks of predatory animals, as when lying with its valves wide

open it is an easy prey. Some indications pointed toward disease, and the loss of the

mantle may be due to that cause. That scallops sutfer a severe loss or injury to the man-

tle and i-ecover, is amply proven by frecpient siJecimens of mended shells. The margin

of the shell is not injured by the predatory attacks (if such they are), but further shell

growth i^ prevented at the injured point by the loss of the mantle. When one mantle

border is injured, the other repairs the damage which would be caused by local want of

shell growth, by curving the shell deposition of the uninjured side rapidly inwards, thus

obviating the deficiency of the injured area. This ingrowth is probably induced by the

lack of resisting support on the part of the damaged border. Adults which have been

thus damaged in youth show that in time the injured mantle border is renewed, and nor-

mal shell deposition takes place, the early damaged period being indicated by hollow-

like, uneven depressions in the shell surface. In the oyster I have never seen injuries

to the mantle in living animals, and no evidence of serious injuries, later repaired, ai-e

noticeable in a study of shell growth. The oyster is more sensitive to touch than the
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scallop, the valves are less widely separable, when open, and at time of danger stay shut,

instead of opening almost immediately after closnre, as with scallop shells; therefore, the

oyster is less liable to attack, at least from certain classes of enemies, than is the scallop.

. A snrprising want of sensibility is noticeable in adidt Pectens. It is often possible

to insert a qnite large body into the shell befoi-e it closes; bnt the young are more sen-

sitive. Frequently pricking the mantle border with a needle produces little effect in

adults. Both adults and young are sensitive to light, so that passing the hand or even

a pencil in front of the valves they will quickly close, as described in Pecten jacohoius

by Patten. They open almost immediately, however, and frequently i-epeated stimuli soon

lose their effect.

Pecten irradians is hermaphroditic, the reproductive organ is of large size, and the

two sexual functions are distributed regionally. The gland as a whole is roundly tri-

angular, extending between the gills on the ventral bordei- of the adductor muscle, while

anterioi'ly it passes into and is lost in the liver mass. The gland is composed of two dis-

tinctly marked portions or areas. The ventral area is pinkish white and consists whol-

ly of the male or sperm-bearing portion; the dorsal area is brownish-yellow in color and

consists of the female or egg-bearing poition of the gland. The divisions of the organ

lie parallel, but anterioi'ly the'whole mass is male, while the female portion occupies the

larger part of the posterior portion of the organ. The whole gland is more or less pig-

mented with black, especially on its ventral keel. Abundant active spermatozoa were

found in the pinkish or male portion, with well developed heads and vibratile tails; but no

eggs, it being solely spermatic. In the yellowish-brown dorsal poi'tion were found de-

veloping and ripe eggs. The eggs ai-e rounded or pear-shaped, granular, show nuclei and

resemble the e^g of an oyster, in size and appearance. A few spermatozoa were found

in the female portion, but their presence was probably due to accidental introduction

while examining the contents of the gland, as it is almost impossible to avoid introduc-

ing a few under such circumstances, and we may fairly suppose that the female portion

also produces but one element. The sexual gland of Pectru irradians, it will be seen, is

very similar to that of P. glaher, as described by Lacaze-Duthiers (40).

The gills of adult Pecten irradians are equal in length and differ much from the gills

of the oyster. The filaments of the gills are reflected on themselves to such a length

that the reflected portion equals about two-thirds the length of the direct jwrtion as shown

diagrammatically in PI. xxiv, fig. 12. The reflected borders are free, not joined by con-

crescence with the reflected borders of opposing gill filaments, or with the mantle lobes,

as in Ostrea. The filaments ai-e joined to one another by the interlocking of tuft-like,

ciliated nodes, situated at intervals. About 25-30 nodes are borne on each filament,

and the nodes of contiguous filaments are in apposition. A similar structure exists in

Mytilus, and is descrilx-d by Peek. This connection does not exert a very strong bind-

ing influence, so that when alive the filaments of Pecten are often separated, and in alco-

holic specimens are notably disconnected. The ciliated nodes serve to keep the filaments

together, but quite as much to kee]) them separated, by an interspace to allow of the free

passage of water. In the adult Pecten, at intervals of every 11-15 filaments, a delicate

connecting septum or wall is developed between the direct and reflected border of the

filaments, PI. xxviii, fig. 3. These walls strengthen the reflected borders and also

MKMOIUS liOSTON SOC. NAT. lllSr., VOL. IV. Iti
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apparently direct currents of water in channels as it flows through the grate-like gill.

When the reflected border of the filament ceases to cover the direct border, this wall is

built into a peculiar plicated i-idge or blade, hi (fig. cited), from the direct border of the

filament, and continues in this blade-like fashion to the point of oi-igin of the filament.

The gills ai'e suspended by fasciated membranes which connect the bases of the two

pairs with the adductor muscle, with the visceral mass anteriorly, and with the mantle

lobes posteriorly. Similar fasciated membranes also exist in Anoinia gluhra, PI. xxEs:,

figs. 1-2.

X. Pecten. The Shell.

Characters are foiind in the young developing shell of Pecten irradlans and other

species which are widely diiferent from those peculiar to the adults and a considei'ation

of these features will now be taken up.

The first specimens of young Pecten irradians obtained were found in the di-ain-pipe

traps at Buzzards Bay on the fourth of August. The youngest of these specimens is

shown in PI. xxviir, fig. 9, viewed from the left upper side, while fig. 10 is the same

individual viewed from the right side on which the animal habitually lies. PI. xxvii, fig.

9, is a similar specimen viewed from the umbonal area of the right side, more enlarged.

The prodissoconch, j)-, in the several figures is as sharply marked oft" from the succeed-

ing dissoconch as in Ostrea, Perna and Avicula, Pis. xxiv, xxv and xxvii. It is sep-

arated from the dissoconch as in the genei'a mentioned, by its form, histological struct-

lu'e and inferred anatomical features. The umbos of the prodissoconch of Pecten are

directed posteriorly; but they are not as pronounced and arcuate as in Ostrea and Perna.

The structure of the prodissoconch is homogeneous and laminar, showing fine concentric

lines of growth. There is not the slightest indication of the byssal notch in the prodis-

soconch valves; but it originates in the initial stages of growth of the succeeding disso-

conch, PI. XXVII, fig. 9 and PI. xxviii, figs. 10 and 13. As was argued when discussing

Peina and Avicula (p. 329), the position of the byssal sinus in its relation to the pro-

dissoconch shell indicates that the foot of that period of development occupied a position

on the free ventral borders of the valves, its normal position in dimyarian Pelecypods.

The prodissoconch stage of Pecten was doubtless dimyarian, a supposition confirmed by

the shape of the shell, the position of the foot and the aflinities of Pecten to Avicula

and Ostrea, in which last genus two adductor muscles are shown to exist at that stage,

PI. XXIV, figs. 1-2.

The habits of the prodissoconch stage of Pecten, we know only from analogy and

the structure indicated by the hard parts; but as it ditfers from the Ostrean prodisso-

conch in possessing a foot, it may be at this ]jeriod, a veliger swimmer as is Ostrea or

a purely crawling form. If the latter, it doubtless crawls on the ventral border of the

valves as is the habit in Pelecypods in which the foot is extended from between the ven-

tral border of the valves opposite the hinge line. Only very young Pectens show the

prodissoconch still intact, as it is 7iot retained in this genus as long as in the sedentary

oysters, Aviculas and Pernas. The prodissoconch of Pecten as in Ostrea, Perna, Avic-

ula, etc., is traceable in oi'igin to the ^N^uculoid radical, from which the Aviculidai and

their allies were derived (discussion, section xv, and table, section xvr)

.
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The succeoding dissoconch growth in Pecteu is cleai'ly and shai-ply sepai-ated off by

its changed form and histological strnctnre. AV^hereas the prodissoeonch shell is homo-

geneous and laminar in strnctnre, the succeeding dissoconch of Pecten irradians, in its

early stages, PI. xxviii, figs. 9-12, has a thin layer of prismatic cellular tissue in the

right valve, the same feature having been observed in Ostrea, fig. 27, p. 314; also in An-
omia, as shown in later studies. The early stages of the dissoconch growth of Chlamys

{Pecten) islandicus, Chemn., Pecten dislocatus, Say, P. magellanicus, Gmelin and P.

monotimeris, Con., also show marked prismatic cellular structure in the right valve. The
pi'ismatic stri cture of these several species does not occur in patches here and there,

but extends over the whole early dissoconch shell in a tliin but clearly marked layer.

This is a most interesting fact as adult Pecten irradians does not exhibit any evidence

of prismatic structure, though it is well developed in the young. Professor Carpenter

in his first paper on shell structure, in 1844, says that he has seen traces of cellular

sti-uctare in the Pectinida^ ; but believes that it is not to be considered as constant or pe-

culiaily characteristic of the group. In his later paper in 1848, he states that he has

since foxmd prismatic cellular structure, thin, but beautifully preserved in Pecten nobilis,

which he figures. This is the only case I find mentioned in which prismatic structure

is known in Pecten. Dr. Dall (16), however, in recent studies of deep-sea molluscs

has observed prismatic cellular structure in many species of Amusium, and in the allied

genera Pseudamusium and Propreamusium. In these cases the prismatic structure,

though often limited in extent, was not confined to the right valve, as in my observa-

tions of young Pectens. Dall notes that this structure is especially characteristic of

abyssal species of this groiip, in which also the shell is extremely thin and fragile. My
observation of prismatic structure in the young of five species studied, proves that this

feature which is not a characteristic of the group may yet be found in the young. The
Aviculidae, in which prismatic structure is highly characteristic, are in the line of ances-

try of the Pectinidae. The occnrience of prismatic structure in young Pectens is there-

fore a good example of the principle of acceleration of development which is that

ancestral characters may be found in the young which are wanting in adult individuals.

Although prismatic structure is characteristic of the right valve in young Pecten irra-

dians, the left valve in this and ihe other species studied has no prismatic layei-. In

P. irradians, the left valve in its eai'ly ncpionic stage is marked by a peculiar pitted

structure. The degree of pitting varies in diflerent individuals, but in none Avas it as

marked a feature as in young P. dislocatus, whei-e it is highly accentuated.

In Pecten the shell of the first true dissoconch or nepionic period, PI. xxviii, figs. 9-

10, is markedly different from succeeding stages, as well as from the early completed

prodissoeonch stage. The hinge is produced as a straight line and the borders of the

valves descend in a curve from the extreme limits of the hinge line without possessing

the ears which are characteristic of the adult in all species of the genus. The ventral

border of the left valve, fig. 9, has no byssal notch but near the hinge area is produced

in a lobe-like curve, the lobe projecting beyond the border of the byssal sinus of the right

valve as shown in fig. 10. There are no plications of the shell at this stage although

these originate early and are characteristic of the adult. The features of the ventral

lobe, and the absence of ears and plications, give the shell as shown in the figures cited
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a totally different aspect from that of later stages and also dillerent from any form

known in other species of the genus.

The light valve of young Pecten irrad /'(ins, on which it rests, PI. xxvui, i'^g. 10, is

marked by a deep hyssal notch, originating as stated in the initial stoges of the disso-

conch shell as indicated by the lines of growth shown in the enlarged figure of the hinge

area in PI. xxvu, fig. 9. The border of the notch on its lower side is marked by a well

defined tooth-like process, PI. xxviii, fig. 10. In later grgwth, PI. xxviii, fig. 13, more

tooth-like processes develop and they are characteristic of young specimens up to four

or five centimeters in height but none exist in the adult shell. The left upper valve

overhangs the right lower valve by a slight extent along the free margins, fig. 10, as in

young Ostrea and Anomia. The color of the young shell in both valves is of a light

yellowish-bi'own.

In the consideration of Perna (p. 328) it is shown that when the foot lies close up

to the hinge area in Pelecypods a special notch exists for its extrusion. The notch is

required because if not existent the valves would have to open very widely to allow of

the passage of the foot at a position so close to the ])oint of union of the valves. Per-

haps an equal reason for the need of the notch is the fact that such foi'ms lie on one

valve and drag the shell in ci-awling by extending the foot over the edge of the lower

valve. They do not creep on the free borders of the valves as do ordinary dimyai'ians

in which the foot is extended from a point far removed from the hinge line by a slight

gaping of the valves, without the aid of any special sinus. As shown on p. 333, Pecten

irradians, when veiy young' PI. xxviii, fig. 1, has no byssal fixation, the animal leading

an active crawling existence. The notch may therefore be considered as a foot notch

rather than a byssal notch at this period. The existence of a byssus or the constant

extension of an active foot would equally affect shell growth by exei-ting ])iessure on

the mantle border, thus causing its local i-etraction and retarding shell deposition at the

point of extrusion, so that it is not necessary to imply the existence of a byssus because

a notch exists at an area whtre the byssus would be produced if it existed.^ This has

important bearing on fossil foi-ms which are considered as byssated or attached, if a

notch exists in this region; whereas they may with equal i-eason be considered, as far

as the notch is concerned, as free forms which ci'awled while lying on one side with the

foot extended through a special notch produced by the existence of such a habit. This

mechanical explanation of the formation of the notch in Pecten shows what close re-

lations may be traced between the foi'm of hard pnrts and the anatomy and habits of

the animal.

A view of the hinge area and byssal notch of a Pecten of the same age as the above

considered specimen viewed from the right side is shown in PI. xxvii, fig. 9. The re-

lation of the prodissoconch to the dissoconch and byssal notch is clearly indicated and

it is noticeable that the left umbo pi-otrudes beyond the I'ight. This is due to the greater

convexity of the left valve, as is also noticeable in Chlamys islandica, PI. xxvii, fig. 8.

The early ncpionic stages of Pecten niagellanicus, I*, dislocatus (traced by following

'In Uiis connection a coinparison may be made of the PI. xxix, flg. G. The early condition of Pecten does much
early ncpionic shell of Pecten, PI. xxviii, flg. 10, viewed to elucidate tlie somewhat similar form of shell growth of

from the right side witli a similar view of young Anomia, young Anomia.
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the lines of growth) P. testcc and Glilcmiys islandica, PI. xxviii, fig. 14, agree with the

same stage of P. irradians, PI. xxviii, figs. 9-10, in the form of valves. This form

may therefore be considered as typical of the first stage of growth of the dissoconch

shed of (he group. In studying genera of the paln?ozoic Avicnlida?, we find genera that

agree closely in appearance with the young shell of Pecten; especially when it is viewed

from the left side as in PI. xxviir, fig. 9. The genera Actinoptera, Leiopteria and Lepto-

dosma, as figured in Hall's Palaeontology of New Yoi-k, are very comparable to this early

stage of Pecten. A still nearer comparison may be made in species of the Silurian ge-

nus Rhombopteria (gen. nov.) fig. 51, section xvi, which are closely comparable to yomig

Pecten in all the species observed. Rhombopteria is selected as the primitive radical of

the AvicxilidsB and their allies (see discussion and table, section xvi), and it is one of the

best proofs of the correctness of that view that the ne])ionic stage of Pecten so closely

corresponds with that early type. In the studies of Avicnla and Perna, the young of

those genera, fig. 32, p. 330, and PI. xxvir, fig. 1, is compai'ed closely to the same an-

cient genei-a to which I have just compared young Pecten. A comparison of young Pec-

ten, PI. xxvui, fig. 9, with the similar period of growth of young Avicnla and Perna,

in the figures cited, shows that at this early age the three genera ai-e closely similar.

Dific'rences in the angles of contour exist, especiall}^ in the hinge line; but they are

slight in degi'ee, and the important phylogenetic conclusion may be made that these

genera in the nepionic stage are so alike that they are refei'able in their inherited form

to the same ancestral types. Thus we see that the form as well as the prismatic struct-

lu'e of the shell of young developing Pectcns may be traced to ancestral tyjjcs from

which the genus was evolved.

A stage of shell growth in Pecten irradians, PI. xxviii, figs. 12-13, later than that just

considered, shows the begirming of features characteristic of the family and species to

which the young scallop belongs. Plications similar to those of the adult begin to be

marked in either valve and ears to be developed, as shown in fig. 12, viewed from the left

side, and fig. 13, viewed from the right side. The byssal" notch is strongly marked, as

in the earlier stage, and it is to be observed that the notch is much deeper relatively in

this early, active, creeping stage than in the adult, where the use of the foot as a creeping"

organ is lost. The base of the byssal notch, fig. 13, shows four marked, tooth-like pro-

cesses, of which one only was present in PI. xx\7ii, fig. 10. These teeth may prove of

value in tracing relationships; but their function, if any exist, is not understood. The
plications of the shell are clearly defined and originate suddenly, indicating a stage by

their introduction. The plications are like those of the adult, fig. 37, p. 333, and they

are the same which are retained throughout life, no new plications, originating by bifur-

cation or interposition, in this species. The left upper valve does not extend beyond the

right valve on its free margin as in the eai-lier stage, fig. 10.

A latei' period of growth in Pecten irradians is shown in PI. xxviii,' fig. 2. The ears

are more accentuated than in the previous figures, though they do not beai- to the whole

shell the same relative size and shape, as in the adidt, fig. 37, p. 333. The hinge line of

this stage, fig. 2, is much shorter than in the earlier stage, PI. xxviii, figs. 12-13, but

much longer relatively to the breadth of the valves than in the adult. In other features,

excepting the depth of the byssal notch, this age does not difter essentially from the adult
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ill the form of the shell. Differences in the anatomy and habits, however, exist, as dis-

cussed in previous pages.

I have shown that the early, nepionic shell growth of Pecten, PI. xxvnr, figs. 9-10, has

a form referable in oi'igin to the adults of ancient members of the Avicnlid;i3, and I be-

lieve that the form of the later shell growth is also of phylogenetic significance. The
hinge line of Pecten irradians, in PI. xxvm, figs. 12-13, is relatively long as compared

with the condition found in the adnlt of this or other species of Pectens, and correlative-

ly the ears are very slightly developed as compai'cd with the adult. The same condition

of relative great length of hinge line and want of development of the ears is seen in sim-

ilar stages of development of Clilamys (Pecten) islanclica, PI. xxvm, fig. li, Pecten

magellanicus and P. dislocatus; therefore it may be considered as typical of developing

Pectens. In Hall's Palaeontology, Vol. v, Part i, we find forms of Devonian Pectinidae

under the genus Pterinopecten which agree closely with the form of shells here figured

in developing modern Pectens. The agreement is in the relatively great length of the

hinge line and slight production of ears, which features characterize Pterinopecten and

separate it from the nearly allied genus Aviculopeeten. Pterinopecten is the least re-

moved from the Aviculidse, and is the simplest known form of the Pectinidae. The

young of Pterinopecten resembles the adult of Rhomboptei'ia and the adult resembles

the young of Aviculopeeten and Pecten (see section xvi) . It forms, therefore, a strong

link in our phylogenetic series, and is placed as the first departure from the Aviculidae

in the Pecten line of variation (see discussion and genealogical table, section xvi)

.

The palasozoic genus Aviculopeeten, as amended by Hall, differs from Pterinopecten

in a greater production of the ears and in a relatively shorter hinge line. Turning to the

developing shell of Pecten irradians, we find that the later growth, PI. xxvm, fig. 2,

differs from the earlier growth, PI. id., figs. 12-13, as Aviculopeeten differs from Pter-

inopecten. The same stage also differs from the adult fig. 37, p. 383, as Aviculopeeten

differs from Pecten. This later stage is therefore traceable to Aviculopeeten as its an-

cestral representative, and also the position of Aviculopeeten is clearly indicated in its

relation to other genera (see discussion and table, section xvi).

The prodissoconch of Pecten as stated (p. 342) is referable in origin to the Nuculoid

radical, represented in the development of the Aviculidse and their allies as illustrated

by typical genera. It is further shown that in the development of a modern Pecten we
find in the first stages of dissoconch growth a form of shell, PL xxvm, fig. 9, presenting

characters which make it referable in ancesti-al origin to Rhombopteria a member of the

true Aviculidae, later succeeded by a growth, PI. id., fig. 12, bearing marked features

referable in origin to an ancesti-al genus PterinoiJecten, which is transitional between

the Aviculidae and the Pectinidas. Still later a stage exists PI. id,., fig. 2, which is ref-

erable in its inherited f )rm to Aviculopeeten, and finally, the true Pecten features char-

acteristic of the adult, fig. 37, p. 333, are established. The geological sequence of

these several groups is in the order indicated by the development of Pecten. We have,

therefore, a clear case of the ontogeny of an individual illustrating the phylogeny of a

group (see table, section xvi).

As fuither substantiation of my position that the Pectinidae were evolved from the

Aviculidae, it may be noted that in the Challenger report, Vol. xiii, part xxv, Professor
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Smith figures a deep-sea species, which he calls Pecten avlculoules, on account of the

close resemblance which it bears to Avicula, although he considers it a Pecten. Again,
a fossil from the Lias shales, as Professor Carpenter notes, was by one author named
Avicula and by another Pecten, the mixture of characters being such as to sanction its

being placed in either genus, according to the value attributed to different features.

Carpenter affirms that it is a true Pecten because of a coarse shell structure like Pecten
and an absence of jnisms found in Avicula. Both these forms may properly be consid-

ered as representing in the adult a combination of types which T have shown is traceable

in early stages of the developing young.

"Whereas veiy young specimens oi Pecten irradians are yellowish-brown, older young
and adults are commonly bluish-gray, the coloration often being less or wanting in the

furrows of the upper, left valve. The lower valve may be of the same color as the up-

per, but is generally less pigmented, especially in young individuals, and specimens are

frequent in which the upper valve being dai-k blue-gray, the lower is nearly or quite

white.
_
This difference bears a direct relation to the amount of light to which the two

valves are exposed, the paler being the lower valve, which is constantly turned away
from the light. In studying other species of Pecten, many of which are highly colored,

we find that the same condition exists, the lower right valve being white, or of a paler

color than the left upper valve, which may be brilliantly colored: i-ed, bi'own or yellow.

An example of a striking contrast is Amusium (Pecten) Jajwuicum, in which the upper
valve is rich red, the lower, pure white. In the Spondyli, which are attached by the

right valve, the lower valve also is white, oi- paler than the upper left valve, Avhich is

turned toward the light and is often highly colored. Fischer notes the ditierence in

color of the valves in Spondyli, and states that an abyssal species of Spondylus has both

valves blanched. This relation of the coloration to the amount of light received by the

two valves in bivalves is more or less noticeable in the lower and upper side of univalves

and is briefly considered by Tryon. Dr. Dall (16) considers the allied subject of the

coloration, surface marking and thinness of the shells of abyssal species, in his interest-

ing conclusions published in the Report of the Blake Mollusca.

Pecten magellcmicus Gmelin (P. tenuicosfatus, Mighels). A number of young speci-

mens of this large species measuring from 2-6 mm. in height were dredged at several

stations by the U. S. Fish Commission Steamier Albatross. They are entered as No. 62307
in the Smithsonian Institution Catalogue. Sharplj'-defined but quite small pi-odisso-

conchs, like those figured in Pecten irradians, mark the umbos of all well-preserved spec-

imens. Fig. 38, p. 348 represents one of the smaller specimens. The early dissoconch

as indicated by the lines of growth is similar in form to Pecten ir-radians, PI. xxviii,

figs. 9-10, no ears having develo])ed and there is a deep byssal notch in the right valve

although it is slightly indicated in the adult. The byssal notch of the right valve, how-
ever, bears no teeth as in the other species described. The hinge line equals nearly the

whole width of the shell as in Pecten irradians, PI. xxvm, fig. 12; but, as in that species,

differs in this character from the adult. The hinge area on either side of the cartilage

pit bears a wide hinge plate, sinuous in outline and marked by numerous flutings. The
flutings are nearly |)erpeiulicular to the hinge line, but are slightly inclined toward the

umbos. Although charactei'istic of the young, this hinge plate is wanting in the adult.
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A similar hinge plate exists in Pecten monotimeris, Con., and it is described by Dall (IG)

in the young or adult of several species of Pecten, and in Pseudamusiuni and Diniya.

This fluted plate, Dall considers as a form of dentition augmenting the strength of the

hinge line (on the hinge of Pelecypods, etc.. Am. Jour. Sc. Dec. 1889).

The right valve of Pecten magellanicus has a thin layer of well defined prismatic

structure, fig. 39, and the prisms are larger than those observed in other species of Pec-

ten. They are peculiar in being for the most part almost quadrangular, and are arranged

with extreme regularity parallel to the lines of growth; bnt where slight fractures have

induced irregular shell groAvth, they are polygonal as in other species of Pecten. The

rio-ht valve in the young specimens studied seldom shows i-adiating strije but they some-

times exist slightly emphasized in the last-formed portion of the shell, as series of dis-

FiG. 40. connected knobs. The ventral ear of the right valve,

on the contrary, bears coarse cost* crossed by imbrica-

ting lines of growth. In the adult, the radiating ridges

of the right valve are much flatter and less accentuated

than in the left upper valve. The left valve, Rg. 38,

after the earliest nepionic stages, wliieh are smooth, is

marked by a stage of concentric and radiating ridges

both sharply defined and dividing the shell surface into

sunken squares. Knobs or bosses ornament the inter-

section of the ridges. The structure seen here is a com-

mon form of surface ornamentation among fossil Avi-

culidas. This peculiar marking of the early stage is

very characteristic although limited in extent and ceases

suddenly being succeeded by fine somewhat sinuous

radiating ridges which are retained thereafter, and

are characteristic of the adult.

Some adult specimens of Pecten maijellanicus, from

the Georges' Banks, are interesting for a com[)arison

with the observations on anatomical features of P. irra-

dians. The species is well fitted for study on account

of the size, adult specimens measuring 15 cm. or more

in height. The adductor nuiscle is double and the two portions are strongly accent-

uated. The borders of the two ]30i-tions of the muscle are free on their limits and at

the point of insertion in the shell produce two well-marked impressions instead of a

single slight one as in Pecten irradians. There is no posterior retractor muscle of the

foot in this species; but it quite likely exists in the young, as that bears evidence in its

shell, fig. 38, of being an active crawler. The foot is marked by two clefts, the distal

one for crawling, the proximal one the seat of the byssal gland as in Pecten irradians.

The mantle as in that species, has a thick marginal perpendicular wall, decreasing at the

eared areas and thickly set with guard tentacles, extensible tentacles and eyes, iudicat-

ino- similar habits to those described in Pecten irradians. The gills, intestine, and re-

productive body are also the same as may be observed in Pecten irradians.

Chlamys (Pecten) islandica, Chemn. sp., specimen No. 27291, Smithsonian Institution

Fig, Fig. 38.

ITiG. 38.—Left and right valve of young

Pecten magellnnicHS, showing fluted hinge

plate byssal sinus, and marking of the left

valve characteristic of the period of de-

velopment. X IS diam.

Fia. 39.

—

Peclen maycUanicns, prismatic

structure of right valve. X 'JO diam.

Fig. 40.

—

Pecten dislocatun, prismatic

structure of right valve. X 90 diam.

Original specimens in Smithsonian In-

stitution, Washington (drawn tay J. II.

Enierton).
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catalogue, is a young individual 3 mm. in height. This specimen is figured in Pl.xxvin,

fig. 14, as viewed from the left side and PI. xxvii, fig. 8, is the umbonal area more mag-
nified, viewed from the right side. The prodissoconeh is sharply defined and the um-
bos are directed slightly posteriori}^ It bears concentric lines of growth, no indication

of a byssal sinus and is homogeneous in structure. The succeeding dissoconch is yel-

lowish-brown and in its early stages has a well-defined, prismatic layer in the right

valve. In the oldest period of this young specimen no prismatic layer exists, the struct-

in-e being lost thus early in shell growth. The left valve has a punctate structure as

mentioned in some other species. The early nepionic stage as discerned by following the

lines of growth is seen to be similar in form to the nepionic stage of Pecten irradians,

PI. xxvin, fig. 9. The left valve is marked by a deep byssal notch, PI. xxvu, fig. 8, the

lower border of which bears teeth similar to those of Pecten irradians and these teeth

exist also in the adult of Chlamys islanclica. At the close of the smooth, early nepionic

stage of C. islandica, we find radiating plications similar to those of the adult originat-

ing at a definitely marked area, PI. xxviii, fig. 14. New plications develop in succeed-

ing growth between those first formed, instead of the first formed being the only ones

built as in Pecten i7'radians. The hinge line is very long proportionately to the width

of the shell as compared with the adult condition ; the same feature being characteristic

of the young of all the species described. The ears in this early stage are nearly equal,

whereas in the adult the ventral (anterior) ear is characteristically much larger than the

opposite or dorsal ear.

Pecten dislocatus, Say. A number of young specimens of this species are in the collec-

tions of the Smithsonian Institution, under the catalogue number 62278. They were

dredged off the coast of the Carolinas at several stations. The specimens vary from 3 to

13 mm. in height. All the youngest show a prodissoconeh like that of Pecten irra-

dians, PI. xxvin, figs. 9-10. The prodissoconeh bears fine concentric lines of growth,

has no indication of a byssal notch and is not pi'ismatic; also the umbos are directed pos-

tei'ioi'ly as in all this group. The right valve has in early nepionic stages a well-defined

prismatic layei-, fig. 40, p. 348, the prisms being of about the same size as those in P.

irradians and Chlamys islandica, but smaller than those in Pecten magellanicus. Con-

versely, the left valve has no prismatic layer; but it has a very characteristic pitted struct-

ure in its early stages. The pits are not deep, but numerous and very closely related

to one another. They disappear with the close of the smooth nepionic stage. A similar

structure is described in some other species ; but in none, unless P. testae, is it as notice-

able and clearly marked as in this species.

The early nepionic stage of Pecten dislocatus, as ascertained by following the lines of

growth, which are particulai-ly well defined in this species, is seen to be of the same form

as that of Pecten irradians, PL xxviii, figs. 9-10. No ears exist at this period and the

hinge line in length equals the entire width of the shell. A deep byssal notch exists in

the right valve originating with the close of the prodissoconeh stage. In later growth

plications in the shell originate suddenly as in Pecten irradians, PI. xxvin, fig. 12, caus-

ing by theii- introduction a marked stage as in that species. Ears also develop with suc-

ceeding growth and the hinge line gradually loses its great length proportionately to the

MEMOIRS BOSTON SOC. NAT. HIST., VOL. IV. 47
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width of the shell. The base of the byssal notch bears a number of teeth like those of

Pecten irradians and Chlamys islandica, but they are wanting in the adult.

Pecteu testfP. In the Jeffreys collection, now in the Smithsonian Institution, there are

two vei-y young specimens of this species, catalogued as No. 62607. I saw them in Wash-

ington, but did not borrow them as I did specimens of the above described species. From

a drawing made at the time (previous to my studies of other yonng Pectens) the upper left

valve exactly agrees in form and is of about the same size as Pecten irradians,V\. xxviii,

fig. 9. A prodissoconch like that of P. irradians and other species exists in my drawing

of the specimen. The early dissoconch shell has no ears and is compai-able to ancient

forms of the Aviculidse as discussed in considering the same period of development of

Pecten irradians, with which it agrees in form as far as my drawing indicates. Minute,

punctate structure of the dissoconch was observed in this species similar to that noted

in Pecten dislocatus; but I cannot say whether prismatic structure exists although in all

probability it does.

Specimens oi Pecten monotimeris, Con., recently received from California, have a sim-

ilar prodissoconch and nepionic stages to those described in P. irradians, as ascertained

by following the lines of growth. In the nepionic stage, the right valve has prismatic cel-

lular structure and the left valve punctate structure as in P. irradians, but as in that

species these featm-es are early lost.

XI. Genera allied to Pecten.

Of the genera here considered I have had only limited opportunities to study the young;

for, as conchologists commonly pay little attention to the young of molluscs, it is a diffi-

cult matter to obtain early stages of genera not living in our own waters.

Hinnites, PI. xxvi, figs. 3-4, is a genus closely related to Pecten, but as it has been

described in section vii, I will give only brief supplementary notes at this point. It

is shown, p. 324, that Hinnites cortesi is pecteniform and regular when young; later it

solders one valve to a foreign body and with this change in habit assumes an irregularity

of growth rendering its valves, especially the attached one, comparable to Ostrea in form.

The form of the valves is ascribed to the condition of cemented fixation. The relation

of Hinnites to Pecten I believe is directly comparable to the relation of Ostrea to Perna;

the difference being that Hinnites in the nepionic and nealogic stages is free or byssated

and then retains the ancestral Pecten features. It does not become attached and assume

the ostrean irregular gi-owth (wiping out early characters) until a comparatively late

stage of development, PI. xxvi, fig. 3. On the other hand, Ostrea is attached at the

close of the pi-odissoconch period and at once assumes the ostrean form, by this means

eradicating features which might otherwise render the early dissoconch growth compara-

ble to the ancestral Perna or Perna-like foi-m. The age at which fixation takes place

varies somewhat in individuals, as may be seen in series of specimens of Hinnites gi-

ganteus. That species is instructive as showing how, in the development of the individ-

ual, the imbrications of the lines of growth in the nealogic pecteniform stage gradually

become more and more produced, until in the adult they form spinous productions of the
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valves. The spines of the left (free) valve are comparatively sharp and acienlar, while

those of the right (attached) valve are flatter and spathnlate; though both forms of spines

may be serially traced to the imbrications of the young, where they are alike in both valves.

Spondylus as a genus of attached Pelecypoda naturally draws attention in these studies.

It is cemented by one valve and its irregular, ineqnivalvnlar shell, PI. xxvi, fig. 1, has

been ascribed to the conditions of cemented fixation {vide pp. 318 and 323) . The cam-
erated structure of Spondylus has been also considered and I wish here only to describe

the young.

In the collections of the Boston Society of Natural History are specimens of SjJondylus

asjjerrimus, Sby., from the Pacific Islands, bearing the catalogue number 8494. The up-
per left valves of the specimens are produced on the hinge line as slightly developed ears

and have a decidedly pecteniform aspect, as is characteristic of this valve in living and
fossil Spondyli. The lower right valves which are or have been attached, are composed
of highly irregular, concentrically rngose and spinous shell growth, as is also characteris-

tic of species of this genus. One of the specimens of a right valve, however, is very well

preserved up to the initial stages of growth. At the umbo of this well-preserved speci-

men of Sjjondyhis asperrimus, PI. xxvir, fig. 4, is a prodissoconch similar to that described

in species ofPecten. The ])rodissoconch is rounded or oval in outline and is clearly marked
ofi" from the succeeding shell growth.' It is not sufficiently well-preserved to show lines

of growth; but it has no byssal notch which exists, however, in the first stages of the

succeeding dissoconch growth, as in Pecten, PI. xxvir, fig. 9. The first nepionic stage of

shell growth in Spondylus, as shown in the figure, is jjecteniform. It has a long hinge line

relatively to the width of the shell at that age, and a deep byssal sinus. As in the pro-

dissoconch most of the lines of growth of this early stage have been worn off. At the

close of the pecteniform stage the animal became soldered to a foreign body and the suc-

ceeding shell deposition, affected by the new condition of cemented fixation, has assumed
the irregular and rugosely distoiled growth characteristic of young Spondyli. In the

first stages of the irregular growth, the byssal notch is soldered over, and eradicated in a

similar fashion to that shown in Hinnites, PI. xxvi, fig. 3. A prodissoconch and nepi-

onic stage similar to that described in Spondylus asperrimus, has been observed also in

specimens of S.croceus, Chemn. and S. variegatus, Chenm. sp.?, at the New York State

museum; and in *S'. ducalis, Chemn. and S. varians, Sow., at the Peabody Academy of
Science, in Salem.

The above description of the development of the shell of Spondylus is directly com-
parable to what has been described in the shell of Hinnites. Both valves before fixa-

tion are pecteniform in these genera; as soon as attached the lower valve loses this early

existent, ancestral feature and assumes the irregularity characteristic of attached Pele-

cypoda with of course the peculiar order of irregularity normal to Spondylus or to

Hinnites. As the lower valve becomes irregular and distorted, the upper valve in both

genera, acting in sympathy, becomes irregular also ; but, as pi-eviously claimed, the dis-

'A specimen of a left valve of a young Spondylus, in the valve. It is ronndeil, with slightly developed umbos. Its

Smithsonian Institution collections, catalogue No. i;2242, limits are marked oil' from the succeeding dissoconch as In

shows a prodissoconch like that described above in a right PI. xxvu, fig. 4, of a right valve of S. asperrimus.
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tortion of the upper free valve is seldom as great as the distortion of the lower cemented

valve. Specimens of Sjoondylus imperialis, Chemn., in the Society's collections, show

the remarkable condition of being perfectly eqnivalvular. Both valves have ears on

the hinge line and though spinous, both are equally so. The right valve has no triangu-

lar hinge area or talon and the umbos of the two valves are closely related. Studying

these shells, I found no evidence that they had been attached during any period of their

growth. With this freedom from fixation we have, therefore, an eqnivalvular shell which

is a wide depai-ture from the typical condition of the genus.

The conclusion arrived at that the free valve of attached, cemented Pelecypods is

least modified and therefore retains more of the ancestral characteristics, which are nearly

or quite eradicated from the cemented valve (section vii), thus finds strong support in

Spondylus. In many figures of fossil Spondylus, published by MM. d'Orbigny and Pictet,

(also see PI. xxvi, fig. 1), we find striking dissimilarity in the two valves, the attached

one being always the most modified. The free valve which is least modified i-etains in a

marked degree, especially in the young, characters which are traceable to the Pectini-

dsB, from which the Spondyli have doubtless evolved. I have not dissected a Spondy-

lus; but f)-om published notes gather that this genus is closely connected with Pecten by

anatomical features-.

Plicatula is a genus placed next in kinship to Spondylus, the anatomy being similar

according to authors. Some very young shells of Plicatula marginata, Say, PI. xxvn,

fig. 5, from the Miocene Tertiaries of North Carolina present features of interest. A
distinct prodissoconch, similar in form to that of Pecten and Spondylus, exists. It is

rounded with slightly developed umbos which are directed posteriorly. The specimens,

as shown in the figure, bear a considerable resemblance to young oysters of a similar

age; and as it may be thought that a mistake has been made in the identification, I may
say that they show the typical teeth of Plicatula, also series of specimens have been traced

from the very young to the mature condition. The prodissoconch umbos in specimens of

Plicatula, when attached to the object of fixation, PI. xxvii, fig. 5, point to the right of

the observer viewing them from above, whereas in Ostrea, PI. xxv, figs. 1-5, they point

to the left, which is due to the fact that Plicatula is attached by the right valve, where-

as Ostrea is attached by the left. In both genera, the prodissoconch umbos are directed

posterioi'ly relatively to the anatomy which is known directly or by analogy to have ex-

isted at the close of the prodissoconch period.

The early nepionic stage of Plicatula, PI. xxvir, fig. 5, is very similar in appearance

to a young oyster, as stated. The lower right valve is flat and closely I'elated to the

object of fixation, while the upper left valve is convex.' No byssal notch is discover-

able in the earliest stages of dissoconch growth, and this feature, together with the

form of the valves, indicates that Plicatula became permanently attached at the close of

' It has been observed by autliors, that the upper valve served specimeu of Plicatula marginata, from the Tertia-

of fixed Pelecj'pods, such as Ostrea and Anomia, also uni- ries, in which the free valve reproduces with beautiful

valves, as Crepidula, frequently simulates the outlines of exactness the structure of a Bi'yozoou over which the at-

the ol)ject of support, ridges, knobs, etc., ou the foreign tached valve was growing. Not only a general copy is

body, being perfectly reprodiiced in the free valve. The made, liut each cell is outlined in the upper valve of the

uiost striking case of this, I have seen, is in a finely pi'e- I'lieatula.
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the procTissoconch stage, as is conclusively shown to be the case with oysters. Adult
Plicatula marginata, is deeply plicated ; but the plications, as in plicated oysters, do not

originate until the shell growth extends beyond the limits of the object of fixation.

Plicatula, taken in connection with the preceding genera, is a valuable proof of the

correctness of the conclusion that cementation destroys indications in the shells of Pel-

ecypoda of their ancestral relationship. Pecten, Hinnites, Spondylus and Plicatula may
be serially connected in the order indicated by a study of the shell, and from what I can

gather, the anatomical features would present a similar series. Using some license so

as to express it graphically, one may say: solder a Pecten when partly grown and the

succeeding growth is irregular, forming the genus Hinnites, PI. xxvi, figs. 3-4; solder a

Pecten at a much younger j^eriod and the succeeding growth is irregular, forming the

genus Spondylus, PI. xxvn, fig. 4; solder a Pecten at the close of the prodissoconch

stage, before any dissoconch growth has taken place, and the succeeding growth is ir-

regular, forming the genus Plicatula, PI. xxvii, fig. 5. In all, the irregularity of growth
commences with the introduction of the cemented period. Spondylus is probably a branch

from Pecten through the intermediation of Hinnites, which unquestionably is closely

akin to Pecten. So near are Spondylus and Hinnites, that Stoliczka says some fossil

forms, first considered as Spondyli, have since been transferred to Hinnites.

Brief studies of Lima have been made. Lima has a perpendicular mantle wall like

that of Pecten which is shown to be so actively functional in swimming, and it prol)ably

subserves the same purpose in Lima, as the swimming of that genus, described by Dr.
Jeflfreys (see Tryon), is performed similarly to that of Pecten. This diiference exists,

however; Lima swims with the plane of the edges of valves perpendicular, whereas in

Pecten they are horizontal while swimming. From the shape of the mantle walls and
shell, also from the description of the swimming movement, it appears that in Lima the

excurrent flow of water which propels the animal all takes jjlace through one eared area,

the ventral, instead of alternately from either'ear as in Pecten. Li the species of Lima
examined, there were lio guard tentacles on the free borders of the mantle walls as in Pec-
ten, PI. XXVIII, fig. 4, but Jeffreys' descrijjtion of Lima incUules such organs. The margi-
nal tentacles at the base of the perpendicular wall are thick and numerous. Dr. Jeffreys

describes them as twining actively and presenting a tenacious prehensibility, grasping the

fingers when approached toward them. This prehensibility I have described in Pecten
though it is there less marked in degree. The gills of Lima have the reflected portion of
the filaments equal in length to the direct portion, and the tip of the reflected portion

of each lamina is again reflected, presenting an abbreviated additional lamina.^ The gills

of Lima differ from those of Pecten in that the separate filaments are joined by bars

which form a direct concrescence of the several filaments instead of by the interlocking

of ciliated processes, as in Pecten; and in this character Lima agrees with Osti-ea.

A young Lima elliptica, in the Jeffreys' collection at the Smithsonian Institution, shows
a well-marked prodissoconch. In a drawing which I made at that museum, PI. xxvir,

fig. 6, the prodissoconch is sharply marked off from the succeeding dissoconch, and it

' In VecUn irrmlkois, tho tip of the reflected lilameiits Lacaze-Dulliicrs also observed sucli a Ijrief rcllectiori in

is bent bacli on itself slightly, PI. xxiv, flg. 12, indicating the outer filaments of Anemia,
the initial stages of such an abbreviated additional lamina.
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has well-developed umbos. The succeeding dissoconch is limaform, btit no prismatic

structure was observed as in young Pectens; it may, however, exist in well-preserved

specimens.

Fig. 41. Fig. 4'2.

Adult Anomia glabra viewed from tlie

Xn. Anomia. Anatomy and Habits.

Anomiae freely attached themselves to the glass slides in my drain-pipe traps and

therefore I had an opportunity to study the young under this favorable condition with

transmitted light. The species is Anomia glabra, Verrill, figs. 41-42, which is abun-

dant in the shoal Avaters of Buzzards Bay, often covering shells and stones as thickly as

do oysters.

Anomiae have not in the same degree as oysters the power of resisting drying which

is so charactei'istic of that mollusc, and rarely set at points which are long exposed at

low tide. They grow rapidly and some speci-

mens attached to glass slides measure 25 mm. in

height, tlie result of the summer's growth. These

almost equal the adult in size as the latter rarely

exceed 40 mm. Examining Anomiffi where a num-

ber are attached to a single rock or shell, it will

be found that the longer axes of the specimens in

most cases are nearly parallel, the leverse of the

condition of oyster spats, where the axes point

at every angle in the plane of the surface of at-

tachment. This parallel arrangement in Anomia
seems to bear a relation to the direction of strong-

est currents, the animals arranging themselves

during their early locomotive stage in the plane

of least resistance and afterwards becoming permanently fixed in this position. On the

other hand, oysters which have no crawling locomotive stage, pay no attention to prevail-

ing currents in their position of fixation. A marked case of animals arranging them-

selves with regard to currents was observed in Crepidula fo7"nicata, PI. xxai, fig. 22.

Large numbers of colonies were found at Buzzards Bay like the figure in which all the

individuals were headed one way. This arrangement in one plane does not always hold

in Crepidulas as they may be arranged at difterent angles; in such cases we may rea-

sonably suppose that no strong prevailing cui'rent existed in the location where the ani-

mals grew.

Anomia was formerly considered as related to Brachiopods, but such a connection has

long been disproven. Forbes and Hanley and Lacaze-Duthiers compared Anomia to

Pecten; but notwithstanding this, a close relationship of the genus to Ostrea has been

as a probability quite generally entertained. This assumption appears founded on a

certain similarity of the shell of Anomia to an oyster, especially a young oyster. Anomia

belongs to the same bi'oad group as the oysters, as proven by features of anatomical

and shell structure; but it is more nearly related to Pecten than to Ostrea. Previous

studies have shown that the form of the shell in PclecyiJods is often highly modified by

Fig. 41

right, lower side ; natural size.

Fig. 42. ' Tlie same in profile view,

ney's Gould.)

(From Bin-
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special conditions, as the cementation of a valve, or by anatomical features and habits of

the individual. I think therefore that the peculiarity of the shell in Anomia may be con-

sidered as an adaptation to its environment^ and not due to any genetic connection of the

group. On this question we have the support of the conclusions of Professor Lacaze-

Duthiers, who in his well-known paper on Anomia epMppiumy L., says: "...
I'ossicule de I'Anomie est un byssns, et toutes les anomalies sont la consequence de la

position de I'animal sur la cote droit, et de la soudure du byssus aux corps etrangers."

His studies were anatomical, based on the ambiguous adult and it is my pleasure as a

result of studies of the young, to be able to show conclusively the correctness of some

of the deductions of the eminent French investigator.

The youngest specimens found alive on glass slides were about the size of PI. xxix,

figs. 5-6. At this age and up to a considerably later period of growth, the youug are

freely locomotive, crawling actively at intervals by pi'olongation of the highly developed

foot. The lines of growth in fig. 6 indicate that, when veiy young, the byssus was on

the extreme margin of the valves ; but in this figure the byssal sinus has already become

sub-central in position and partially enclosed by the growth of the right valve. At this

age the byssal fixation is only maintained a pai't of the time, or perhaps more correctly

speaking the byssal attachment may be said to be voluntarily and fi'equently abandoned.

The byssus of this early period is composed of a series of bundles of threads which flatten

against the surface of the glass as seen from the right side through the glass to which it

is attached. The byssal hold at this age is an act of volition on the part of the animal,

as if jjaralyzed with cocaine they may be easily washed off a glass slide by a stream from

a pipette, whereas in the normal condition they cannot be dislodged by any force short

of scraping. The cocaine treatment is a good method to employ in collecting very young
Anomite attached to shells, rocks, etc., because if scraped off, the lower valve, which, in

this species, is of extreme tenuity, is almost certain to be destroyed. When older the

byssal attachment becomes permanent by the calcification of its tip.

A yoinig Anomia viewed fi-om the left side is shown in PI. xxix, fig. 1, and the reverse

or right side of the same individual seen through the glass to which attached is shown
in fig. 2. The relations of these views to one other and to the adult described by La-

caze-Duthiers are of much interest. The single adductor muscle of the valves, ad,

figs. 1-2 (also in the diagram PI. xxix, fig. 3), is situated a short distance below the

heai-t, h. It is very small relatively to the size normally found in Pelecypods, a fact hav-

ing important bearings. This is the only muscle indicated in the left valve which passes

to the right valve or which finds its counterpart in that valve and the same condition ex-

ists in the adult. A lai-ge byssal muscle, hm, fig. 1, inserted in the left valve passes to

the foot and byssus, the calcified attachment of which is shown at hs, fig. 2. The byssal

muscle at its insertion in the left valve has a peculiar sinuosity in its posterior face

which is not understood. A posterior retractor of the foot, pr, figs. 1 and 3, is attached

to the left valve a short distance from the byssal muscle and close to, but separated from,

the adductor. It is somewhat remarkable that the posterior retractor lies on the ventral

border of the adductor, as the typical position of the posterior retractor in Pelecypods

'In Anomia, tlie shell itself is not cemented to foreign is by means of the calcification of the l)yssal tip, and is

Ijodies as in the ostrean forms considered ; the attachment not to be confounded with the cementation of one valve.
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is on the dorsal border of the adductor, as in Mya and Modiola, PI. xxv, figs. 0-10. The

fibres of the posterior retractor pass forward to their insertion in the foot and merge

with the byssal muscle as distinctly seen from the left side. An anterior reti-actor of

the foot, ar, figs. 1-3, is inserted in the left valve near the umbonal region. Whereas in

the young the adductor, posterior retractor of the foot and byssal muscles are distinct

and separate, in the adult they are rendered ambiguous by being in close contact with

one another, although making three separate scars in the left valve of the shell. The

true nature of the muscles of the adult, as described by Lacaze-Duthiers, is therefore

seen to be clearly apparent in the young.

In young Aiiomia attached to glass slides where the action of parts may be observed

through the very translucent valves, it is noticeable what an active part the byssal and

retractor muscles of the foot take iu pulling down or closing the upper, left valve, on ac-

count of being attached distally by means of a calcareous union to the object of support.

This is rendered clear by comparing PI. xxix, figs. 1-2 with the diagram fig. 3. By the

action of these muscles the upper left valve is brought in close contact with the object of

support, so that it conforms to the surface as does the shell of a Crepidula, or limpet, under

somewhat comparable conditions of fixation. In correlation with this changed function

of the retractor muscles of the foot, and byssal muscle iu Anomia glabra, it is im|)ortant

to notice that the adductor muscle is very small and the lower right valve exti-eraely thin,

a mere veil of tissue in the young, so that it would be almost functionless for protection,

if the young could be exposed to attack from this side, which however is not the case.

It is thus evident that the byssal muscle and the anterior and posterior retractors of the

foot in the young are together pseudo-functionally an adductor in their action and as a

correlation a reduction of the actual adductor and lower valve has taken place. This con-

dition of afiairs is evidently brought about by the position of the parts relatively to the

surroundings and is ascribed to them. Lacaze-Duthiers ascribes the absence of retrac-

tor muscles of the byssus and foot on the right side to atrophy and loss from disuse.

The great size and amalgamation of the byssal muscle and posterior retractor he as-

cribes to the changed directions of the fibres and the functional activity in the changed

position, perpendicular to the object of leverage. He may have intended the compari-

son of the muscles to an adductor which I make, but it is not so understood from his

text.

The young Anomia opens its shell by the lifting of the upper valve alone and it has

considerable forward and backward as well as lateral motion due to its peculiar method

of attachment. When quietly feeding, the anterior retractor of the foot, ar, PL xxrx,

figs. 1 and 3, may shorten and this muscle being inserted at the byssal region of calca-

reous fixation the animal responds by moving backwards; conversely, if the posterior re-

tractor, ^?r, figs. 1 and 3, shortens, the shell is moved forwards, as will be understood

by considering the diagram, fig. 3. In the adult there is little or none of this forward

and backward motion, as the byssal plug is closely surrounded by shell gi'owth and also

the position of the posterior retractor is changed so that it could hardly bring about

such a movement.

The foot in adult Anomia glabra is a small reduced organ ; but in the young it is very

large and active, PI. xxix, figs. 1, 2 and 5. The base of the foot is marked by a deep
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cleft lip to its extreme distal portion and the very young-, tig. 5, in crawling extends and
flattens it against the object of support in a prehensile disc-like fashion, as described in

Pecten irradians. After tlie animal becomes permanently fixed, figs. 1 and 2, the foot

was not observed to extend beyond the margins of the valves; but it was constantly moved
within the mantle walls in a sinuous manner. The foot is of large volume emijracing

the byssus at its point of attachment to the glass slide, fig. 2, and the open cleft of the

foot makes a Y-shaped space immediately in front of the byssus; but soon the walls of

the cleft are in contact. The byssus is thus seen to originate from a cleft in the base of

the foot as in ordinary byssated Pelecypods.

The upper jji'oximal face of the calcareous plug of adnlt Auomia is marked by lines

pai-allel to the longer axis of the shell and similar lines are noticeable in the basal portion

of the plug, hs, where attached to the glass, PI. xxrx, fig. 2. The lines are made up of

parallel series of amalgamated, calcareous, discoid points seen in the fore part of the

byssal attachment in the fignre. The discoid points are directly com])arable to the discoid

points of fixation of separate bj'ssal threads observable in Pecten, Mytilus, etc., the difl^jr-

ence being that in Anomia the several points are calcified. In the young we have there-

fore the fullest snbstantiation of Lacaze-Duthiers' homology of the plug of Anomia with

the byssus of other Pelecypoda ; for we can Jictually see the byssus coming from the cleft

in the foot and the separate byssal threads amalgamating to form the calcareous ping.

The palps of Anomia, PI. xxix, figs. 1-2, originating close to the umbos pass to the

right of the anterior i-etractor mnscle and to the left of the foot and terminate in close re-

lation to the anterior limits of the gills. They are marked by plicated ridges on their pos-

terior borders. The coils of the intestine were not followed, being hidden in the dark

brown liver follicles which cover the greater part of the body mass. The liver presents

two regions of densest poi'tion separated by a lighter portion in which there are few folli-

cles as shown in the figures. The rectum passes over the dorsal border of the adductor

muscle and is produced to a considerable extent into the cloacal chamber, the anus,rt, being

free, figs. 1-2, and in the adult a similar condition exists. A highly developed ctecum,

c, fig. 2, as in the adult, is prolonged in a curved line from the body mass past the ven-

tral border of the adductor and to the I'ight of the gills ending blindly in the cloacal cham-
ber. It is clear in the young as it is not com[)licated by the existence of the reproduc-

tive gland found in the adult.

The heart, //, consists of a ventricle and prolialjly two auricles as 'in the adult,^ but the

heart in the young is surrounded by a pei-icardium, whereas in the adnlt Lacaze-Duthiers

says that this is wanting. He expresses the belief that the pericardial walls may have be-

come united with the walls of the heai't proper and in view of its early existence this is a

reasonable explanation of its disappearance. On the left side a large vessel, v, fig. 1, passes

from the heart in front of the byssal muscle and to the gills of the left side; another vessel,

V, passes between the adductor muscle and retractor of the foot. These are similar to

those of the adult after Lacaze-Duthiers. Other vessels ramify in the mantle as described

in young oysters. The pulsations of the heart are variable. In fig. 1 were counted eighty

'I pxpivss tins with a dc^rroo of oantinii. as I did not parts brin<j so coiiicidc'iit "willi his tis;iin's and description,

actually observi; in the younj; the second auricle described its presence is assumed ; as he says it is with dilticulty seen
in the left side of the adult by Lacaze-Duthiers ; but other in the adult.
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to eighty-four heart-beats per minute in sevei-al counts. At other times in the same

specimen forty-four, forty-two and twenty-one beats were counted; but these were much
below the normal. In a younger specimen sixty beats were recorded at several counts.

Watching the heart it may be seen to stop for a considerable time and then begin again

first beating slowly; but soon getting up to its normal rapidity. The cessation of j^ulsa-

tions may be induced by disturbing the animal and the pulsations are most regular and

active while the Anomia is quietly feeding with the mantle extended.

The gills in very young Anomias the age of PI. xxix,fig. 5, are simple, straight filaments

not joined to one another in any way and the tips not yet recurved upon themselves.

.

(Compare with young oyster gills, PI. xxiv, fig. 6.) Dissecting specimens of the age of

PI. XXIX, fig. 1, it was found that the inner pair of gill plates had their filaments reflected

dorsally and the filaments of the opposed lamellae were joined to one another by the con-

crescence of their dorsal borders. The two outer gills, on the other hand, had their fila-

ments reflected upon themselves; but the recurved part ecpialled only about half the

length of the direct part. The same relation of filaments exists in the adnlt gill diagram-

matieally shown in PI. xxiv, fig. 11. The individual gill filaments in specimens of the age

of fig. 1, as also in the adult, are joined to one another by concrescence at the tips of the

dorsally reflected borders ; but they ai-e not joined to one another at other jioints. Further

the filaments have not the nodular ciliated processes characteristic of the gills of Pecten.

Therefore, the gills of Anomia have filaments which are individually free to a somewhat

remarkable extent. This is interesting as showing an almost primitive condition in one

organ when other organs are so modified as to render Anomia one of the most highly

specialized of the Pelecypoda. The gills are connected with the body by two membranes,

s, PI. XXIX, figs. 1-2, which have been desci'ibed (Trj'on) as falcifoi'm. These membranes

are attached to the adductor muscle, to the body anterioi-ly from that point and to the

mantle wall posterioi'ly to the adductor. The posterior attachment is not shown in La-

caze-Duthiers' figui'cs; biit it is a marked feature in the young of Anomia glabra. A
large foramen exists in each of these membranes. The foramen of the left membrane, fig.

1, is the larger and my attention was attracted to it by seeing the extensible and restless

foot prolonged across the body and tln-ust through this hole. In fact it was a favorite act

with this individual at least, for after noticing it I frequently found the foot thrust through

the foramen. The foi-amen in the right gill membrane, fig. 2, is smaller than that in the left.

The membranes extend in a free cui'ving line to the posterior extremity of the gills. The

gills are capable of considerable motion and frequently in the young may be seen pro-

truded beyond the margins of the valves and even beyond the borders of the extended

mantle lobes as well.. The length and width of the several gills is different as pointed out

by Lacaze-Duthiers. In comparing PL xxix, figs. 1-2, it is seen that the gills on the left

side are much longer and broader than on the right side on which the animal rests, a fea-

ture which, as Lacaze-Duthiers said, is doubtless connected with the conditions of fixation.

The mantle of Anomia presents peculiarities which are necessitated by the abnormal

position of the byssus. The mantle lobes arc free except for a short distance on the liga-

mental area (observed in an adult) where the lobes of the two sides are confluent. The
right lobe has a deep re-entrant fold whei'c it surrounds the byssus, shown in Lacaze-

Duthiers' figures and slightly indicated in PI. xxix, fig. 2. The margins are fringed
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with active extensible tentacles which are in constant motion. The tentacles of the yonng
are pigmented with black in scattered spots and bands of color which are arranged at

right angles to the longer axis of the tentacles. I did not observe radial mnscles in the
mantle of Anomia similar to those described in Ostrea and Pecten, and if they exist as

they probably do, they are inconspicuous.

Xlir. Anomia. The shell.

Professor Morse published a brief account of some extremely young shells of Anomia
in which he showed that an early, probably "dimyarian" shell precedes the characteris-

tic Anomian form of shell. lie also showed the initial stages of the byssal notch. The
specimens studied, judging from his description and a comparison with my own observ-
ations, were the young of was Anomia acnleata, Gmelin.

In Ammia glabra an ovally rounded, nearly equivalvular prodissoconch exists at the

umbos of perfectly preserved young specimens, PL xxix, figs. 4-6. The prodissoconch
in this species is opaque, of homogeneous structure, bearing fine concentric lines of
growth, and the umbos which are nearly central are directed slightly toward the poste-

rior end of the shell.^ In this position of the umbos my observations differ from those

of Professor Moi-se as he says the umbos are nearer the anterior margin of the shell.

The left prodissoconch valve of Anomia glabra has no indication of a byssal notch but
the right valve has a notch on its ventral border as shown by the lines of growth in PI.

xxcc, fig. 6. It is therefore seen that at this extremely early period Anomia is already

capable of forming a byssal attachment, and crawled on the right side with the foot ex-

tended at this area. The shell evidently lay on one side as observed by Morse. A
byssal notch in the prodissoconch is a point in which Anomia differs from the byssated
Pelecypods which have been so fi\r discussed. In Perna, Avicuia, Pecten and Spondy-
lus, PL XXVII and xxviii, a byssal notch is indicated in the first stages of the dissoconch

growth; but no trace of a notch exists in the prodissoconch.

The dissoconch growth of the left valve of Anomia glabra in its early stages, PL xxix,

fig. 4, is at first nearly round, but slightly largei- on the ventral side. It is thin, translucent,

has a highly polished surface and bears numerous, delicate lines of growth, but shows no
prismatic structure. An older specimen of a left valve, PL xxix, fig. 5, is less rounded, its

fiister ventral growth having produced a bulging in this direction which seems to be char-

acteristic of specimens of this age. Whereas in fig. 4, the prodissoconch is on the anterior

border of the valve and projects slightly beyond it, in fig. 5, shell growth is taking place

in front of the prodissoconch, which is the primitive umbo of the valve, and in succeeding

growth this feature is cai-ried still farther as seen in fig. 8, so that in the adult the ini-

tial umbo is pushed in quite far from its original position on the anterior border of the

valves. As growth continues from the stage fig. 5, the shell becomes more and more
rounded, rapidly assuming the form characteristic of the adult. The young is so highly

polished that the shell well deserves the popular name silver-shell which it bears.

The right valve at a very early period, PL xxix, fig. 6, differs much from the adult

'The umbos are directed posteriorly so sli.shtly in Ano- Pecten, etc., in which the umbos of the prodissoconcli are
mia tliat it is not a uiarlied feature as in Ostrea, Perua, more inclined toward the posterior region of the shell.
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and is less highly modified. The initial stages of dissoconch growth commence on the

free border of the prodissoconch valve; but succeeding shell deposition is extended pos-

eiiorly and then ventrally more and more, as may be seen by following the lines of

growth, figs. (5-7, until finally a deep almost enclosed sinus is formed around the byssus,

as shown in the figure. At this stage it is desirable to compare the right valve of Ano-

mia, fig. 6, with my figure of the first stages of dissoconch growth of Pecten, PL xxviir,

fig. 10. In both, a deep and somewhat comparable notch is formed by the existence in

one case of a byssus and in the other of a highly active foot; both organs aftecting the

form of the valve by causing a local retraction of the mantle and thus putting an ol)stacle

in the way of shell deposition at that area. We see in the comparisons of these figures

the verification of the statement made by Forbes and Hanley nearly fifty years ago that

"the perforation in one of the valves of Anomia is chiefly a greater extension of the

auricular sinus in Pecten." In later growth the venti-al border of the valve surrounds

the byssal notch in an increasing degree until soon it is completely enclosed. The lower

valve is peculiar in that the mantle border of the umbonal region deposits shell around

the prodissoconch, enclosing it by degrees and partially covering its umbonal portion

as shown -in PI. xxix, figs. 6-7. This is due to the fact that the primitive umlios recede

from the shell border, being pushed back by the periphei-al growth of the valve as seen

viewed from the left side in PI. xxix, figs. 4, 5 ami 8. When the byssus in young An-
omia is neai-ly or quite surrounded by the growth of the right valve as in PI. xxix, fig. 2,

the foramen is very small. In the adult, fig. 41, p. 354, on the other hand, the foramen

of the right valve is many times larger and to accomplish this increased size of the hole

an extensive resorption of the shell has taken place. During this resorption, lines of

growth which Avei'C continuous when young become separated and may be traced on

either side of the foramen, as in the figure cited.

The lower right valve in the young does not equal the size of left upper valve which

overhangs its border by a considerable amount, PI. xxix, figs. 6 and 2; it is also of ex-

cessive thinness and so delicate that great care is required in handling not to injure it.

The right valve shows the most beautiful, prismatic structure of which it is entirely com-

posed in early stages, and it is so transparent that the oi-gans can be seen as through

a glass film. The exti-eme reduction of the lower valve in young Anomia glabra is ev-

idently correlated with its conditions of environment. The byssal and retractor muscles

are functionally active in drawing down the upper valve, and when that valve is closed

the lower valve is completely protected. The reduction of the true adductor muscle as

described and the thinness of the right valve are doubtless correlated; for, on account of

its delicacy, the strong action of a normal-sized adductor Avould certainly break the valve.

At this early period the I'ight valve truly seems like a disappearing organ. In later

growth the i'ight valve increases in thickness and fi-equently extends beyond the object

of support, but it does not acquire the thickness and solidity of the left valve.

I have stated that the right valve in young Anomia glabra is wholly composed of

prismatic cellular tissue. This structure predominates throughout life in this valve, and

in the adult the right valve entirely consists of prismatic cellular tissue with the excep-

tion of a thin layer of whiter i)orcellaneous tissue which surrounds the b3'ssal foramen

and point of insertion of the adductor muscle. The left valve, on the other hand, does
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not have a prismatic layer at any period in the life of the individual; but is sub-nacreous

excepting for a small area around the point of insertion of the muscles, where as in the

right valve there is a deposition of porcellaneous tissue. This difference in the structure

of the two valves is a remai-kable feature and occurs in related genera, for I have shown

that a thin prismatic layer exists in the right valve of young Pecten and in the right

valve of young Ostrea but not in the left valve of either genus in early stages.

I have not found any published observations of prismatic structure in Anomia glcibra,

but Carpenter, in his second paper (1848), on shell structure, stated that a thin external

prismatic layer exists in Anomia epTiijypinm ; but is early worn off. In this connection,

an interesting point is recorded in one of Dr. C. A. White's papers,^ that among Tertiary

fossils it is rare to find a right valve of Anomia although left valves are abundant. He
asci'ibes the loss of right valves to their fragility owing to their pi'ismatic composition.

On the other hand, a number of species of European Tertiary Anomias in the collections

of the Museum of Comparative Zoology

have both valves equally preserved. A very

thin layer of prismatic tissue exists in the

right valve of Anomia epMppiam, as ob-

served in specimens Idndly sent me by Dr.

Dall ; but it does not exist in the left valve of

that species, both valves being composed

wholly or for the most part of siib-nacreous

tissne, with the addition of porcellaneous tis-

sue around the muscular insertions as in An-
omia glabra. The difference in the structure

of the right valve of Anomia glabra makes

a good specific distinction, which separates

that species clearly from A. ephippium, which

it approaches very nearly in external form.

Young specimens of Auojuia aculeata,

Gmelin, fig. 43, were collected at Cohasset

and Beverly, Mass. A yellowish prodisso-

conch exists at the umbos. The left valve of the prodissoconch has a slight sinuosity

which corresponds with the comparatively deeper byssal notch in the I'ight valve, whei'eas

no sinuosity of the left valve and a shallower notch in the right exists in the prodisso-

conch of Anomia glabra, PI. xxix, figs. 4-8. This feature is shown in fig. 43, but is

more marked in degree in younger specimens. The prodissoconch of A. aculeata is

ovally rounded in outline with fine concentric lines of growth and timbos which are nearly

central but directed slightly posteriorly as in A. glabra. The sitcceeding dissoconch

growth of Anomia aculeata is chalky white, of somewhat irregular growth; and not pol-

ished or as translticent as is A. glabra. The left valve of the dissoconch does not per-

petuate the sinuosity of the pi'odissoconch valve. This valve is smooth for a brief period

and then the plications and spines characteristic of the species are commonly introduced.

I say commonly, for associated specimens are frequently Avanting in the spinous charac-

ter, although unquestionably belonging to the same species. The right valve of the dis'

' Non-marine Fossil Mollusca of North America, Washington, 1883

Fig. 43. Young Anomia aculeoM. tip of left yalve,

p, prodissoconch, succeeded by early smooth and later

spinous dissoconch growth. Cohasset. XCOdiam. (Drawn
by the author.)

p. ii;.
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socoiich of A.aculeata has a growth shiiilar to that described iwA.glahra; hut is chalky

white and much thicker than in that species. The right valve is wholly or fen- the most

part composed of pi'ismatic cellular structure whereas that tissue is wanting in the left

valve as in A. glahra. My observations of tlie young and adult lead me fully to concur

with Professor Verrill who says that he believes this species is perfectly distinct from

Anomia glabra.

In regard to the affinities of Anomia, it is closely related to Placuna and many inter-

mediate forms may be traced as noted by authors. The anatomy of Placuna is essentially

like that of Anomia; but the mantle border has a curtain like Pecten (Tryon). The

shell of Placuna is composed of fine nacreous layers, but in the young I have found

traces of prismatic cellular tissue in the right valve. This tissue was very thin and

limited in extent on accountof being worn away, but existed in patches. Woodward (79)

mentions that, when young, Placuna has a byssal sinus in the right valve and I have found

young specimens which show an enclosed byssal plug like that of Anomia, as described

in section xvi. Anomia, anatomically and in shell structure, is much more nearly allied

to Pecten than to Ostrea. It is probable that Anomia was derived from the Pectinidse

from the Amusium or Hemipecten group, for the latter resemble Anomia in having thin

nacreous shells. In considering Hemipecten, Zittel remarks that Jurassic species of Pla-

cunopsis are probably confounded with Hemipecten, thus inferring a close similai'ity in

the two genei-a. Placuna was probably derived from the early Anomiadge as all evi-

dence points toward an ancestry in that group. The geological appearance of these

groups accord with their inferred zoological affinities as I have described them. That

such a highly modified foinii of shell as Anomia could have been derived from the Pec-

tens is more easily believed when we see how highly modified are Pedum, Ilinnites and

Spondylus which are more direct derivatives of Pecten.

XIV. Studies of a few other Genera.

The genera so far studied are all linked in one great group of the Aviculidfe and their

allies (see table, section xvi) , by characters of anatomy and shell structure which connect

the several members. The genera thus referred to are Ostrea, Gryphaea, Exogyra, Perna,

Avicula, Monotis, Pseudomonotis, Cassianella, Vulsella, Pecten, Spondylus, Plicatula,

Lima, Anomia and Placuna. I now wish to consider the young of some genera belong-

ing to other groups of Pelecypoda distinctly removed from those previously considered

and not always closely connected with one another. Figures of the adults of most

of the species described in this section are to be found in the works of Verrill and

Gould.

The groups, previously studied, have been characterized by i)Ossess\ng pr^odissoconcJis

of homogeneous laminar structm^e, but not ji'^'ismatic, and with umbos directed posteri-

orly. The succeeding dissoconchs have been shown to be markedly diffisrent in form

from the prodissoconch, and in the earliest stages at least are characterized by tveU-de-

Jined, 2)>'ismatic, cellular structure, either in both valves or the right valve.' In all gen-

' The change from homogeneous to prismatic structure do show it, tliat the aljseuce of tlie feature in tlie few
was not observed in tlie fossils descrilicd or in Spondylus specimens observed need not be considered in this counec-

and Lima, liut these genera are so united with groups that tion.
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era now taken up, excepting the Unionidse, two marked features of difference occur as

compared with those previously studied. The prodissoconchs are directed more or less an-

teriorly, and the succeeding dissoconchs are not cJtaracterized by j^rismatic cellular

striicture.

The Pelecypoda is a class in which it is very difficult to find binding characters on

which to make systematic divisions. The direction of the prodissoconch umbos and the

condition of ])rismatic structure in the succeeding dissoconch, I am aware, is not wholly

confined to the Aviculidae and their allies, but these features are charactei-istic of the

whole of that group and are not together chai-acteristic of any other group so far as

known, excepting, possil)ly, the Unionidae. A thin, but well-defined, prismatic layer ex-

ists in Pandora rostrata, Lam.; a prismatic layer also exists in the deeper-seated portion

of the periostracum of Solemya mediterranea, Lam., and it has been observed in limited

patches in young Ensis vlridis, Say. Carpenter observed the prismatic layer in the two

former genera and mentions finding traces of it in other genei-a, but he was impressed

with the fact that it is a mai-ked featni'e in the group of the Aviculidpe and allies.

Mytilus edulis, L. This mollusc belongs to one of the oldest families of the Pelecy-

pods extending back to early palaeozoic times. It is therefore interesting to knoAv the

conditions existent in the young shell. In PI. xxix, fig. 9, it is shown that a well-

defined prodissoconch, j?, exists which is yellowish-bi-own and marked by fine concentric

lines of growth. The form of the pi'odissoconch is evenly rounded and it has well de-

veloped umbos which are directed anteriorl3^ The succeeding dissoconch growth of

Mytilus is sharply mai-ked off from the prodissoconch stage by its changed form and

color. In form the dissoconch has already acquired features eharacteiistic of the group

to which it belongs, though not of the genus itself The hinge line is produced poste-

i-iorly in an arched line and anteriorly the lines of growth are curved inwards toward

the umbonal area, but they are not crowded closely as in the adult or any species of the

genus. The shell at this age reminds one strongly of forms seen commonly in the

Modiomorphas, palaeozoic kindred of the Mytilidge. In color the dissoconch is distinct

from the prodissoconch. Whereas the latter as stated is yellowish-brown, the dissoconch

is characterized by the violet color characteristic of the adult. The transition from brown

to violet color in Mytilus is as sharply defined as is the change from homogeneous lime

in the prodissoconch of Ostrea to the prismatic structure of the succeeding dissoconch,

fig. 27, p. 314. Specimens of Mytilus edulis of the light horn colored variety of course

do not show this change to violet with the introduction of the dissoconch period. No
trace of prismatic cellular tissue has been found in the shell of Mytilus or other member of

this family at any period of growth, but a well defined epidermis exists.^ Lacaze-Duthiers

(41) published an anatomical figure of young Mytilus edulis comparable to the prodisso-

conch stage and he notes the striking difference between the shell of that age and the

adult. Loven also published an anatomical figure of developing Mytilus which compares

favorably in its shell form with PI, xxix, fig. 9.

An older specimen of Jf^^/Z/^*' edulis, PI. xxix, fig. 10, shows no important difterences

from the younger specimen, fig. 9. The prodissoconch valves on account of the increased

arcuateness of the umbos are not seen in side view as well as in the earlier stage, a

Trismatic structure is ticscribcd in tlic iiiULr layers of Drcissena, but this genus lias not been studied.
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necessary feature of developing bivalves. Instead of being rounded in appearance as

in fig. 9, the prodissoconch valves appear flattened from perspective. The prodissoconeh

of fig. 10 dirt'ers from that of the earlier stage in being chalk-white, the yellowish-brown

organic appearance of the earlier condition having disappeared from the wearing away

of the epidermis. The same is true of older specimens as long as the prodissoconch re-

mains intact, and it may often be found in specimens up to 4-5 mm. in length. It then ap-

pears as a little white cap at the umbo of either valve. The nepionic stage of fig. 10 is

similar to that of fig. 9, except that the lines ofgrowth anteriorly are more crowded inward

toward the umbo, in this feature making a nearer approach to the condition chai'acteristic

of the adult. Verrill notes collecting abundant young specimens of Mijtilus edulis on the

12th of April, and I have found them in July, September and December, so that this spe-

cies evidently has wide limits in its breeding season.

Modiola hamatus, Yerrill. This species occurs on our coast from Vineyard Sound
to Mexico. A number of young and adult specimens were collected at Martha's Vine-

yard and Long Island Sound, also specimens were obtained from a mass of Peraa

eplii2^pmm collected at Cuba. The young Modiola, has a well defined prodissoconch,^,

PI. XXIX, fig. 11, which is yellowish-brovvii and with umbos directed anteriorly as in

Mytilus. The prodissoconch of Modiola appears fiattei", less rounded than the prodis-

soconch of Mytilus, PI. XXIX, fig. 9; but this is due in part at least to perspective as

noted in the older specimen of Mytilus, PI. xxix, fig. 10. The hinge line of Modiola is

produced posteriorly in a curving line and antei-iorly the lines of growth approach the

umbos in a sweeping curve, fig. 11. The form of this stage is not widely sepai-ated from

that found in some species of the genus, but it more nearly approaches the form of the

Modiomorphas, pabeozoic allies of the Modiolas. An older specimen of Modiola liama-

tus, PI. XXX, fig. 1, shows the introduction of the plications which are characteristic of

the species. The plications originate suddenly, marking a distinct stage by their intro-

duction.

Crenella decussata, Montagu. Young specimens of this species, loaned me by the

Smithsonian Institution, show distinct prodissoconchs, p, as shown in PI. xxx, fig. 3, an

umbonal view of a specimen. The prodissoconchs have rather highly developed umbos

which are directed anteriorly and show fine concentric lines of growth. The succeeding

dissoconch in its initial stages of growth is already marked by radiating plications as

well as concentric lines of growth which are coarser than those of the prodissoconch.

The MytilidjB are classed with the Aviculidfe, as heteromyarians, the connection being

based on the condition of unequal adductor muscles. This basis of classification, as pre-

viously considered (Introduction), is not deemed one of high, systematic impoi'tance and

is insufficient to connect otherwise differing groups. The striking differences in the pro-

dissoconch and nepionic stages of the Mytilidae and Aviculidae are sufficient I think to

separate these groups, and the Mytilidao should be put in a group distinct from the Avic-

ulidai and their allies, which I have shown are all bound together by important features

as one group.

Argina (Area)pexcda, Verrill. An extremely small specimen, PI. xxx, fig. 2, was found

in a drain-pipe trap nt Bnzzaids ^Ay. The specimen was dead, but the shell was perfectly

preserved. The prodissoconch is ovally rounded, A^ery sharply defined ; and has well devel-

oped umbos which are nearly central. The prodissoconch shows delicate concenti'ie lines
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of growth, and is very yellow compared with the succeeding dissoconch growth which is

pure lime white, thus indicating a somewhat more marked conchyolin basis of the prodis-

soconeh. The succeeding dissoconch has the typical hinge line characteristic of the

Ai'cas. Its first stages of growtli are smooth and marked by nearly concenti-ic lines of

growth; but with no plications; well defined plications exist, however, in the later growth.

Taking the shell as a whole, the height (measuring fi-om the free border of valves to

the hinge line) is much greater posteriorly than anteriorly. In the middle of the ventral

])ortion a distinct depression exists on the boi-der of the valves and also in the preceding

lines of growth. The early dissoconch before the introduction of plications differs much

in appearance from the adult and bears a strong resemblance to fossil members of the

Arcidae. Especially does it resemble species of Macrodon from the Devonian as figured

by Ilall. The teeth on the distal limits of the hinge line of young Argina are oblique like

those of Macrodon, and between these oblique teeth are the pei-pendicular Area-like teeth

;

but at an earlier stage of growth the perpendicular teeth were api)arently wanting, and

then the teeth of young Argina would have been closely comparable to those of Macrodon.

Area ectomata, Dall, from abyssal depths has all the teeth oblique like those on the distal

limits of the hinge line in young Argina and like those of the early and later species of

Macrodon.

The stage represented by the whole shell of PI. xxx, fig. 2, differs in form from the

earlier Macrodon stage and also from the adult, and is comparable to Area, the type-

genus of the family. Transitional series of specimens of Argina pexata older than PI.

xxx, fig. 2, show in constantly increasing degree the oblong-ovate form and shaggy ep-

idermis characteristic of the adult. In the ontogeny of Argina, therefore, we find that

thei-e are four distinct stages which represent the ancestral forms from which the genus

was evolved: (1) the prodissoconch representing a primitive ancestral radical, at present

unknown; (2) the Macrodon stage, comparable to palasozoic forms of the fiimily; (3) the

Area stage, comparable to the type genus of the family and, finally (4), the Argina stage

in which the features of the genus and species are introduced and fixed. A prodisso-

conch and nepionic stage similar to that described in Argina pexata has been found in

a young specimen of Area harhata, L., kindly given me by Professor Verrill, and in

some young Areas of an undetermined species from Japan. The nepionic stage of Par-

allelopipedam tortuosum, Lam., is also similar to the same stage of Argina, the tortuous

character of the adult shell not having been acquii-ed at this early period of growth.

It is an important fact that members of the Arcidae have a pi'odissoconch, because as

one of the oldest living groups of Pelecypods it shows the widespread existence in time

as well as genera of a distinctly marked early embryonic shell. Species of so many and

such widely separated families possessing a prodissoconch in theyoilngis strongest proof

that it is characteristic of the whole class of Pelecypods. We also see that the nepionic

stages in members of this family can be made use of in tracing genetic relations, as in

the Aviculidje and their allies.

The Unionidae are natui-ally turned to in studies of this nature as they are characterized

by a peculiar early stage called the glochidium. Although the glochidium is known by

itself, I do not think the relation of this early shell to the adult has been previously studied.

Thiough the kind intervention of Dr. Charles E. Beechur, I recently received some ma-
MI2MOIUS UOSTON SOC. NAT. HIST., VOL IV. 4'J
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terial which was collected by that gentleman, from Mr. William B. Marshall of the^ew
York State Museum. The specimens embrace glochidial stages from the gill cavities of

the parent and adults with perfectly preserved umbos, so that the early embryonic shell is

still intact, and thus affords the opportunity of a comparison with later stages.

Unio cariosus, Say. The glochidium stage of this species, fig. 44, p. 367, is sub-quad-

rate with a straight hinge line and rounded angles on the ventral border. The shell has a

doidjle line around its border, the inner line I'epresenting the limits of an earlier stage of

growth. A similar double line exists in the glochidium of all Unionidte observed, or which

I have seen figured, and Dr. Lea makes the same observation. On the middle of the ven-

tral border of the valves is a very abbreviated spur which is not, however, sjiinous as in

Anodon. The single adductor muscle is situated near the hinge line and a little nearer

the antei'ior than the posterior border of the shell.^ The shell is granulated on its surface

and presents no traces of prismatic structure, the same feature being found in the glo-

chidium of all the UnionidsB observed. The glochidial shell of U. cariosus and other

species of the genus is whitish and much smaller than is the glochidium in Mai'garitana

and Anodon. The glochidium of Unio nasntus, Say, is similar to IT. cariosus as described.

Dr. Lea figures the glochidium from the gills of the parent in twenty-five species ofUnio.

Twenty are similar to U. cariosus in form with some little variation in contoiu'. Of the

five remaining species three are sub-triangular resembling some species of Anodon; but

two have the ventral angles produced instead of rounded and each angle of either valve

bears a small spur.

Unio pressus, Lea. A specimen 47 mm. in length has the umbos well preserved and

still bears the early glochidial shell. This embryonic shell is sub-triangular and has the

same form as is figured by Lea in a specimen from the gill chambers of the parent of this

species. It is immediately succeeded by the nepionic stage of the dissoconch which has

the pi'ismatic structure and concentrically rugose growth which is characteristic of the

young shell in Unionidte and is often figured at the umbos of well preserved specimens

(see Lea and other authors). The glochidial shell in its relation to the dissoconch there-

fore fills the requirements of the prodissoconch and may be compared with that stage as

described in many genera in this paper. The Unios above described were collected in

Albany County, New York, by C. E. Beecher.

In Margaritana undulata, Lea, the glochidium, fig. 45, p. 867, is sub-triangulai", but

the anterior end of the embryo is considerably the larger. The hinge line is straight and

the valves at this area are raised in little humps indicating abbreviated umbos, not shown

in the figure. The angle at the ventral border of the shell is quite sharp; it is posterior

to a median line drawn perpendicularly through the shell and bears a denticulate spur on

either valve similarly to Anodon. In other featui-es the shell is like the glochidial stage

of Unio. A young specimen of M. undulata 13 mm. long, fig. 48, has the umbos well

preserved and they retain the glochidium or prodissoconch intact. The hinge line of the

prodissoconch is parallel to the hinge line of the succeeding dissoconch growth aud the

larger end of the embryonic shell is directed toward the anterior end of the shell. The
prodissoconch has the granulated surface characteristic of the glochidia of this and other

' Tlie glochidial shell of all or nearly all Unionidie is a perpendicularly through the hinge line aud middle of the

little larger on oue side than ou the other of a line drawn ventral border of the valves.
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species of the family; but the dissoconeh has an external layer of pi-isinatic tissue. Cam-
era drawings of this specimen show that the prodissoconch is of the same size and form

as are the glochidia when removed from the gills of the parent as shown in the figures,

and the same observation holds in regard to the size and form of glochidia and com-

pleted pi-odissoconchs in every species in which I was able to make the comparison. The
glochidial shell of Margaritana marginata, Lea, is similar to that of M. undulata. Lea
figures the glochidium of five other species of this genus. Of these, three are similar to

the glochidinm of M. undulata; but two are less triangular and more rounded on the

ventral border. A specimen of Margaritana margaratifera, which is 55 mm. long has

the umbos well preserved and they bear at the tip the embryonic shell. As in the pre-

vious species the prodissoconch of this species is sharply marked off from the succeeding

dissoconeh, and in a camera drawing it coincides in form and size, with the glochidium

from the gills of the parent. Specimens of Margaritana deltoidea, 19 mm. long, have

the prodissoconch well preserved and it presents the same features in relation to the suc-

ceeding dissoconeh as in the above-mentioned genera. The specimens of Margaritana

undulata studied were collected in Albany County, New York, and those of M. mar-

garitana and M. deltoidea at Ann Arbor, Michigan, by C. E. Beecher.

Fio. 44. Fig. 45. FIG. 46. Fig. 47.

Fig. 48. Fig. 49.

Fig. 44.— Unio cai-iosus, glochidium from tlie gills of the parent.

FiCr. 45.

—

Margaritana undulata. glochidium from the gills of the parent.

Fig. 46.

—

Anodon cygnea, glochidium from the gills of the parent.

Fig. il.—Anodon fliiviatilis, glochidium from the gills of ths parent.

Fig. 48.

—

Margaritana undulata, umljonal tip of a young shell, showing the prodissoconch, p, still in place and the

ncpionlc stages of tlie succeeding dissoconeh.

Fig. 49.

—

Anodon flumatilis, uraboual tip of a young shell showing the prodissoconch, p, still in place and the nepionic

stages of the succeeding dissoconeh.

All the figures (except fig. 4f;) are of left valves. The arrows are directed toward th3 anterior end of the shell; s, glo-

chidial spurs ; A, hinge. All the figures X .50 diam. (Drawu Ijy th3 author.)

In Anodon the glochidium is better known than the same stage of other genera of this

family, as it has been more often studied by embryologists. Schmidt studied it during the

period of parasitic Hfe which it leads on fishes, and good figures of this stage are given by
that author. The glochidium of Anodon Jluviatilis, Lea, fig. 47, is sub-triangular in
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outline but is less acutely angular on the ventral border than is this stage of Margaritana.

The hinge line is straight; the anterior end of the shell is somewhat the larger and s])i-

uous spui-s exist at the ventral angle of either valve, PI. xxiii, figs. 7-8. A double line

surrounds the limits of each valve and the snrface of the valves is grannlated, the same

characters existing in the glochidium of Unio and Margaritana. The inner line is dis-

tinct fi-om the edge of the shell and represents an earlier stage of growth. In^. cygnea,

fig. 46, p. 367, the double line represents the thickness of the edges of the shell, and the

inner line representing an earlier stage as in fig. 47, is not seen in this vicAV. The glochi-

dium of Anodon differs from that of the other genera in the species observed in being of

a brown color. A glochidium similar to that described in Anodon JluviatiUs I have ob-

served in glochidia from the gills of the parent of three other species, namely, A. undu-

lata, A. cylindracea and A. cygnea, fig. 46. There is great constancy in size and

appearance of the glochidia in the different species of Anodon observed, the uniformity

being greater than in the other genera of the family.

A well preserved specimen oi' Anodon Jlaviatilis 25 mm. in length, fig. 49, p. 367, has

the embryonic shell or prodissoconch still in place. The prodissoconch in a camera draw-

ing of this specimen coincides in size and form with the glochidia from the gills of the

parent, no increased growth being observed. The larger end of the embryonic shell is

directed anteriorly and the hinge line is parallel to the hinge line of the succeeding dis-

soconch. The dissoconch has the rugose fluting characteristic of the young (frequently

figured at the umbos in well preserved specimens by Lea and others) and presents well

defined prismatic structure. The glochidia of Ayiodon fluviatUis desci-ibed and the older

specimen of the same species as also the glochidia of A. undulata and A. cylindracea were

collected in Albany County, New York, by C. E. Beecher. The glochidia of A. cygnea

are from Belfast, Ireland, and were loaned to me by the Smithsonian Institution.

The fact that the larger end of the prodissoconch is directed anteriorly in all the species

of Mai-garitana and Anodon in which it was still found in place at the umbos ofthe valves,

is convincing proof of the correctness of Schmidt's obsei'vation that the larger end ofthe

embryo of Anodon is the anterior end. It is a remai'kable fact that the completed pro-

dissoconch in the various species observed has the same form and size as does the glo-

chidial stage ofthe same species when removed from the gills of the parent. We know
from the observations of Balfour and Schmidt that after quitting the gills ofthe parent

the embryos of Anodon (and probably, from analogy, other genera of the family as well)

lead a parasitic existence in the gills, fins, etc., of fishes. Dui'ing this period of parasit-

ism considerable anatomical changes take place, yet these changes are not accompanied

by any noticeable modification or increase in size of the embryonic shell.

It is seen that the glochidial shells of the genera of the Unionidse described are sub-tri-

angular or subquadrate; but always with a sti-aight hinge line. But a single adductor

muscle exists and other anatomical features are in a very early condition of development.

This stage is directly the equivalent of what I have described as the phylembryonic stage

(p. 291) of development in Pclecypods and it may be compared to the embryos of Mo-
diola, Cardium and Montacuta, PI. xxiii, figs. 9-11, also of Ostrea, fig. 25, p. 300, and PI.

XXIV, figs. 13-15. The anatomy of the glochidium from the gills of parents is less ad-

vanced than is the same (phylembryonic) stage in other genera, as shown in the figui'es

cited; butthis is explained as a peculiarity due to the specialized developmentof this type.
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It is a striking fact that the embryonic shell of the completed prodissoconch period of the

Unionidaj has not changed in forai or size from the condition it had when ready to leave

the gills of the parents. This fact and the correlated fact that umbos have not devel-

oped, although they exist in the prodissoconch of the twenty-six other genera described

in this paper, are proof of the extreme reduction of the embryonic shell. The completed

prodissoconch of the Unionidas, therefore, has not progressed in the features of the shell

beyond the phylembryonic stage, which is found only in early embryonic stages of other

genera. This high reduction is jjrobably to be explained by the condition of parasitism

which exists at this period in the development of the embryo. While the prodissoconch

of the Unionid.'B is in all cases granulated on the snrfiice and shows no prismatic tissue,

the succeeding dissoconch is characteristically prismatic. This condition is comparable

to what I have described in the Aviculidse and their allies, but differs from what I have

found in other genera.

Wliat the affinities of the UnionidaB are is a puzzle, for they are not cleai'ly related to

any other family. The peculiar form, the spurs and absence of umbos in the prodisso-

conch are special features, apparently due to the peculiar environment of the developing

embryo. Although it cannot be supposed to fully represent in the ontogeny of the in-

dividual any ancient ancestral form, yet certain data can be gathered from this early shell.

As the pi'odissoconch of the Unionid^ has no pi-ismatic tissue, it is doubtless the repre-

sentative of an early ancestor which was without that structure (the same comparison that

is made in the prodissoconch of the Avicididse). The radical ancestor, of which this

prodissoconch is the inherited representative, probably had umbos directed postex'iorly,

for though the prodissoconch of the Unionidje has no umbos, the more rapid growth on

the anterior border would have pushed umbos posterioi'ly had they existed. That this

ancestor was dimyarian might be conjectured; but is fully implied by the fact that the

completed prodissoc onch has two adductor muscles, for Balfour's and Schmidt's figures

of a mature glochidium of Anodon from a fish have two adductors. The nepionic stages

of the Unionidse, though peculiar, do not so far as I am aware indicate kinship with early

predecessors of the group.

Sjyhmrnim securis, Adams. This species was collected in a culvert at Medford, Mass.,

in November. The adults wei'e crowded with large embryos, and as many as fourteen

were taken from the gills and mantle cavity of the parent. The embryos, PI. xxx, fig.

4, show no traces of a velum as far as discerned, but have a well-developed foot and

crawl actively when removed from the parent. The foot has a jjrominent otocyst as fig-

ured in Cyclas by Ziegler and other investigators ; but no byssal gland was observed as

described in that genus. Two adductor muscles, palps and filamentous gills exist. The
mantle border is produced jjosteriorly in a single siphon, fig. 4, but is free throughout

the rest of its exposed margin. In older specimens and the adult, two siphons exist,

an excurrent and an incurrent. This was not seen in the young of the age under con-

sideration, but as the point was not in mind when studying the specimens, it is possible

that two might be found. If not, it is an interesting character, for the adult of Pisidium

has but one and the existence of one in young Spha^rium would appear to be of genetic

significance. The shell of Sphferium, PL xxx, fig. 4, represents an incompleted prodis-

soconch stage. In PI. xxx, fig. 5, also from the gills of an adult, a completed prodisso-
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conch, p, exists and is succeeded by considerable dissoconch growth. The prodissoconch

is globose and almost circulai-, slight umbos being developed. When young, fig. 4, it is

very translucent of a light horn color, but in older specimens, fig. 5, the shell is thick-

ened by shell dej^osition, and it is darker and more opaque. The prodissoconch in Sphfe-

rium is of gigantic size compared with the prodissoconch found in other Pelecypods de-

scribed and figured in this paper. PI. xxx, fig. 5a, is a young specimen magnified only

ten times in order to show the large size of this early shell. By definition, the prodisso-

conch in Pelecypods is the shell of the completed embryonic period, and it is natural that

in Sphrerium we should have a large prodissoconch because of the relative gi-cat size of

the embryo in that genus.

Besides in Spliceriwrn securis, a similar strongly marked prodissoconch has been ob-

served in 8. partumeium, Say, S. I'homhoideum, Adams, and S. transversum. The

specimens of these species observed are in the choice Beecher collection of fresh water

shells, in the New York State Museum.

Echinochama (Chama) arcinella, L. In a specimen sent me by Dr. Beecher, a pro-

dissoconch was found intact. It is ovally rounded with umbos directed anteriorly. The

nepionic stage is pink in color, is ovately drawn out, and tiaincated posteriorly. Con-

centric ridges mark the nepionic period and as pointed out by Fischer, this early stage

resembles a Venerupis in form. The shell of the nepionic stage is equivalvular as ob-

served in several specimens in the collections of the Boston Society of Natural History.

As soon, however, as the right valve becomes attached to a foreign body (which occurs

when the shell is about 3 mm. in length) , both valves immediately change their form and

assume the irregular growth characteristic of the Chamas, and soon the spines and pit-

like depressions characteristic of the species are introduced. We find in this case a full

substantiation of our views on the modifying eflfects of the conditions of fixation on

shell form as fully discussed in section vin, p. 322.

Petricola pholadiformis, Lam. At Nantucket in July, 1889, a large number of young

specimens of this species were collected, varying from very small to 12 mm. in length.

The largest individuals had the adult characters fully developed. The specimens were

burrowing in shallow Mytilus beds which covered rocks between tide marks. In the

youngest specimens found, PI. xxx, fig. 6, also in some older individuals, a distinct pro-

dissoconch, p, exists at the umbos. It is not widely diff'erent from the succeeding disso-

conch in form, but is sub-ovately rounded and appears like a cap on account of its

whiteness compared with the succeeding grayer dissoconch. The whiteness of the pro-

dissoconch is noted in several genera in this section, and as described in Mytilus it is

doubtless due to the wearing away of the organic epidermis of the valves and consequent

exposin-e of the chalky-white lime basis. The early dissoconch of Petricola, PI. xxx, fig,

6, is strikingly difierent from the adult. It is oblong, anteriorly roundly compressed and

posteriorly slightly truncated. The lines of growth indicate an earlier more oval form.

In this early stage the ligament, I, projects from the hinge line as in the later stage, PI.

xxx, fig. 7, and in the adult; but no plications of the shell exist until considerably later.

The specimens, although taken from their burrows in the Mytilus bed, proved to be

active crawlers having a highly developed foot, fig. 6. The siphons of this early stage

fig. 4, are separate for the entire length produced beyond the limits of the shell. Tlie
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ineurrcnt siphon as in later periods is the longer of the two and the two tuhes are widely

divergi nt as in the figure. The excurrent siphon is not I'etracted and extended periodi-

cally as described in Mya, PI. xxx, fig. 13, and no tentacles surround the base of either

siphon tube in Petricola. The distal tips of the tubes in Petricola, fig. 6, are fringed by

by a few simple unbranched tentacles.

An older specimen of Petricola plioladiformis than that just considei'ed is shown in

PI. yvx, fig. 7. The umbos are too arcuately incurved to show the prodissoconch if

it were existent, and as a fact, it is not, being eroded away before this period is reached.

The younger portion as indicated by the lines of growth is oval and marked by coarse

concentric lines. A distinct stage is indicated in the oval portion of this specimen and

similar stages are common, but vai'iable in individuals. The umbos are progressively

pushed anteriorly during the younger growth. Rugose plications originate suddenly, the

earliest stages having none. From the period of the introduction of plications, the shell

rapidly assumes features characteristic of the adult, diffei'ing principally in not being so

elongate, differing also of course in that the rugose plications of the adult are produced

nearly to what then becomes the umbo of the shell. The siphon tubes of Petricola of

the age of fig. 7, are long and are capable of being extended to a length considerably

greater than the total length of the shell. They are se])ai-ate throughout their length

beyond the shell borders as in the younger specimen, fig. 6. In the adult, on the con-

trary, Verrill says they are united for aljout a quarter of their length. In specimens of

the age of fig. 7, the branchial siphon, PI. xxx, fig. 8, is surrounded at its tip by tenta-

cles which branch laterally, intermediate with which are some simple unbranched tenta-

cles. The dorsal excurrent siphon of the same and of similar specimens on the contrary

has no branching tentacles, all being simple as in fig. G. This condition of the orifices

is similar to that of the adult described by Verrill, excepting that he says some bi-anch-

ing tentacles exist at the orifice of the excurrent siphon though fewer than at the orifice

of the branchial siphon.

Venus mercenaria, L. I secured a number of young shells of this species in the drain-

pipe traps at Buzzards Bay. The youngest specimen, PI. xxx, fig. 9, has a sharply

defined prodissoconch which is yellowish-white, covered with a delicate epidermis and
bears fine concentric lines of growth. It is sej^arated fi'om the succeeding dissoconch

growth by the changes then introduced in the marking of the shell, angles of curvature

and color, which though covered with a thin epidermis is nearly chalk-white. The first

stages of the dissoconch are marked by the series of concentric ridges and furrows char-

acteristic of young shells of this species, but which are wanting in the adult. This

feature is shown at the imibos of Dr. Gould's figure of the species. Ridges and furrows

like those found in young Yenus mercenaria are characteristic of the adult in some spe-

cies of the genus, as Venus rugosa, Chem., ofthe West Indies. The same feature is shown
in a high degree in the closely allied genus Chione, and its occurrence in young Venus
inercenaria is evidently of genetic significance. In its earliest growth, PI. xxx, fig. 9,

the dissoconch shows only faint traces of a lunule (which was unfortunately over-

looked when the figure Avas drawn) but it is a marked feature in the older specimen,

PI. xxx, fig. 10, and is characteristic of the adult.

Tottenia gemmu, Perkins. A few young specimens wei-e collected in August at Buz-
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zards Bay. The prodissoconeh is oval, rounded and not sharply defined fi'om the suc-

ceedhig dissoconeh, as both have nearly the same shaj^e and the same peculiar violet

color. The prodissoconeh is marked by a fine pitted structure which partially obscures

the lines of growth. The dissoconeh bears closely crowded lines of growth and is vio-

let or amethyst color over its whole surface. In the adult, on the other hand, the shell is

mostly white or rosy, the amethyst color being limited to the mnbonal and jDOsterior por-

tion of the shell. Gould says this species is commonly taken for the fry of Venus mer-

cenaria on account of the color of the tip (young). This is an unnecessary mistake as

the lunule, elevated i-idges and white color of young individuals of that species (PI. xxx,

figs. -9-10) are wanting both in the young and adult of Tottenia.

Scrobicularia tenuis, PI. xxx, fig. 11, illustrates a specimen from the collections of

the Smithsonian Institution. It has a distinct prodissoconeh which is not, howevei", as

sharply defined as in many genera because the succeeding dissoconeh is so like it in form

that no marked contrast is produced by the introduction of that later stage. The pro-

dissoconeh shows concentric lines of growth and its limits are defined by a varix of

growth indicating the close of the stage.

Saxicava arctica, Desh. Young specimens were collected on the roots of Laminaiia

at Cohasset and Chelsea Beach in September, 1889. A veiy sharply defined prodisso-

coneh exists at the umbos, fig. 50. It is ovate with umbos directed anteriorly and shows

fine concentric lines of growth. The
sticceeding dissoconeh is oblong, cov-

ered with a delicate epidermis, as is the

prodissoconeh and bears comparatively

coarse strongly defined lines of growth.

The ligament is external and forms a

prominent feature of this early stage as

well as in the adult. Two ridges which

extend posteriorly from the limits of the

prodissoconeh valves are ornamented

with spines. The spines vary in size

and number, but persist in specimens up to four or five millimeters in length after which

they were not observed. Their existence is noted in the young of Saxicava in Binney's

Gould.

Mya arenaria, L. A number of young living individuals of this species were found

actively crawling on the glass slides in the drain-pipe traps at Buzzards Bay during

August, 1888 ; the spec imens varied from O.G mm. to .5 mm. in length. At Chelsea Beach,

Mass., in September, 1889, many clams were also collected, from very young to those hav-

ing the adult characteristics fully developed. The specimens varied from 1.5 mm. in

length upwards, and instead of being free crawling, as were those collected at Buzzards

Bay, they were for the most part burrowing in a bed of dead eel grass where the roots

and mud formed a comparatively solid mass. Tlie bm'ial was superficial and so abundant

were the little clams that a handful of the material might contain fifty specimens more or

less.

In very young Mya, PI. xxx, fig. 13, a remarkable condition of the siphon tubes exists.

Fig. 50.—Young Saxicava arctica, showing oval rounded pro-

dissoconeh and succeeding spinous dissoconeh. Tlie ligament is

external and prominent. X 38 diam. (Drawn by J. H. Emerton.)
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The tubes are divided from the base beyond the shell margins and are not coalesced at

any point visible when fully extended. The relation between this condition and that

found in tlie adult is of much interest and was fully illustrated in the specimens which I

studied alive. The exciu-reiit tube, PI. xxx, fig. 13, is composed of most delicate trans-

l)arent tissue. It is prolonged in a proboscis-like fashion and is frequently extended and

retracted with a jerky irregular motion. Water is expelled intermittently, andbetweeii

the expulsions the siphon tube is somewhat retracted. The tnbe has a small contracted

orifice and a tentacle was noticed at its base. More tentacles at this region doubtless ex-

isted, for many are found in the next stage, but ihey were not observed. The incurrent

branchial siphon tube, fig. 13, is nnich shorter than the excurrent tube. It has thicker

walls, bears a circlet of simple tentacles at its orifice and does not take part in the fre-

quent extensions and retractions characteristic of the excurrent tube. The siphon of an
older specimen measuring about 7 mm. in length is represented in PI. xxx, fig. 1-4. Short

termini of the excurrent and incurrent siphon tubes similar to those of fig. 13 exist at the

tip; but between these and the shell, a massive coalesced growth of the tubes has de-

veloped by interstitial growth of the extended mantle border. Thus the portions of the

siphons which are found in fig. 13 ai-e now pushed out to the terminus of what may be

called the massive siphon. The massive siphon is pigmented in dots, especially near the

terminus which approaches nearest to the light, and it is covered by a delicate epi-

dermal layer as in the adult. Tentacles fringe the free, distal border of the massive tube

around its entire circumference, and a line of black pigment closely underlies the tentacles.

The excurrent terminus, as in fig. 13, is composed of delicate tissue, is extensible and has a

small contracted orifice which is plain, bearing no tentacles. Under higher magnification

small dots regularly placed were observed on the walls of the excurrent terminus. The
incurrent siphon terminus, as in fig. 13, is shorter than the excuri-ent. It is composed of

thicker tissue and is constantly extended, not intermittently extended and retracted

as is the excurrent terminus. Tentacles surround the orifice of the incurrent siphon and

between the tentacles is black pigment bordered by orange; the tentacles also are them-

selves slightly pigmented. The pedal orifice of the mantle border in specimens of this

age bears short papillose tentacles.

The development of the siphon fi"om the condition just described, PI. xxx, fig. 14, to

the adult condition is merely a scries of mechanical changes. The massive siphon elon-

gates proportionately until, as Verrill says, in the adult it can be extended to the length

of a foot or more. The termini of the tubes described in the young exist in the adult,

but are so reduced in proportion to the entire siphon that they are hardly noticeable.

The incurrent terminus is so sliort that it appears, as I have seen it described, that two
rows of tentacles exist at this opening, whereas the fiict is that one row surrounds the

tip of the massive siphon and the other the free border of the incurrent siphon terminus

as in fig. 14. The true condition of the parts in the adult is clearly figured by Morse, in

his " First Book of Zoology."

A condition of the siphons, similar to that of PL xxx, fig. 14, exists in adult Mya tran-

c(ita,afi figured by Forbes and Ilanley, and a condition similar to that of the earlier stage

of 3fya arenaria, PI. xxx, fig. 13, is found in the adults of several genera, some closely al-

lied to M3'a and some not. Most important to us is the fact that this early condition of
Mli.MOIUS IIOSTUN SOC. NAT. IIISI'., VOL. IV. 50
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the siphon exactly corresponds to what is found in the adnlt of Corbula (see Fischer, fig.

855). Corbnhx presents in the adnlt many features found in the early develoiiment of

Mya and as it is the most ancient member of the Myidj«, being known from the Trias

up, these facts are features of genetic importance in Mya. The great developm,ent of

the siphon in Mya arenaria is most distinctly a correlation of structure induced by its

habit of deep burial, and in the development of the individual we find that with increas-

ing age as tlie individual burrows deeper the siphon elongates.

Professor Kyder (63), in a paper recently published, announces the discovery of a bys-

sated condition in yoiuig Mya arenaria. Specimens studied at Buzzards Bay did not show

this feature, although kept alive for several days ; the clams from Chelsea Beach, however,

did show it. I had them in glass dishes and many became attached to the sides and bottom.

The byssus is produced from the ventral border of the foot at about the position of its jioint

of extrusion from the shell in PL xxx, fig. 13. The animal attached itSL4f as observed

by a few (1-4) colorless threads of great delicacy. The threads were not expanded in

disc-like distal termini as in the byssus of Pecten and Mytilus, but were glued to the

glass for a considerable part of their length. Sharp angles in the line of the attached

portion often existed, and separate threads often coalesced proximally. Byssal fixation

occurred in specimens varying from 2.7 mm. to 9 mm. in lengtii, and it was evidently a

strong habit, for when detached, in a few minutes the fixation was again eifected. A
byssal cleft is characteristic of Corbula and Sphenia, near allies of Mya, accoi'ding to

authors, and Forbes and Hanley state that a byssal cleft exists in the foot of Mya tran-

cnta. In a very young specimen of Mya arenaria studied alive, the gills were filament-

ous, ciliated and expanded at their tips as shown in the gills of young Ostrea, PL xxiv,

fig. 3. I did not determine certainly whether cross-bars united the tips or not.

A young specimen of Mya arenaria, PL xxx, fig. 12, shows the prodissoconch, p,

clearly. The prodissoconch is rounded in outline, with umbos directed antei-ioi-ly. It

is glistening and translucent, covered by a delicate epidermis and marked by fine con-

centric lines of growth. The prodissoconch may be retained in well preserved speci-

mens, much older than fig. 12, even in those which are several millimetres in length; but

commonly it is lost early from erosion. The prodissoconch is not so sharply marked oif

from the succeeding growth in Mj^a as in many genera, because the dissoconch growth

has no striking features which originate with its introduction. It is, however, perfectly

clear when preserved.

Professor Ryder (63) in his paper on 3fya arenaria, published January, 1889, says

that he did not find an emkyonic shell in young clams such as is characteristic of young

oysters. Since that time I have sent him specimens shoAving the eml)ryonic or larval

shell (prodissoconch) of Mya, and he acknowledges their existence in a letter, saying:

"The specimens which you have been good enough to send show the larval sh.Il very

distinctly indeed, much more plainly than my own materials, in fact."

The dissoconch growth of 3fya arenaria is covered with a delicate epidermis aiul is

much whiter than the jjrodissoconch. I did not find any trace of prismatic cellular tis-

sue in the young shell of Mya. The early dissoconch growth, PI. xxx, fig. 12, is rounded

in outline anteriorly, but truncated ]iosteriorly and marked by fine concentric lines of

growth. An older specimen of a clam is seen in PL xxx, fig. 13. The prodissoconch
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of this later stage, on account of the arcuatcness of the umbos, is not seen so clearly in

side view as in the younger stage. The shell ditfers much from the adult in form, being

less rounded anteriorly and less pointed posteriorly, also the valves gape less proportion-

ately than in the adult. An angular ridge runs from the umbos posteriorly to the ven-

tral l)order of the valves, emphasizing a flattened area above it. The features described

are found in older young specimens, but gradually fade out and in successive growth

give place to the characteristics of the adult.

The young shell of Mya arenaria bears a marked resemblance to some species of

Corbnla (leaving out of consideration the inequality of valves in many species of that

genus) ; especially does it resemble C. contracta, Say, of our coast. The anatomy of

young Mya also bears a close resemblance to the adult of Corbula (see Fischer's fig.

855) in possessing a similar siphon, PI. xxx, fig. 13, paj)illose tentacles on the mantle

border at the point of extrusion of the foot and a byssated foot. As Corbula is the old-

est known genus of the Myidse, being found from the Triassic upwards, and as it pre-

sents similar features to those found in the young of Mya, it is pi-obably in the line of

ancestrj^ of the Myas and is a near representative of the form from which they have

descended.^

Xy. On the Genetic Relations of the Prodissoconch.^

In the development of Pelecypoda at an early enibiyonic stage, which I have described

as the phylembryo stage, the two valves of the shell are sub-circular or saucer-shaped;

but flattened into a straight line at the hinge area where they are joined by a ligament.

This stage is characteristic of many developing Pelecypods (PI. xxiri, figs. 7-11; PI.

xxrv, figs. 13-16 and fig. 25, p. 300)' and apjiarently represents a primitive ancestral

condition common to the whole class. Embryology shows that the Pelecypod shell orig-

inates from a single shell gland and that the two valves doubtless arose from the split-

ting on the median line of a primitive univalvular ancestral form. If that ancient

univalvular radical had a saddle-shaped shell as in young Dentalium, PI. xxin, fig. 13,

or a cup-shaped shell as exists in very early stages of cephalous mollusca,'* the first re-

sult of the introduction of a median hinge would be to straighten the shell on the hinge

line. This is a simple problem in mechanics; for, if one tries to break by flexion a piece

of metal which is saddle-shaped or cup-shaped, the metal will tend to form a straight

' Since this paper was in press, a prodi-isoconcli lias lieen

discovered in a numljer of genera not considi-red in the

foregoing pages. An ovally rounded prodissoconch has

been fonnd in Nucula prnxima and in Tellina. In botli

genera the umbos of the prodissoconcli are directed pos-

teriorly as in the adults. A prodissoconch has also been

discovered in Chione, Cardita, Cardiuni, Mactra and a

number of undetermined genera belonging to other families

of Pelecypods. In these latter the umbos of the prodisso-

conchs are directed anteriorly, and the succeeding disso-

conch is destitute of prisiuatic cellular tissue.

''This section and the next one, xvi, have been con-

siderably altered and added to since this paper was ottered

as a thesis at Harvard University on May 1. 18S>y. The ad-

ditions are not indicated excepting by this note.

'It is also described in Teredo by Hatschek. Exc3p.

tions to the rule occur as in Pisidinni, where according

to Lankester (43) the early embryonic valves are triangu-

lar. I think such cases may be considered exceptions in

which the straight hinge period is skipped by acceleration

of development.
* The shell of Gasteropods, as I have observed in stud-

ies of Sycotopus, is cup-shaped before it acquires the

spiral form of the completed protoconch, and a similar

condition is shown in Laukester's (43) figures of Aplysia.

The shell of Pteropods and Cephalopods is also at first

cup-shaped as is obvious in studying the changes that

must take place in the building up of the completed pro-

toconch, PI. xxui, figs. 15-18.
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line on the axis of flexion. A dii'cctly parallel case is the condition existent in bivalvu-

lar crustaceans. These originate by the introduction of a hinge in the median line of

the caraj^ace of a noi-nial crustacean. The ancient Ostracoda,—Le])erditia, Aristozoe,

etc., have a straight hinge line and sidj circular valves which are united on the hinge

line by a ligament. Thus, the resulting form of the bivalvular shell in these two entirely

distinct classes is strikingly similar.

The next stage in the development of the Pelecypod shell is the loss of the early

straight hinge line which is superseded by a curving of the hinge line and a centraliza-

tion of connecting tissue and teeth of the two valves in the median line of the hinge.^

The necessary form of the valves of an eqnilateral bivalve, freely crawling on the ven-

tral border, is curved in section. Therefore, more oi- less arcnate umbos woidd develop

dni'ing successive growth. This condition of growth would bring the shell to the foi'm

of the completed prodissoconch stage which is the representative of ancestral type rad-

icals in the ontogeny of the individual. A close parallel of this later stage of shell

growth is again to- be found in bivalvular crustaceans. Some genera, as Estheria,have

a curved hinge line, more or less arcuate umbos, and bear a close resemblance to Pele-

cypods. In this consideration of the mechanical origin of the Pelecypod shell, especial

attention should be called to a highly interesting and important paper by Dr. Dall,^ in

which he demonstrates in a most striking manner the mechanical relations of the liga-

ment and cartilage to the hinge in Pelecypods, and the progressive, mechanical devel-

oi)ment of systems of hinge teeth in this class.

The form of the shell up to the close of the prodissoconch stage seems to be the nat-

lU'al outcome of the bivalvular condition. I think the muscles which close the valves

may be demonstrated to be the necessary consequent of the mechanical conditions of a

bivalve shell. The anterior adductor muscle in Pelecypods is reduced and finally dis-

appears when it comes into such position that its functional activity is lost, e. g., Ostrea,

Pecten, Mulleria, etc. (section v). The postei'ior adductor also may disappear through

disuse. In Aspei-gillum, where the two valves have united so as to foi-m a simple tiibe,*

and therefore, of course, the action of the adductor muscles is lost, the posterior adduc-

tor has disappeared and the anterior is reduced to a few disconnected shreds (Fischer).

In the phylembryo stage of Pelecypods, fig. 25, p. 300, PI. xxrti, figs. 7-11, the valves

are closed by a single adductor muscle, the simplest condition mechanically possible to

effect the desired end. This adductor does not seem to be homologous with any muscle

in other classes of molluscs, and it probably developed as a necessary consequence of the

'A straight binge liue is characteristic of many Pelecy-

pods and it is not easy to perceive what causes led to the

adoption of a curved one in the primitive radicals of the

class. That it was adopted, however, is predicated by the

form of the completed prodissoconch as described in these

pages. See Plates xxiv-xxx. The prodissoconch of the

Uuionidaj has a straight hinge line, the reasons for which

are discussed on p. 368.

' On the hinge of Pelecj'pods and its development, with

an attempt toward a better subdivision of the group. By
Wm. H. Dall, Am. Journ. Sci. , Vol. xxxvui, pp. 445-4G2.

Published since this paper was in press.

^The tulie of this and similar genera is commonly spokeu

of as if it were something separate and distinct from the

shell, whereas it is a modified condition of the shell and

should be so considered. In the young of Aspergillum ev-

ery step can be traced between the typical bivalvular stage

and the period wlien the two vah'es merge into one anoth-

er by concrescence and form the truly uuivalvular condi-

tion characteristic of the genus. This concrescence of

the aiiposed liorders of the two valves in Aspergillum is

paralleled by the concrescenC3 of the two sides of the em-
bryonic saddle-shaped shell of Dentalium, PI. xxiu, flg. 14,

which unite to form the tubular shell of the adult, as de-

scribed by Lacaze-Duthiers (42).
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comlitioiis of the case.' In sn^jport of this view, the bivalvuUir crustaceans may again be

cited as they have an analogous adductor muscle, developed, of course, on an entirely

different line of descent, but under closely similar mechanical conditions. In the com-

pleted prodissoconch of all Pelecypods there are two adductor muscles, PI. xxiv, figs.

1-2, PI. XXX, fig. 4,^ thus arriving at what may be called in this respect the tyjyical con-

dition of the class. During later life the anterior, the posterior, or both adductors, may
be retained, reduced or lost, according as the persistence or changes in correlated feat-

ures of anatomy retain in use or bring into disuse the muscles in question.

The preceding studies show the existence of an embiyonic shell to which I have given

the name of prodissoconch (p. 311) in many widely separated genera of Pelecypoda.

"We will now consider this early shell and see if any close connection can be traced be-

tween it and ancestral forms of which it is the representative in early stages of develop-

ment.

Two classes of prodissoconchs and succeeding shell structure are described in the

preceding pages. In the first division the prodissoconch has umbos directed jiosteriorly

and is not prismatic, but is succeeded by a dissoconch having an external layer of pris-

matic cellular tissue which is more or less developed, but exists at least in the early

nepionic stages of one valve. The^e features are characteristic of the Aviculidte, Os-

treadae, Pectinidfe and Anomiadaj, as shown by representative genera. The second di-

vision is less well defined; but with one exception can be separated from the fii-st. The
prodissoconch of this second division has luubos which ai"e directed more or less ante-

riorly. It has no prismatic cellular layer and. is succeeded by a dissoconch which has no

prismatic layer. Such features are characteristic of genera representing the families My-
tilidae, Arcidse, Chamidae, Petricolidse, Cycladidae, Veneridje, Glycimeridae, Scrobicularidae

and Myidae. The young of the Unionidae as described (page 3b5) does not come
under this second section but in some features approaches the first. Only a part of the

families of Pelecypods are included under these two divisions. Whether other families

will come under one or the other, or yet new divisions, must be proven by future inves-

tigations (see note, p. 375).

The first of the divisions above considered embraces a groxij) of families (the Avicu-

lid:T?. and allies) intimately bound together as I have attempted to show in this paper.

It will probabl}^ prove to be a group of ordinal value and I shall limit niysdf to this

group in considering the derivation of the j)rodissoconch. The prodissoconch of the sec-

ond division has doubtless a different ancestral kinship or perhaps several lines of ances-

tral kinship as the case may be.

The features by which a possible connection may be traced to the radical ances-

tor from which the prodissoconch form is inherited includes features of shell structure

and anatom}', for we know both in a measure from the results of the studies in this pa-

'The mantle of molluscs often has a hiiiUly developed ^Also figures by Lovfin, Schmidt and other investigators

muscular system, and it seems probable that the adductors of marine and fresh-water Pelecypoda The fact of the

of the Pelecypod arose from a modification of mantle two adductors is also attested by the form of the prodis-

muscles. A somewhat similar modification of these mns- soconch in the genera figured on Plates xxvi-xxx inclu-

des is seen in the retractor muscles of the siphon, charac- sive.

terlstic of many Pelecypods, as the clam, PI. xxv, fig 9.
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per. These two lines of inquiry linked with the proper pahBontoh)gical sequence are

found to point directly to a form which fills the necessary requirements of such an ances-

tor. Data for the inquir3\ The shell. In Avicula, Perna, Ostrea, Pecten, Anomia
and allies a prodissoeonch exists in which the structure is homogeneous and laminar,

sub-nacreous, not prismatic, though succeeded by a dissocouch having well-defined pris-

matic structure. The umbos of the prodissoconchs are directed posteriori}^ and the

hinge line is curved. The only genus in which we know the prodissoeonch before any dis-

soconch growth has taken place, so to enable us to detemnine features of the hinge line,

at this stage is Ostrea. In Ostrea edulis, fig. 2G, p. 312, the prodissoeonch has teeth

at right angles to the hinge line, and these teeth closely resemble the teeth of Nucula,

when a shell of that genus is viewed from the umljonal region as in the figure cited. In

O. virginiana, however, no teeth were observed. The anatomy as illustrated by the va-

rious genera yields points of great synthetic value. The prodissoeonch has two ad-

ductor muscles as proven in Ostrea, PI. xxiv, figs. 1-2, and inferred in the other genera

from the form of the prodissoeonch valves and the kinship to Ostrea (see studies of

Perna, Avicula, Pecten and Anomia). In the prodissoeonch stage of Ostrea the gills

are simple unpaired filaments and they are evidently simple filaments at first in other

srenera as indicated in our studies of Anomia and Pecten.^ The mantle border of the

prodissoeonch is free around its entire margins except at the hinge line in Ostrea, and

bears no tentacles or siphons. A similar condition of freedom exists in the youngest

stages we know of related genera, and the development of tentacles and eyes described

in Pecten indicates that at a very eai'ly period the border was without them in that ge-

nus. A foot evidently exists in the ty[)ical prodissoeonch, for though wanting in Os-

trea,^ it is present and highly developed at the close of the prodissoeonch period in the

young of many related genera (Avicula, Perna, Pecten, Anomia, etc.), as I have shown.

The foot where known is marked by a proximal byssal cleft and a distal cleft which lat-

ter is flattened out when crawling, giving the foot a disc-like, clinging power (see Pec-

ten and Anomia, sections ix and xii)

.

With the above described 2irodissoconch features as knoivn characters ive have to seek

for possible Jcmship tvith ancientforms. These characters are found to be combined in

a remarkable degree in the ancient genus N^ucula which, though living to-day, extends

back to very .early fossiliferous formations, fifty species (Tryon) being known from the

paloBozoic. Nucula is one of the few genera known which has the umbos of the shell

directed toward the posterior end of the body.'^ The shell of N^ucula is oval, nacreous,

not pi'ismatic* and has a curved hinge line with teeth at right angles to its axis. A tri-

angular, central cartilage pit is a characteristic feature of the Nuculidae, and though it

is not definitely known to exist in the prodissoeonch it may exist at that stage in some

genera, and is a marked featin-e of the succeeding dissoconch in all the ascendent series

' A simple, filamentous condition of the gills as first de- bos are directed posteriorly as far as I have found from

scribed l>y L;icaze-I)nlliiers in Mylilns is considered l)y the concholosjical manuals, are Auatina, Donas and Tel-

embryologists as characteristic of all developing Pelecy- Una, the two latter belonging to one family,

podii. * Traces of pi'ismatic cellular structure are noted in Nu-
= The absence of the foot in Ostrea is fully discussed in cula by Carpenter, but he equally notes it in many other

previous pages. genera of Pelecypods, as sometimes seen in slight patches

"The only genera outside the Nuculida\ in which the urn- though not a feature of the shell as in Avicula, etc.
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of the AviciilidiTB aiul their allies. Niicula is climyariaii, an adductor muscle existing at

either end of the equal valves. The gills are in two pairs, composed of simple, disunited

filaments' (Mitzukuii). The mantle borders are plain, without tentacles or a siphon, and
free around the margins. The foot is marked by a longitudinal cleft; aceordingh'^ it can

be flattened into a cii'cnlar disc (Mitzukuri) and it has baen observed crawling up the

sides of a glass of sea water (Tryon) indicating considerable clinging capacity of the

foot. All these characters coinciding so closely with the featui'es of anatomy and shell

structure known in the prodissoconch, together with the fact that Nucula is known in

very early fossiliferons formations combine to render it extremely probable that Nucula

or a Nuculoid foi-m is the type we are seeking as the early ancestral radical repre-

sented by the completed prodissoconch in the develoj^ment of Avicula, Perna, Ostrea,

Pecten, Anomia and their allies.

The fact that JS'ucula is found in the Lower Silurian formations and still lives up to the

present day without sutRcicnt changes in its shell structure to make these extremely

separable forms in time generically separable, argues strongly for a very high antiquity

for this genus. It was so firmly established in its earliest known forms that it must at

that time have been an ancient genus. It may therefore well have been the primitive

ancestral radical toward which the prodissoconch of the genera under consideration

points as the archetype, still indicated in the development of a modern individual.

I have, therefore, from the results of these studies been able to trace, to Nucula or a

Nuculoid form as a probable type-ancestor, the prodissoconch which I have found to be

chai-acteristic of developing Avicula, Perna, Ostrea, Pecten, Anomia and their allies. In

the next section (xvi) the relationship existing between these several genera and their

allies is traced as far as I am able to do so with my present understanding of the groups.

XVI. Genealogical Connection of the AvicuLiDiE and their Allies.

It is shown in section xv that the prodissoconch, which is characteristic of the Avic-

ulidje and their allies, as represented by typical genera, can be traced to Nucula or a

Nuculoid form as a probable ancestral radical of the whole g'rou[). In this section later

stages of shell growth are considered in their phylogenetic bearing and a tabular view is

given which represents the genealogical connection of the several genera as it is under-

stood from the results of these studies. Frequent reference is made to the preceding

text for a full consideration of points only briefly alluded to, and many genera not pre-

viously studied are introduced.

The early nepionic stage of Avicula, figs. 32-33, p. 330, Perna, PI. xxvii, fig. 1, and

Pecten, PI. xxviii, fig. 9, is closely alike in many species, indicating a common line of

ancestry for these genera. The points of resemblance are as follows:—The body of the

shell is sub-rhomboidal, oblique, the hinge line straight; the posterioi" wing is rounded

and is not produced beyond the margin of the body of the shell. Anteriorly the straight

hinge extends beyond the limits of the prodissoconch, and is terminated by a modei'ate

auricle as in Avicula and Pecten, or the auricle may descend directly from the umbonal
area without any anterior extension of the hinge line as in Peiuia. In the several genei'a

'Nucula has been considered a primitive prototypal Pel- plicity of the gills, which are paralleled in the early stages

ecypod by several investigators on account of the sim- of many genera of Pelecypods.
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the ligament joins the valves on the hinge line and a triangular cartilage pit extends

inwards from the limits of the prodissoconch valve as shown in young Perna, fig. 30,

p. 329. Teeth may exist on the hinge line as in Avicula and Perna, or not, as in Pecten.

The right valve in the young of these genera has a byssal sinus originating in the ini-

tial stages of the dissoconch growth on the border of the prodissoconch valve, thence

progressively produced to the free border of the valves, fig. 33, p. 330; PI. xxvii, figs.

2, 8, 7, 8, 9, and PI. xxvni, fig. 10.

The form of the young shell as above described is found to be closely similar to that

chai-acteristic of the adnlts of many Avlcnloids from the Lower and Upper Silurian for-

nuitions. Especially is it comparable to early Aviculoids figured by Barrande. These

early forms differ widely from Avicula and require one oi* more distinct generic names.

The Devonian Aviculoids have been subdivided generically by Professor Hall, but none

of his genera suffice to cover the types which are here I'cferred to. I would, therefore,

hitrodnce a new genus— Rhombopteria.

Rhombopteria, gen. nov.^ A group of Lower and Upper Silurian Aviculoids, in which

the shell is sub-rhomboidal, oblique, with umbos in the anterior half The hinge line is

straight, less than the length of shell, and is commonly produced anteriorly as well as

posteriorly from the umbos. The borders of the valves posteriorly descend in a curved

line from the terminus of the hinge without having any posterior extension of the wing.

Anteriorly the borders of the valves descend from the hinge, forming an auricle close to

the hinge line. In some species the auricle may be in close proximity to the umbos with-

out any anterior extension of the hinge line, as iwRhomhojyteria (Av.) glabra, sp. Munst.

Two adductor muscles and lateral teeth exist in closely related forms and jjrobably are

characteristic of this genus; but the features are not definitely known. It is quite pos-

sible, also, that a cartilage pit exists, although it also is not known, as the internal char-

acters of the genus have not been ascertained. Type— Hhomboptevia (Av.) mira, sp.

Barr., fig. 51. For other figures of this species see Barrande's Systeme Silurien de la

Boheme, Vol. VI, PI. 226. Besides the type several species figured

by M. Barrande come under the genus Rhombopteria, among which

should be mentioned: R. pseudomlra, sp. Barr.; H. cognata, sp. Barr.;

li. scala, sp. Barr.; B. patricia, sp. Barr. and B. glabra, sp. Munst, all

of which are figured on Plates 226-228 inclusive.
'"^^^'^ Rhombopteria is the nearest approach to a primitive Aviculoid that

¥iG. 51 -Bhombop-
iij^g ijeen found in studying fossil species. Not onlv can the nepionic

teria intra, formation .; o i .. x

E (upper Silurian), stagcs of modem Avicula, Pecten and Perna be closely compared to

systeme Silurien. ^] jg type, but Camera drawings of the youu": of Aviculopecten, Lepto-
(After Barrande.) ,

"^ ^ '
, , . , • ,,° i , ,

desma and othei' pala?ozoic and mesozoic allied genera bear a close re-

semblance to Rhomboptei'ia as well. The Amei'ican Lower Silurian species, Avicula?

trentonensis. Con., A.? gvegaria, Ulrich, and A.? demissa, Con., are near allies of Rhom-

bopteria, especially the species trentonensis. In Aviculoids as a rule, the younger the

specimen or the older the geological formation from which a specimen is obtained the

nearer does it approach to the features of the genus Rhombopteria. In the comparisons

of young Avicula, Perna, Pecten, etc., to Rhombopteria, it will be observed that there

^'fiiilj.j3<iq, a rhoml), anil rm/Kr^^ a -n-ing.
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is a discrepancy in that the riglit valve of these genera has a well defined byssal sinus,

whereas no ]>yssal sinus exists in any of the figures of Rhombojiteria cited. Dr. Beechcr

writes nie that young Avicida? deniissa has a byssal sinus and this species is a near ap-

proach to Ehombopteria, especially when young, but differs in having the posterior wing

produced in the adult. It is quite possible that species of Rhombopteria may be found

which have a byssal sinus; but if no such species should be found, it would not seriously

affect our com[)arisou ofyoung Aviculas, etc., to this eai'ly type. The byssal sinus acquired

in later periods of the development of a group might well be pushed back to the nepionic

stages in the ontogeny of an individual by acceleration of development, also the exist-

ence of the character is quite variable in some genera, as in Aviculopecten.

The genetic i-elations expressed in the following pages and table must be looked at as

a first attempt to classify the various groups and genera in their serial connections, for

such I believe it is. Changes may and probalily will be necessary in parts, but as a

whole I believe it represents a close approximation to the true phylogenetic sequence of

the genera considered.

The dimyarian prodissoconch characteristic of the early stages of this whole group is

the representative in development of a dimyarian Nuculoid radical as discussed in sec-

tion XV. Therefore a Nuculoid form makes a basis from which to start our phylogenetic

series.

These studies tend to show that the primitive Aviculoid ancestoi- came off directly from

the IS'uculoid radical because the first nepionic stages of Avicnla, Leptodesma, Perna,

Pecten, Aviculopecten, etc., correspond closely with the earliest and simplest Ivuown

Aviculoid. If intermediate forms existed between the Nuculoid radical and the earliest

known Aviculoid, traces of it are not indicated in the shell, so that such possible transi-

tional steps cannot be ascertained with our present knowledge. Therefore Rhombop-

teria, as tlie most primitive known Aviculoid, is considered the next step upward in the

phylogeny of the group.

From this point up the phylogeny of the various groups is on divergent lines as ex-

pressed in the tabular view, and in the following pages we shall consider the groups in

succession as indicated in the table, p. 391.

Leptodesma,^ Hall, is a genus embracing a group of Devonian Aviculoids characterized

by an oblique body. The posterior wing is more or less produced beyond the borders

of the valves; anteriorly tlie shell is acute or nasute. The hinge is narrow with a slen-

der, lateral tooth. The posterior adductor muscle is large, subceutral, but the antei-ior

is not figured by Hall and is therefore presumably very reduced. The genus forms a

natural passage from Rhombopteria to the true Aviculas. As Professor Hall says, the

species present a remarkable assemblage of forms. At one extreme the shell has a well-

developed posterior wing, acute anterior border and byssal sinus closely resembling Avi-

cnla. From this extreme it passes "
. . . through various phases in form, proportions,

etc., until the wing becomes nearly obsolete, the byssal sinus obscure and the anterior

end rounded. ..." This other extreme brings the form very close to our genus

Tor a considcnitiou of this aud otiierpalicozoicijcucra York, Vol. v, Tarts i-ii. I am also recently iiulobtcd to

I am greatly indebted to Professor Hall's line work on that venerable paUuontologist for the opportunity to study

IXvouian hamellibranchs in the Natural History of New his collections and types at All)any.

MEMOIliS UOSrON SOC. NAT. UIST., VOL. IV. 51
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Rhombopteria. Leptodesma orus, Hall, is a species with a well-developed posterioi*

wing Imt a camera drawing of the yonng is i-homboidal and bears much resemblance to

Khomboptei'ia. The same comparison may be made in a degree by noting the ditter-

ences in the younger and older specimens figured by Hall in several species as L. matli-

eri and L. jason and it may also be observed by following the lines of growth in many

of his figui'es. Leptodesma is therefore considered the next step in the ascendent phy-

logenetic scries.

Avicula, the representative of the family, is clearly derived from Leptodesma-like forms.

Using Avicvla hinindo, L., the type species of the genus, as our basis of comparison

we find that Aviciila differs from Leptodesma in having a highly produced posterior wing,

a deep byssal notch in the right valve, and small cardinal teeth. A more or less well-

developed triangular cartilage pit exists in all Aviculas. In species with a narrow hinge

line, as A. sterna, the pit is onh' prominent in the young; but in others, as in the sub-

genus Meleagrina, it is a mai'ked feature of the adults.^ Li the ontogeny of the individ-

ual we find that Avicula at the prodissoconch stage is referable in ancesti'y to the Nu-

culoid radical of the group. In the eai'l}^ nepionic stage, fig. 32, ]i. 330, it is referable

to Rhombopteria; in the later nepionic stage, fig. 33, p. 330, a considerable wing has de-

veloped and the form approaches near to the winged Leptodesmas. Later still the full

Avicula features are acquired. Thus the ontogeny of the individual represents A^eiy fully

the phylogeny of the genus. The first appearance of true Avicula in the geological

horizon is imcertain as many early types called Avicula certainly do not properl}^ belong

to that genus and the limitations of the genus in the past have not been fully ascer-

tained. It probably is truly represented as early as the Devonian or Carboniferous.

From Avicula many genera and sub-genera are derived, a part of which only we are

prepared to discuss. (Further consideration of Avicula, see p. 330.)

Pseudomonotis. The young, as observed in P. echinata, has a prodissoconch and nepi-

onic stage like the same period of Avicula, figs. 32-34, p. 330. Later, the hinge line

becomes relatively shorter and very moderate abbi'cviated wings are differentiated. Mo-

notis occurs later in time and has features closely comparable to Pseudomonotis, there-

fore it is considered provisionally as derived from that genus. Daonella and Halobia

are genera which are sub-rhomboidal in form and ])resent a high reduction of Aviculoid

characters. They are unquestionably side-issues off the ascendent line of the group and

should probbly be associated with Monotis or Pseudomonotis, but as I have not had speci-

mens for study they are not further considered. (Further description of Monotis and

Pseudomonotis, see pp. 331, 332.)

Oxytoma, a genus near to Avicula, has a short hinge line with moderately developed

ears and a slight obliquity of the body of the shell. It seems to be a variation from

Avicula, in the same line as Monotis and Pseudomonotis. Some features of the young

are shown in PI. xxvn, fig. 7. (Further description of Oxytoma, see p. 332.)

Cassianella is highl}^ inequivalvular; the 3'oxuig has a prodissoconch and nepionic

stages like the young of Avicula, as shown in C. decussata, fig. 35, p. 332. The hinge

line is of moderate length, the wings are moderately produced and cardinal teeth are

'A cartilajtt' pit is characteristic of the Pecteii division teria and Leptodesma. In all it may be inherited from the

of this group and it is probablj' characteristic of Rhombop- Nuculoid ancestor iu which it is a characteristic feature.
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well developed. Provisionally, Cassianella is considered a branch from Aviciila, in

the same line as Pseudoinonotis, etc. (Farther description of Cassianella, see p. 332.)

Vulsella, when young, fig. 36, p. 332, bears a considerable resemblance to young Avic-

ula, fig. 32, p. 330, as it has a similar prodissoconch and nepionic rhombic form. La-

ter, the resemblance is lost, as wings are wanting, the hinge line is highly reduced and

often produced in a curve around the deeply-sunken cartilage pit. Vulsella is evidently

a side-issue from the Avicula stock and provisionally is placed on the same branch as

Malleus.

Malleus is a genus closely allied to Avicula. The main features of difference are the

great development of prismatic cellular tissue, loss of teeth, deep cartilage pit and con-

torted form. In the young it resembles Avicula, as pointed out by Woodward. It

should be observed, however, that it is the young of Avicula, fig. 32, p. 330, which the

young Malleus most nearly resembles, as shown at the umlioiial i-egion or early growth

of fig. 52. The irregular, contorted growth of adult Malleus, PI. xxvir, fig. 19, and

also the relative great development of prismatic

cellular tissue and extreme reduction in area and

thickness of nacreous tissue, are features of the

adult which point toward the probability that Mal-

leus is a degenerate or retrograde genus.

On another line of descent we find Meleagrina.

Wlien young it resembles young Avicula, fig. 32,

p. 330, but it has then no teeth. The cartilage pit

descends from the limits of the prodissoconch as

in Avicula and Perna, fig. 30, p. 32.^. With in-

creasing age the oblique form of the body of the

shell decreases and the characteristic rhombic form

of the adult progressively increases. The rhom-

bic form characteristic of the adults of this and

some other genera is not necessarily to be considered as an inheritance from Rhombop-

teria. It is rather an approach to a form normal to the group and which is frequently

rej^eated in genera not closely akin. (Further description of Meleagrina, see p. 331.)

Perna is an unquestionable branch from Avicula. The nepionicstage of Perna, Pl.xxvir,

fig. 1, is similar to the same stage of Avicula, fig. 32, p. 330, the main difference being that

the anterior auricle descends directly from the prodissoconch without an anterior exten-

sion of the hinge line. At this age but a single triangular cartilage pit exists, fig. 30,

p. 329, and cardinal and latei-al teeth like those of Avicula underlie the hinge line.

Later, new cartilage pits develoj) on the hinge line, fig. 31, p. 329, and in successive

growth they assume the perpendicular form characteristic of the pits of the genus, PI.

xxvi, fig. 10. The number of pits is variable, but twenty or more exist in some fossil

species. Wings may or may not develop in Perna, PI. xxvi, figs. 16-18, but the body

of the shell is produced obliqaely or vertically as in Avicula or Malleus, PI. xxvr, fig. 19.

In no species are teeth known in the adult and they seem to be purely hereditary char-

acters limited to early stages of development. The microscopic shell structure of Perna

is identical with that of Avicula, and the anatomy of the two genera is alike as far as

Fig. 52.

—

Malleus mdgaris, L. Tip of left valve

showing the form of the yoimg. X 13 diam.

(Drawn by the author.)
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observed. The mimerons and peculiar cartilage pit(s, loss of hinge teeth and form of the

shell point out clearly that Perna is a side branch, off the ascendent line of the Aviculan

series. In these studies Peina is considered the main stem from which important

branches arc given off. (Further description of Perna, see pp. 326, 327.)

Bakewellia appears to be a branch from Aviciila, in the same line of variation as Perna,

on account of the series of cartilage pits. The form of adult Bakewellia is very similar

to the young ofPerna, Pl.xxvii, fig. 1, so that it might appear to be in the line of ancestry

of Pei-na. An objection to this assumption is the high develojiment of both adductor

muscles, whereas neither Avicula nor Pei'ua has more than a slight development of the

anterior adductor. A dimyaiian condition has been shown to be characteristic of the

prodissoconch stage of Ostrea, Pecten, Avicula, etc., and in Bakewellia, we merely have to

assume that the early anterior adductor was retained instead of abandoned in the ontogeny

of the individual. A similar case of the retention of the anterior adductor is seen in

Dimya, which has two adductors in the adult though belonging to a typical monomya-

rian group. The form of Bakewellia is sub-rhomboidal, oblique and is quite comparable

to Rhombopteria. The cartilage pits, primitive form of the valves and large antei'ior

adductor muscle, jioint to the conclusion that Bakewellia is a specialized and partially

retrogressive genus.

GerA'illia has important characters of foi'm and cartilage pits connecting it with Perna

from which genus it was probably derived. Hornesia, an allied genus, is apparently a

modified branch from Gervillia differing principally in its inequivalvular form.

Inoceramus was probablj' derived from Perna, through the interme diation of Gervillia.

The forms of the genus Avhich are rhomboidal and the most equivalvular, as Inoceramus

crisjn, Mant., are to be considered the moi'e normal, least modified forms of the genus as

they approach nearest to the condition found in ancestral genera. The oval and pli-

cated genus Actinoceramus is a modified branch from Inoceramus. Volviceramus is a

still more modified, oval and highly involute genus probably derived from Actinocera-

mus.

Pernostrea from the Jurassic is a descendant of Perna which attached itself by the

umbo of the left valve and the consequent conditions of fixation modified the shell, in-

ducing an ostrean form. The shell has a series of cartilage ]uts like Pei'ua and a form

which closely resembles an oyster. (Further description of Pernostrea, see p. 325.)

From the studies on the development of the oyster, sections iv-vri, we have come to

consider Ostrea as close akin to and derived from Perna (pp. 326-327). The points of

likeness are features in the anatomy of the soft parts, the prodissoconch and the struct-

ure of the right, free, least modified valve. The points of difference are the absence of

the foot, the highly modified attached valve and the single cartilage pit of Ostrea. The
first two features of difference are paralleled in Pernostrea and are ascribed to the effects

of the condition of cemented fixation (section vir). The oyster is a highly modified

form and the reduction of the several cartilage pits of Perna to a single one in Osti'ea

is considered as part of the specialization of the genus. When young, Perna also has

but a single cartilage pit like the oyster; compare fig. 30, p. 329 with PI. xxiv, fig. 19.

Ostrea is the least modified member of the Ostreadjv, as it nearest apjjroaches to Perna
from which it was apparently derived. Gryphjea is a more highly modified genus and
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Exogyra is the most higlily modified member of the family. Tlierefore they are con-

sidered as derived from Ostrea and are in the ascendent series of this peculiar group.

The marked sinuosity in the left valve of Grypha^a and Exogyra is compared to a similar

sinuosity in young Ostrea, PI. xxv, figs. 5-G, and is ascribed to the local reti'action of

the mantle border at that area where excurrent action takes place (p. 307).

Exogyra is compared to the adult of species of Chama (the base of the Chamidae) and

to the young of Caprinula, PI. xxv, fig. 20, Hippurites and Kadiolites (extremes of the

same group) which in external form it closely resembles. Tne form of all these genera

is believed to be built up as the result of cemented fixation with its accompanying in-

fluences of environment. When a Pelecypod becomes attached by cemented fixation

the first form'induced by the new conditions is a form like Ostrea. A further modifica-

tion in this line of variation is a form like Exogyra. The next step in the same Une of

variation is a form like Caprotiua or Caprinula, PI. xxvi, figs. 10 and 8. Finally the last

step in the same line of variation is a form like Hippurites or Radiculites which are coni-

cal or cup-shaped with a considerable degree of superficial radial symmetry (see section

vn, and especially foot-note, p. 322).

Aleetryonia which is strongly plicated in both valves and adherent by recurved clasp-

ing spinous processes, is undoubtedly a side issue

from Ostrea and not in the ascendent line of the

family.

I have not had opportunity to study the Pinnidae

satisfactorily as attempts to obtain very young spec-

imens have so far failed. The following is offered

as the probable genetic relations of the familv. Pa-

la3opinna (Hall) in form is not far removed from ^^o. BS.-Tip of yonn^ Pinna, spind.t. from
i V / Panama. Original in Yale University Museum.

some species of Leptodesma and it can be naturally cat. No. 2327. x 1 ctiam. (Drawn by the au-

derived from that genus by reducing the posterior *^°'")

extension of the wing and increasing the length of the antero-posterior axis. From Pa-

laioijinna or Aviculopinna to Piuna, is a natural step introduced by an increased acute-

ness anteriorly and a greater curvature of the lines of growth posteriorly. In support of

this view we find that young Pinnas (20 mm. more or less in length), fig. 53, are obtuse

anteriorly, and posteriorly have an obtuse abbreviated extension of the hinge line, like

Aviculopinna. These features gradually fade out in succeeding growth and give place

to the acute anterior and roundly curved posterior border of the valves which is charac-

teristic of the genus. The Pinnidse should, I believe, be considered a degradational

group because of the great development of prismatic cellular tissue and loss of nacreous

tissue (a weakening character), loss of teeth on the hinge line, and relatively large de-

velopment of the anterior adductor muscle (a larval character, highly reduced or want-

ing in the ascendent series of related groups).

Atrina is a peculiar genus of the Pinnidse of twisted irregular growth. In the later

growth of the shell there is a direct fusion of the two valves both on the doi-sal and ven-

tral bordei' though in less degree on the latter. In a specimen of ^1. saccata sp., L. in

my collection, 114 mm. in length, the fusion dorsally occupies a length of about 50 mm.

m
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and in this area the lines of growtli pass directly across from one valve to the other

without any indication of the hinge line. The nacreous tissue is highly reduced in ex-

tent. The shell has become in a physiological sense a flattened tubular univalve which

may be compai'ed in a measure in its resultant form to an Aspergillum {vide note 3, p.

37G). In the young of Atrina the two valves are perfectly separable and have not yet

acquired the twisted abnormal features characteristic of the adult. Atrina should be con-

sidered a very retrograde genus as it is weak and abnormal to a high degree.

Trichites, another genus derived from Pinua, is peculiar for its excessive development

of prismatic cellular tissue which may reach an inch or more in thickuess. It is an ex-

treme modification of the Pinnidae of highly irregular growth and without hinge teeth.

The great development of prismatic cellular tissue iu the PiniudiB disproV^es the state-

ment commonly made in text-books that this structure is only formed by the edge of the

mantle. The formation of prismatic tissue commonly is limited to that portion of the

shell built by the edge of the mantle, as in Avicula, Ostrea, Anodon, etc., the deeper-seated

portions of the mantle in such cases building nacreous or sub-naci'cous tissue. In Pinna,

Atrina, Trichites and Malleus, however, the deeper seated parts of the mantle as well as

distaledgesmustbuildprismatic tissue or this structure would not attain the thickness that

it does, and further we may actually see in fresh specimens that the nacreous structure, as

in Atrina and Malleus, is limited to a very small area near the umbonal portion of the shell.

Pterinea is closely related to Aviculoid types and yet is not in the ascendent line of

Avicula proper. The shell is nasute anteriorly and the wing may or may not be pro-

duced posteriorly. The ligamental area of the valves is striated longitudinally (compare

with Meleagrina) ; but no cartilage pit is differentiated, although this is characteristic

(either as a single or several pits) of Avicula and all its various descendants as represent-

ed in the accompanying table. The young of Pterinea as shown by Goldfuss' in P. Icevis

is rhombic in form and bears a very close resemblance in contour to Rhombopteria, fig. 51,

p. 380. Pterinea is considered as a side branch, probably derived from Rhombopteria.

Actinopteria (Hall) and Ptychopteria (Hall) are genera described by Professor Hall as

differing from Pterinea in the absence of a strong striated ligamental area and in the ab-

sence of cardinal and lateral teeth. Following his figures and descriptions, it is seen that

Actinopteria more neai'ly approaches to the characters of Pterinea than does Ptychop-

teria; therefore, in our table they are arranged in that serial order. Both genera appear

to be on a side branch from Pterinea; not in a direct line of ascent because they are char-

acterized by a loss, not an accentuation or modification of Pterinean features.

Pterinopecten (Hall),aDevonian genus of the Aviculopecten group, is ehai-acterized by

a long hinge line, with ears not well defined, being simjile expansions or extensions of the

hinge line. The various species are frequently described by Hall as sub-rhomboidal, esjiec-

ially when young, and he mentions that some species resemble the young of Aviculopecten

and Lyriopecten. Pterinopecten dignatus,l^<i\\, P. conspectus, Hall, and similar species

bear a close resemblance to the young of Pecten irradians, PI. xxviii, figs. 12-13. They
resemble the figures cited in both valves as the right valve has a deep byssal sinus. The

yoiing of Pterinopecten is similar to the adult of Riiombopteria as I have observed in P.

' Petrefacta Germanise, PI. cxix, fig. la.
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intermedins, Hall, P. vertumnus, Hall, and P. conspectus. Hall. Pterinopecten is nat-

urally derived from Rhombopteria by the introduction of slight ears on the hinge line.

It is the simplest known form of the Pectenidse and is traeealjle in the early stages of

development of Aviculopecten and Pecten; therefore, I shall consider Pterinopecten as

directly descended from Rhombopteria and as the base of the Peetinidae from which all

later forms were derived. (Further discussion of Pterinopecten, see p. 346.)

Aviculopecten (McCoy), as amended by Hall, includes forms with a hinge usually

shorter than the transverse diameter of the shell and with both cars well defined. A carti-

lage j)it is described by Hall in several species of this genus, also in Lyriopecten and other

allies. A deep byssal sinus occui'S in the right valve of many species of Aviculopecten

and diverging furrows exist on the hinge line in some species similar to those found in

cei'tain recent Pectens as P. maximus. A finely preserved specimen of Aviculopecten

fasciculatus, Hall, shows that when young (3 mm. in height) the shell was rhomboidal

and in its general contour, resembled Rhombopteria. During later growth a long hinge

line and moderately developed ears develop, making the shell at this stage comparable to

Pterinopecten; later still, the characters of a shorter hinge line and pronounced ears give

the shell the characters of the genus Aviculopecten. Similar observations have been

made on the development of Aviculoj)ecten princeps. Hall, and a few other species. Avi-

culopecten, when young, resembles Pterinopecten and when adult I'csembles the young
of Pecten, PI. xxvin, fig. 2. It is, therefore, unquestionably intermediate between these

two types. (Further discussion of Aviculopecten, see p. 346.)

From Aviculopecten we pass to Pecten in the direct line of ascent. Pecten has a rel-

atively short hinge line, both ears well defined, but the ventral (anterior) a little larger;

either a slight or no byssal sinus exists in the ear of the right valve. The ligament and

cartilage are as in Aviculopecten. In the development of Pecten irradians and other

species (sections ix-x) we have shoAvn a remarkable series of phylogenetic characters

which maybe briefly alluded to. The prodissoconch, ^?, of Pecten is dimyarian, PI.

XXVII, figs. 8-9, PI. XXVIII, figs. 9-10, and is traced to the Nuculoid radical of the whole

group (see table). The first nepionic stage, PI. xxviii, fig. 9, is rhomboidal, oblique, and
is traced to Rhombopteria; the later nepionic stage, PI. xxviii, figs. 12-13 has a long

hinge line, and ears which are simjile expansions of the hinge margin; these featui'es

and the deep byssal sinus are traceable to Pterinopecten. The nealogic stage of Pec-

ten, PI. xxvni, fig. 2, has a relatively shorter hinge and well developed ears, and this

stage is traceable to Aviculopecten. Only when the individual has advanced consid-

erably in age are the full charactei's of the adidt, fig. 37, p. .333, acquired. The first

appearance of Pecten geologically is doubtful as the Ihnitations of the genus among pa-

laeozoic fossils has not been fully worked out. All of Pi-ofessor Hall's Devonian Pectin-

id?e are, however, referable to other genera and we will provisionally consider Pecten as

dating from the Carboniferous. From Pecten as a base many genera have sprung as

will be presently considered.

Lyriopecten (Hall) differs from Aviculopecten in possessing a shoi't hinge and a small

anterior ear. It also differs from Pecten in this last character and it is considered as a

side branch from Aviculopecten. In support of this view we find that a specimen of

Lyriopecten orhiculatus Hall, which had a short hinge in the adult, in the young (as ascer-
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tained by following the lines of growth) had a long hinge line, with a comparatively slight

development of the ears.

Crenipecten, Hall, is a genus like Avicnlopecten in form, but with creinilatioiis on the

hinge margins. Pernopecten, Winchell, has a large triangular cartilage pit and a crenn-

lated hinge plate. The crenulations in these genera are described as cartilage pits. A
crenulated hinge plate is found in the young of Pecten temucostatus, fig. 38, p. 348, and

P. monotimeris. It has also been found more or less developed in the young of several

recent species of Pecten by Dall (16). He considers the crenulations as an order of denti-

tion' and the crenulations in the fossil genera cited are probably of similar significance.

As evidence against the view of considering them as cartilage pits, it should be observed

that in Perna, etc., where numerous cartilage pits are typical, the primitive pit as well as

succeeding ones assumes the perpendicular sides charactei-istic of the pits of the genus,

figs. 30-31, p. 329, and PI. xxvi, fig. 16. Crenipecten and Pernopecten are considered as

side issues from Avicnlopecten.

Lima has many features of anatomy and shell form linldng it with Pecten; it is, there-

fore, presinnably a side issue from the early members of this genus. (Further descrip-

tion of Lima, see p. 353.)

The genus Chlamys (Bolton), characterized by the great development of the ventral

(anterior) ear and correlated reduction of the doi'sal ear, is an undoubted branch from

Pecten. When young, PI. xxviii, fig. 14, both ears are nearly equally developed as in

Pecten. Chlamys is a swing in one direction as Lyriopecten is a swing in the other di-

rection, for the latter has the anterior ear very reduced and the posterior ear largely de-

veloped. (Further description of Chlamys, see p. 348.)

Vola (Klein) is a near ally of Pecten; in the adult it is highly inequivalvular, the right

valve is deeply concave, while the left valve is flat or even slightly concave. When young,

however, it is nearly or quite equivahadar. In a finely preserved specimen from Japan,

a pi-odissoconch and nepionic stages were observed in both valves, similar to those char-

acteristic of Pecten irradians, PI. xxviii, figs. 9-12.

Amusium (Schumacher) (see Dall) is characterized by radiating, internal ribs, a short

hino-eline, nearly equal ears and a high reduction or complete absence of the b3^ssal notch.

The ears of the right valve may be produced beyond the limits of those of the left, on the

hinge border, as in Amus'mm japonicum, thus making an abbreviated appi'oach to the

condition characteristic of the genus Entolium, Meek. Commonly a pair of ridges di-

verge from the hinge line and tenninate in tubercular processes close to the auricular

sinus of either ear. Dall has named them auricular crursB. Crurse similar to those of

Amusium may be traced in most species of Pecten, though they are often vei-y reduced,

the terminal tubercle at the aui-icular sinus alone existing. The function of the crurae

is not understood. Dr. Dall, in his studies of deep-sea Amusium, notes the existence

of prismatic structure in several species, in which, however, it was not limited to the right

valves, as shown in our studies of young Pecten (section x). Amusium is considered

a side issue from Pecten, rather than in the line of ascent of the group.

Anomia is doubtless a side issue from Pecten as discussed (section xiii). In the

young there is, as in Pecten, a deep byssal sinus in the right valve, PI. xxix, fig. 6.

' Sue ivl'crciicu to a paper by \V. U. Dall, foot-note, p. 37(j.
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Later the bjssal sinus becomes enclosed to form the byssal foramen as described (fig.

41, p. 35i). The peculiarity of the shell and many features of anatomy are clearly at-

tributable to the special conditions of environment of the animal (full discussion, sec-

tions XII-XIIl).

-Enigma is an extreme modification in the Anomia line of variation. The right valve

is very attenuated, the umbos are far removed from the hinge line, and the byssal fora-

men is sub-central. A specimen o^^ligma cenigmatica, Chemn., in my collection is ob-

liquely oval, closely resembling the form found in young Anomia, PI. xxrx, fig. 5. The
left (upper) valve from the umbo to the periphery of the shell shows the fusion of the

lines of growth that takes place at that area as in young Anomia, PI. xxix, fig. 8.

Enigma, thei-efore, though with full probability a descendant of Anomia, in some char-

acters resembles the nepionic period of that genus.

Placunanomia differs from Anomia in the calcareous union of the borders of the

byssal foramen anteriorly ; it also differs in the development of diverging lamellae from

the hinge border. By the encroachment of the borders of the byssal foramen the byssus

in later life tends to become solidly fixed in the lower valve. In Placunanomia macro-

chisma, Desh., the byssal foramen is open in specimens two inches in height and is only

partially closed in specimens somewhat over four inches in height, as far as observed in

the few specimens at command. In the single specimen of Placunanomia rudis, Brod.,

observed, the byssal foramen is entirely closed. Placunanomia is off the direct line of

ascent in the Anomia order of modification, and is transitional between Anomia on one

side and Carolia and Placuna on the other, as demonstrated by Fischer.

Carolia is a genus which seems clearly to be intermediate between Placunanomia and
Placuna, as demonstrated by Fischer. When young, Carolia has a deep byssal sinus like

adult Anomia. Later the sinus becomes progressively deeper like Enigma, then the bor-

ders of the notch become joined on the anterior border like Placunanomia and finally the

byssal foramen is cut off by shelly growth, when the shell approaches to the condition of

Placuna.

Placuna in its anatomy is essentially like Anomia but the mantle border has a cur-

tain, like Pecten, as shown by Woodward. The structure of the shell is also very simi-

lar to Anomia. In the Xew York State Museum I observed an inclosed byssal plug in

young specimens of Placuna sella. The plug occupies the base of a foramen which is

filled up by calcareous growth similarly to Anomia; but in the specimens observed the

plug was already cut off from the body of the animal by a calcareous secretion that had

taken place on the proximal side of that area. A similar condition to that observed in

Placuna sella is desci-ibed and figured by Fischer in young P. jJapyracea. The crurae

of Placuna, though existing only in the right valve of the adult (the left valve having

coi'responding depressions), are equally developed in both valves of the young. The
cruras of Placuna seem to be a modification and posterior extension of the knob-like car-

tilage support found in the right valve of Anomia. (Further discussion of Placuna, see

p. 362.)

Dimya, on account of some features of anatomy and shell structure, is placed by

Dr. Dall near to Pecten. The shell being ostreaform, he considered that the genus lay be-

tween Pecten and Ostrea. I have shown I think conclusively that the ostrean form of

MEMOIUS UOSroN SOC. NAT. lUST., VOL. IV. W
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shell is indueecl by the conditions of fixation in any attached Pelecypod ; therefore Dimya
should be considered as a highly modified branch from Pecten, which is ostreaform be-

cause attached. It is shown in this paper that the prodissoconch of Ostrea, Pecten, etc.,

is dimyarian, therefore we may foirly infer that the existence of two adductor muscles in

adult Dimya is due to the retention of both muscles which are doubtless existent in the pro-

dissoconch stage of that genus. It is to be noted also that the gills of Dimya are in an

archaic condition of simjjlicity as desci'ibed by Dall. It is shown in the table of genera,

p. 391, that Pecten and Ostrea are very widely separated genera, therefore no one genus

can properly be considered as intermediate between these two types. Dimya is consid-

ered as a side-issue from Pecten, possessing many archaic and modified features which

render it a highly retrogressive or degradational form. (Further description of Dimya,

see pp. 306, 324.)

Pedum is evidently a descendant of Pecten. In the nepionic period, Pedum is purely

pecteniform in both valves, not yet having acquired the peculiarities of the genus.

Later, the byssal sinus is enclosed so as to become, in a measui-e, foraminal, and the shell

is apjDarently closely related to the object of byssal attachment. The light valve is the most

highly modified, although both valves are modified, and in the adult condition bear little

resemblance to Pecten. The jjeculiar form of the shell of Pedum, it may be reasonably

inferred, is due to the habit of close byssal fixation.

Hinnites, as already discussed, is an important genus in our conclusions. Up to the

nealogic period, it is free or attached by a byssus and pecteniform, PI. xxvi, figs. 3-4.

It then becomes permanently attached by soldering the right valve to an object of sup-

port and with this change in habit we find that the irregular ostreaform growth is

introduced as fully discussed (section vn). Hinnites is an undoubted descendant fi-om

Pecten and owes the peculiarity of its form to its adopted habit of fixation. (Further

description of Hinnites, see pp. 324, 350.)

Spondylus, like Hinnites in its nepionic stage, is pecteniform, PI. xxvii, fig. 4; then

becoming attached at this eaiiy stage, the irregular growth characteristic of the genus

is introduced and the shell becomes spondyliform. The light attached valve is the most

highly modified, and the left valve is the least modified and nearest approaches to Pecten

in form (discussed in sections vii and xi). Spondylus is considered as descended from

Hinnites and is more highly modified than that genus because it earlier adopts the con-

dition of fixation. The degree to which a talon is developed in Spondylns A'^aries, being

least developed in species which are most nearly equivalvular (p. 352). The peculiar in-

terlocking teeth of Spond^'lus are believed to be a modification of the auricular crurse

characteristic of most Pectens and especially Amusium. The several teeth of Spondylns

in the young seem directly traceable to the knob-like processes of the crurse existing at

the auricular termination of the crurse in Pecten. In Spondylus apparently by the short-

ening of the crurjE, the distal knobs of the same are brought in close proximity to the

hinge line, where they are further modified so as to produce interlocking, articulating

processes. If this assumjition in regard to the teeth of Spondylus is correct, they are

teeth of different morphological nature from ordinary cardinal teeth and are to be com-

pared to those only as to mechanical equivalents. (Further consideration of Spondylus,

see pp. 318, 323 and 351.)
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Plicatula is an undoubted ally of Spondylus, as usually considered. As we have

shown, the shell of Plicatula becomes attached at the close of the prodissoconch stage,

and at once assumes the ostrean form, thus eradicating features of the nepionic stage

which (as in Spondylus and Hinnites) might render that stage com])ai-able to Pecten.

Plicatula is considered the farthest removed from Pecten of its group, for in it the ostrean

form is earliest acquired and most completely emphasized in the shell. (Further descrip-

tion of Plicatula, see p. 352.)

The table on the preceding page represents gi-aphically the genetic relations expressed

at various places in this paper and especially in the present section. When genera are

considered as derived from other genera and in the ascendent line of the group, they are

placed directly over one another, as in the case of Gryphfea and Ostrea. When a genus

is derived from another, but is not considered as in the ascendent line of the series then

it is placed as a side branch, as Aleetryonia from Ostrea. Broken lines are used where

the affinities expressed appear to be open to doubt. With each genus is expressed in

brackets its earliest geological appearance, the data for these statements being for the

most gathered from Zittel's Palaeontology. The following abbreviations are used: Low.

Sil., Lower Silurian; LTp. Sil., Upper Silurian; Dev., Devonian; Carb., Carboniferous;

Perm., Permian; Trias., Triassic; Jura., Jurassic; Cret., Cretaceous; Tert., Tertiary;

Rec, Recent.

ERRATA.

Page 281, note, the prodissoconch is described in a few genera not included in this list. For such additions see sections

VIII, X and XIV.

Page 291, paragraph 5, line 5, for Apysia, read Aplysia.

Page 291, paragrapli G, attention should have been called to Dr. W. Branco's monograph: Beitrage zur Entwickelungs-

geschichte der fossilen Ceplialopoden. Palwontographica, B. 27, 1880-81.

In section IV, at several points the oyster is spoken of as showing concentration of development, or as a concentrated

type. In these cases for concentration, or concentrated, read acceleration, or accelerated, as that word is more in accord with

the principle involved.

Page 314, line 14, for overlying, read underlying.

Page 330, line 5, for Leioptera, read Leiopteria.

Page 333, line 8, from bottom of page, for shortening its length. It, read then shortening its length, it.

Page 334, paragraph 3, line 13, for exists, read were existent.

Page 335, paragraph 3, line 10, for at that time, read therefore.

Page 33C, paragraph 3, line 8, for specimen if kept, read specimen kept.

Page 33G, paragraph 3, line 12, for condition, read stage.

Page 337, paragraph 2, line 4, for If one break the Oyssus loose it, read If the scallop breaks loose, the byssns.

Page 338, paragraph 2, line 0, for over, read at.

Page 345, line G, for Actinoptera, read Actinopteria.

Page 361, description of cut, for 60, read 30.

Page 366, line 3, for adults, read yoking shells.

Page 370, paragraph 3, line 12, for F///read VII.
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XVII. LIST OF PAPERS QUOTED OR REFERRED TO IN THE TEXT.

In the text, numbers in parentheses referring to tliis list are appended to references when there is need of it, as when tliere

are several references from one author in this list, or when with few references, there niiglit be aml)iguity as to which

one is referred to. When but one reference is given in the list, or the reference intended is clear from the context, no

number is appended in the text.

1. Adams, H. & A. Genera of MoUusca. London, 1858.

2. Balfour, F. M. Comparative Embryology. London, 1880.

3. Bakrande, J. Systeme Silurien de la Boheme.

4. BouTAN, L. Recherche snr la Fissnrella. Archiv. de Zool. Exp. et Gen., 2« serie, T. iii, suppl.

5. BuoNN, H. S. Die Klassen nnd Ordnungen des Thicrreichs. 1802-00.

6. Brooks, W. K. Embryology of the Fresh Water Mussels. Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sc, 1875.

7. The affinities of the Mollusca and MoUuscoidea. Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., VoL xvni, 1876.

8. Development of Fresh Water Puhnonates. Johns Hopkins Univ., Biol. Lab. Studies, 1879.

9. Development of the Oyster. Johns Hopkins Univ., Biol. Lab. Studies, 1, 1879-80.

10. BuTSCHLi, O. Eutwickelungsgeschiclitliche Beitrage. Zeitschr. fiir wissensch. Zool., B. xxix, 1877.

11. Carpenter, W. B. On the Microscopical Structure of Shells. Reports, British Assoc. 18t4, 1848.

12. Challenger Reports, Vol. xiii. Part xxxv. Report on the Lamellibrauchiatu, by E. A. Smith.
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XVIII. EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

The figures which illustrate this paper were drawn by Mr. J. H. Emerton or the author, with a few excejitions which

are noted in the descriptions. All figures of microscopic material were either drawn directly from specimens with the aid

of a Zeiss camera lucida, or were redrawn from camera drawings. The locality aud date of collecting specimens are in-

dicated in the description of figures excepting cases where those facts are given in the text. The magnification of

figures and the principal references to the pages in the text where the figures are described or discussed are given as an

aid to readers. Specimens figured in the plates or text, unless otherwise mentioned , are in the collection of the author.

I have to thank Mr. Emerton for the pains he has taken in drawing the figures which largely illustrate this paper.
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Besides the plates the following figures illustrate the text

:

Figs. 1-8. Orthoceras elegans and 0. politmn, protoconch and apes of conch, by kind-

ness of Professor Hyatt, p. 292.

Fig. 9. Vermelus radicula, adult, p. 294.

Figs. 10-18. Ostrea edulis, embryology, P- 295.

Figs. 19-22. " " " P- 297.

Figs. 23-24. <. " " p. 299.

Fig. 25. " " " P- :^00.

Fig. 26. Ostrea edulis, prodissoconch, p. 312.

Figs. 27-29. Ostrea edulis, the spat, p. 314.

Figs. 30-31. Perna ephippium, young, p. 329.

Figs. 32-34. Avicula sterna, " p. 330.

Fig. 35. Cassianella decussata, young, . p. 332.

Fig. 36. Vulsella rugosa, young, p. 332.

Fig. 37. Pecten irradians, adult, p. 333.

Figs. 38-39. Pecten magellanicus, young, p. 348.

Fig. 40. Pecten dislocatus, shell structure of young, p. 348.

Figs. 41-42. A)ioniia glabra, adult, p. 354.

Fig. 43. Anomia aculeata, young, p. 361.

Fig. 44. Unio carioaus, glochidium, p. 367.

Fig. 45. Margaritana undulata, glochidium, p. 367.

Fig. 46. Anodon cygnea, glochidium, p. 367.

Fig. 47. Anodon fluviatilis, glocliidium, p. 367.

Fig. 48. Margaritana undulata, young, p. 367.

Fig. 49. Anodon flnviatilis, young, p. 367.

Fig. 50. Saxicava rugosa, young p. 372.

Fig. 51. Bhombopteria mira, adult, p. 380.

Fig. 52. Malleus vulgaris young, p. 383.

Fig. 53. Pinna sp. indet., young, p. 385.

Figs. 9, 37, 41 and 42 are electrotypes furnished by the kindness of Professor A. E. Verrill. Figs. 10 to 24 and 26 to 29

inclusive are electrotypes furnished by the kindness of Colonel MacDonald, United States Commissioner of Fisheries.

PLATE XXIII.

Fig. 1. Embryo of Patella in tlic morula or mesembryo stage. Fig. la is an optical section of a similar stage (after

Patten), p. 291.

Fig. 2. Embryo of Palndina, gastrula, or metembryo stage : g, gastrula invagination ; m, mesoderm cells (after

Butschli). p. 291.

Figs. 3-4. Embryo of Patella, trochosphere or neoeml)ryo stage viewed from the dorsal side. In the middle of this

region the shell gland appears. Fig. 4 is a similar specimen viewed from the opposite or ventral side : 6, blastopore (after

Patten), pp. 288, 291.

Fig. 5. Embryo of Pisidium pusilum, typembryo stage: s, shell gland; m, mouth; o, anus;/, foot. p. 291.

Fig. 6. Embryo of Pleurobranchidinm, typembryo stage: s, shell gland and beginning of shell; v, velum; m, mouth;

/, foot. p. 291. (Figs. 5-6, after Laukester.)

Figs. 7-8. Glochidium of Anodon flnviatilis, from the gill cavities of the parent : ad, adductor muscle. This period is

referaljle to the phylembryo stage. The shell has a straight liinge line, and the remarkable spurs, sp, on its ventral border.

Fig. 8 is a dift'erent view of a similar specimen. Medford, November, 1888. X 75 diam. pp. 301, 312, 367.

Fig. 9. Developing Modinlnria marmorala. phyleraljryo stage : ad, anterior adductor muscle, wliich alone exists at this

stage ; m, mouth ; s, shell, which has a straight liinge line.

Fig. 10. Developing Cardium exiguum, phylembryo stage: ad, anterior adductor, whicli alone exists at this stage;

V, velum ; m, mouth ; i, intestine ; a, anus ; s, shell, which has a straight hinge line.

Fig. 11. Developing Montacutaferruginosa, phylembryo stage : ad, anterior adductor muscle, which alone exists at this

stage ; v, velum ; m, mouth ; a, anus
; /, foot ; r, r, r, retractor muscles of the velum ; s, shell, which has a straight hinge

line. (Figs. 9-11 after Loven.) Figs. 9-11, pp. 280, 289, 291, 312, 375.

Fig. 12. Adult Slava fibrosa, showing a very marked change in form of the shell : n, nealogic stage; e, ephebolic stage

(after Barrande), life size. pp. 293, 294.

Fig. 13. Developing Dentaliuni, phylembryo stage: v, velum; s, saddle-shaped shell, pp. 289, 291.

Fig. 14. Developing Dentalinra, older than flg. 13. The completed periconch stage, comparable to the period of the

completed protoconch in Gasteropods, etc. : v, velum; s, shell. (Figs. 1:5-14, after Lacaze-Dulhiers.) pp. 289, 293.

Fig. 15. Young Goniatites compressus :p, ovoid protoconch, succeeded by true conch." pp. 291, 311, 375.

'From Uy,-itt (27) aftei- S.-iiidbeigei-.
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Fig. 16. Young Croniatites canalicnlatus, vox. gracilis : p, globular protoconch, succeeded by true conch.' pp. 291, 311.

Fig. 17. Young Pteropod : p, ovoid protoconch (after Bronn). p. 291.

Fig. 18. TenJacith'tes (icxarius, Richter : p, protoconch (after Fischer), p. 291.

Fig. 19. Developing Sijcotopns canalicnlatus, completed protoconch stage: ft, heart;/, foot; v, velum. The sliell

shows distinct lines of growth (after camera drawing by the author). X 24 diam., pp. 289, 291, 375.

Fig. 20. Developing Sycotopus canaliculatus, a period much later than the close of the protoconch stage yet still re-

taining a velum, v, which is enormously developed, and has a ramifying muscular system, shown in the figure : /, foot ; t,

tentacles; e, eyes and m, month. X 12 diam., p. 289. Figs. 19-20 from egg cases, Buzzards Bay, September, 1889 (after

camera drawing by the author)

.

Fig. 21. Young Crepidnla fornicata : p, spirally twisted protoconch, succeeded by the sub-conical nepionic growth.

Buzzards Bay. X 24 diam., pp. 292, 293.

Fig. 22. Crepidnla fornicata, a series of adult specimens growing on one another and with axes arranged in relation to

cun-ents. An oyster is attached to the base of the colony. Buzzards Bay. Life size, p. 354.

Fig. 23. Crepidnla fornicata, much younger than tig. 21 : p, the protoconch, which is sharply defined, is succeeded bythe

early nepionic growth. Nantuclcet, July, 1889. X 24 diam., pp. 292, 311.

Fig. 24. Young Acmcea testudinalis var. alveus. Interesting as showing instead of a protoconch, a plug-like cicatrix, c,

formed where the protoconch dehisced. The cicatrix corresponds in form with the liase of a typical protoconch. (Com-

pare with tig. 23). X 87 diam., pp. 292, 293.

Figs. 7, 8, 17, 18, 23 and 24 drawn by the author; all otiiers drawn by Mr. J. H. Emerton.

PLATE XXIV.

Fi". 1. Embryonic Ostrea virginiana, growing on a plate of glass from a drain-pipe trap. It is the completed prodis-

soconch stage and dimyarian : a. ad, anterior adductor muscle; p. ad, posterior adductor; g, gills, which consist of simple

filamentous processes (compare with tig. G) ; v, velum; pi, palps; a, anus; m, mantle border, which is broad and bears

no tentacles. The shell is wholly prodissoconch growth, no spat growth having taken place, and is cemented to the glass

by the ventral border of the left valve. The early straight hinge line similar to that of Ostrea edulis, fig. 25, p. 300, is

lost and superseded by a curved one. X 120 diam., pp. 282. 300, 308, 378.

Fig. 2. Same specimen as fig. 1, viewed from the left side through the glass to which attached ; lettering as in fig. 1.

Fig. 3. Ostrea, the same specimen as figs. 1 and 2, but three days older: pi, palps; i', rectum; g, gills, which at this

stage are composed of filaments connected at the tips by cross connecting bars ; m, mantle border, broad and not yet

possessing marginal tentacles; p, the prodissoconch, which equals nearly half the entire height of the shell. Redrawn

from camera drawing by the author, p. 304.

Fig. 4. Ostrea virginiana, young spat growing on glass : ad, adductor muscle; pi, palps. The body is permeated with

liver follicles; g, gills. Three gill lamelhc are in view. A, A', B', for an understanding of which see fig. 8. In the early

growth of the right, outer gill iJ', no coiTcspouding gill J5 exists on the leftside; st, stomach; int, intestine; o, anus;

h, heart; v, large blood vessel passing to mantle border; c,d, foramina through which att'erent Ijlood passes to heart;

m, mantle border fringed with tentacles ; rm, radial muscles which retract the mantle ; s, a sinuosity in the upper right

valve, exists at this point ; the mantle is constantly retracted and all excurrent action takes place through this sinuosity

as indicated by arrows; p, prodissoconch. Redrawn from camera drawing by the author. X 12 diam., pp. 305, 307.

Fig. 5. Gill plate from a young oyster of age of fig. 4, showing filaments joined by cross connecting bars. p. 305.

Figs. 6-12. Diagrams of gills of developing Ostrea and adult Perna, Anomia and Pecten. The filaments in all are let-

tered the same so as to show the relation of the several diagrams : A, direct filament of inner gill of left side; a, reflected

border of same filament; A', direct filament of inner gill of right side; n', reflected border of same filament; £, direct

filament of outer gill ou left side; b, reflected border of same filament; B' direct filament of outer gill of right side; 6',

refiected border of same filament.

Fig. 6. Gills of young Ostrea virginiana, age of figs. 1-2, this plate, pp. 301, 303.

Fig. 7. Gills of Ostrea, later stage, age of fig. 3, this plate, p. 304.

Fig. 8. Gills of Ostrea, still later stage, age of fig. 4, this plate, p. 305.

Fig. 9. Gills of adult Ostrea, see PI. xxv, fig. 12, p. 300.

Fig. 10 Gills of adult Perna epliippium, see PI. xxv, fig. 11 pp. 304, 32G.

Fig. 11. Gills of adult Anomia glabra, p. 358.

Fig. 12. Gills of adult Pecten irradians, pp. 336, 341.

Figs. 13-16. Ostrea edtilis, early phylembryonic stage of shell growth; 13, viewed from the right side; 14, from the

ventral border; 15, from the left side; and IG, in end view. Compare with flg. 25, p. 300, an anatomical figure of about

the same age. The shell has a straight hinge line and only a slight indication of umbos. From the gill chamber of the

parent. X 120 diam., pp. 299, 312, 375.

Fig. 17. Ostrea virginiana, completed prodissoconch stage, viewed from the upper right side, the specimen being al-

ready cemented to an oljject of support : r, right valve ; I, left valve. Compare with fig. 26, p. 312. X 87 diam., pp. 312, 378.

Fig. 18. A specimen slightly older than fig. 17, viewed from the anterior end : I, left valve ; r, right valve ; s, spat

growth, which has begun along the margin of the prodissoconch valves. X 87 diam., pp. 312, 315.

Fig. 19. Young Ostrea virginiana. Tip of left valve from inside whorls of a dead Sycotopus, where it was preserved from
'Fioiii UyaU ('J7J iillui Siimlbei(;cr.
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all eroding action : p, prodi.-isoccjnch ; », spat si'owtli ; I, cartilage pit
; /, Hauge-like extension of margin of the shell ex-

tending over the object of fixation ; h, border of shell proper, exclusive of Hange. X 87 diam., pp. 315, 32'J.

Fig. 20. Young Ostrea vinjiniana, growing on glass, viewed from right side, showing p. left and right valves of

prodissoconch, and s, the tirst stages of spat growth. X 24 diam., p. 315.

Fig. 21. Same specimen as fig. 20, viewed from the left side through the glass to which attached :;.), prodissoconch

;

s, spat growth, p. 315. Figures 17 to 21 are of specinieus from Buzzards Bay.

Fig. 22. Grt/phcea arcuaCa. umljos of shidl showing flat area of early fixation in left valve and corresponding convex

area of right. Spacimsn from Liwor Lias; in Museum of Comparativ' Zoology. X 11 diam., p. 317.

Fig. 2i. 6ryph(Ea calceohi, var. iiebrasceitsis, showing a flat area of early attachnieut in this highly arcuate species and

a prodissoconch, p. Jurassic of Wyoiuing, specimen No. 1881. U. S. National Musenni. X 1 1 diam.. pp. 313, 317.

Fig. 24. Same specimen as fig. 23. viewed from in front.

Figs. 3-4 and 22-24 drawn by Jlr. .1. 11. Emcrton : figs. 17-18 drawn by .Mr. F. W. ('obh; all other figures drawn by

the autlior.

PLATE XXV.

Fig. 1. Young Oalrea virginiana, growing on glass, viewed from the right side : p, left and riglit valves of prodisso-

conch; Is, 2s. lifults of tirst and .second spat or nepionic stages.

Fig. 2. Same specimen as fig. 1, viewed from the left side through the glass to which attached : p, left valve of prodis.

soconch; Is, 2s, limits of first and second spat or nepionic stages; I, margin of left valve, beyond which the right

(upper) valve extends. Figs. 1 and 2, X 24 diam., p. 315.

Fig. 3 Young Ostrea virginiana, viewed from the hinge area: j), prodissocouch ; Ic, left valve; rv, right valve; s, early

spat growth. The left valve has not yet tiattened to the object of attachment. X 120 diam , p. 315.

Fig. 4. Youug Ostrea viryiniana viewed from right side, the specimen being attached to a shell : p, prodissoconch,

succeeded by s, the early spat or nepionic growth. X 08 diam., pp. 311, 315

Fig. 5. Youug Ostrea virginiana separated from a glass slide on which it hail grown and viewed from right upper side :

p, prodissoconch : Is, 2s, 3s, 4s, four spat or nepionic stages of growth clearly indicated in this specimen ; si, a sinuosity la

the right valve where excurrent actiou takes place. Compare with left view of same specimen, fig. Ci. X 8 diam., pp.

307, 31(!.

Fig. II. Same specimen as fig. 5, l)ut viewed from the left side, by which it was attached to the glass before removal.

The left valve is seen to overhang the right on its free borders; at si', the excurrent sinuosity of the right valve is very

notlcealile in this figure, and four nepionic stages are marked in this valve as in the right valve, p. 316. Figs. l-i>, inclu-

sive, are of specimens from Buzzards Bay.

Fig. 7. Young Ostrea virginiana from Provincetown, Massachusetts, showing nepionic or spat stages of growtli of

the right v.alve (Is, 2s, 3s, 4s, 5s). The first two stages were drawn from a younger specimen, as they were worn oft'

In the specimen at hand. X J diam. p. 316.

Fig. 8. Ostrea virginiana. Two adult individuals fixed to the same object of attachment. The left hand specimen is

growing in the normal position with the right valve uppermost, and the left valve lowermost. The right hand specimen

is growing in a reversed position with the right valve lowermost, and the left valve, uppermost; in both the same rela-

tive form of the valves is maintained. Buzzards Bay. X J diam., pp. 316, 321.

Figs. 0-12. Revolution of the axes, showing the relations of the axes of the body to the shell in typical Pelecj^jods,

and the serial mechanical relation of the same. Lettering in the figures : ap. ax, antero-posterior axis, drawn through the

mouth and middle of tiie posterior adductor muscle; h. ax, hinge axis, the axis of motion of the valves; a. ad, anterior

adductor nuiscle
; p. ad. posterior adductor ; m. m(j\ith

;
pi. palps ; a. anus

; g, gills
;
pd. pedal muscles : /. foot ; b, byssus

;

7(, heart.

Fig. 0. Mya arenaria, p. 300.

Fig. 10. Modiola pUcatula, p. 309.

Fig. 11. Perna epkippium, pp. 309, 329.

Fig. 12. Ostrea virginiana, pp. 305, 308, 327.

Fig. 8, drawu by the kindness of Mrs. J. W. Elliot; all other figures dra\vn by the author.

PLATE XXVI.

Fig. 1. Spondylvs hippuritarum, having a highly modified, deep, attached valve and less modified free valve. European

Cretaceous (after d'Orbigny). pp. 319, .323, 351.

Fig. 2. Chamostrea alhida, showing an ostreaform, cemented valve and flatter free valve (after H. & A. Adams) . p. 323.

Fig. 3. Hinnites cortesi, right valve, sliowing au early nealogic, regular pecteniform stage, possessing a byssal sinus,

which is succeeded, when the shell becomes attached to a foreign body, by an irregular ostreaform growth, possessing no

byssal sinus, and losing almost entirely the features characteristic of early stages, pp. 282, 293, 294, 324, 350 and 390.

Fig. 4. Hinnites cortesi, left valve, showing au early regular pecteniform shell, as does the right valve, fig. 3. When the
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PLATE XXVIII.

Fig. 1. Yoiiug Pecten irradians, vicwi-d from tlio left side: ad, adductor muscle; g, gills: i, iutestiue; a, ;unis ; h,

heart: /, foot: p r, posterior retractor of tlie foot: m, mautle border l)earing eyes, e; aud alteruatiug tentacles, t. Tlie

sliell bears a prodissoconch, p. and is of al)out tlie age of tig. 12. this plate. Ketlra-wu from camera dra\ying liy the autlior.

X 40 diam., p. 333.

Fig. 2. Pecten irradians, older tliau any other young Pecten figured. Sliows an active extensible foot; the mantle l)or-

der bears a single eye in each plication of the shell and alternating with each eye two tentacles (tentacles are omitted in tlie

right mantle lobe for the sake of clearness). Under the dorsal ear a special protrusion of the mantle border (pseudosi-

plion) exists, and at this point all excurrent flow talies place as indicated Ijythe arrow. The shell shows no prodissoconcli,

hut the smootli early nepionic stage is indicated. The plications are as in the adult, tig. 37, p. 333, in number aii<l form.

The liinge line is relatively long, and Init slight ears are developed. X 16 diam., pp. 33."). 34.5, 387.

Fig. 3. Pecten irradians. diagram of a gill filament of adult.: a, direct border; a', reflected border: s, septum connect-

ing direct and reflected liorderof about every tifteentli filament ; hi. blade conifnencing when septum diminishes. Compare
with PI. XXIV, fig. 12. p. 341.

Fig. 4. Pecten, diagrammatic section of adult, to sliow relations of mantle wail and tent;icles : s, shell ; lig, ligament;

ad, adductor; m, mantle; mw, mantle wall; e, eye; t, marginal tentacles ; (/t. guard tentacles, p. 338.

Fig. 5. Fa>ces of Pecten, seen in section and longitudinally, p. 340.

Fig. G. Pecten, mantle border of fig. 1 enlarged, showing cup-shaped eyes alternating witli single papillose tentacles;

no mantle wall or guard tentacles are yet developed on the mantle border, pp. 33."), 337.

Fig. 7. Young Pecten, diagram of foot. In forming the byssal attachment it may lay hold of a foreign object at its tip

and at the point of the bj'ssal cleft, arching up between those points as in the figure, p. 337.

Figs. 8, 8a. Pecten, diagram to illnstrate tlie swimming. Arrows indicate tlie several currents of water ejected in swim-

ming as descrilied in the text. p. 33ii.

Fig. 9. Young Pecten irradians, viewed from left side: ;). prodissoconch. succeetled l)y tlie eiirly nepionic stage of tlie

dissoconch. The form of the shell is distinct and diti'ers from all later stages. C'omiiare witli Perna, Pi. xxvii, fig. I. ;iud

Avicula, tig. 32, p. 330. X .50 diam., pp. 333. 342, 379, 387.

Fig. 10. Pecten, same specimen as fig. 0, but viewed from tlie right side. The Ijyssal notch originates "with the initial

stages of dissoconch growth, it is deep, and has a marginal tooth. The left valve overhangs the riglit on its free border.

Compare with PI. xxvii, fig. 3, and PI. xxix, fig. G. pp. 328. 342.

Fig. 11. Perna ephippium, same specimen as PI. xxvii, fig. 1, viewed from umljonal region: I v, left valve; which is

slightly larger than rv, the right valve. Tlie umbos of the pi'odissoconch, p, are directed posterioi-ly. X 50 diam.
, p. 328.

Fig. 12. Pecten irradians, older tlian figs, li-in, viewed from the left side : p. prodissoconch, succeeded by smootli

early nepionic growth which gives place to a plicated later growth. The hinge line is pi'oportionately longer than in earlier

stages, figs. 'J-10, and is also relatively longer than in tlie adult, fig. 37, p. 333. Very sliglit indications of ears exist at this

stage. X 40 diam., pp. 345, 387.

Fig. 13. Pecten, same specimen as fig. 12, viewed from the right side. Description of shell as in fig. 12. A deep bys-

sal notch exists in this valve, originating at the close of the prodissoconch period. Four teeth exist on the border of the

notch instead of one as in fig. 10. At this age the left valve has ceased to be produced beyond the border of the right on
on its free margins, as in fig. 10. The shell as viewed from both sides ditters markedly from eai'lier and later stages in form,

p. 345.

All the specimens of Pecten irradians figured were collected at Bnzzai'ds Biiy. August, 1888.

F'ig. 14. Young Ciilamys islandica. viewed from left side, showing, p, prodissoconch, and a smooth early nepionic

growth, succeeded by a plicated later growth. The plications are lilvc those of the adult and mark a stage by their intro-

duction. The hinge line is longer rel.ativelj- to the width of the shell at this stage tlian in the adult as noted in Pecten ir-

radians, and has slightly developed ears. Specimen No. 272y4, Smithsonian Institution CatJilogue. X 23 diam., pp. 349 aud
388. An enlarged umboual view of this specimen seen from the right side, vide PI. xxvii, fig. 8.

Figs. 3-8 drawn by the author ; all others drawn liv Mr. .T. H. Emerton.

PLATE XXIX.

Fig. 1. Young Anomia ylahra, growing on glass, viewed from the leftside: ad, adductor muscle; p r, posterior re-

tractor aud a r, anterior retractor muscles of the foot; /, foot; pi, palps; o, anus; h, body permeated with liver fol-

licles; g, gills. Two gill lamella; are seen from this side, A and b (compare with diagram, PI. xxiv, fig. 11) ; s, sheath

supporting gills; ft, heart; v, v, blood vessels; m, mantle border; p, prodissoconch. p. 355.

Fig. 2. Anomia, same specimen as fig. 1, \iewed from the right side through the glass to which attached: ad, adduc-

tor muscle; a r, anterior retractor muscle of the foot, attached to the left upper valve, but seen through the glass; bs,

calcifying Ijyssal tip composed of separate discs of lime which unite to form parallel lines, as shown in the figure; /, foot;

pi, palps, showing slightly in this view; y, gills of which three lamella?, a, A', b'. are visililefrom this side (compare with
PI. xxfv, fig. 11) ; s, slieatli whicli supports the gills: ft, heart, a ventricle and auricle are visilile from this side; a. anus;

c, cecum, highly produced; m. mantle border; rv, border of right valve which liy a sinuosity encloses the byssus; Iv,

l)order of left valve. Figs. 1 and 2 magnified about 20 diam. Redrawn from camera drawings by the author, p. 355.

Fig. 3. Diagrammatic cross-section of fig. 1, to show action of the muscles; lettering as in flg. 1. p. 355.
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Fig. 4. Anomia glabra, vury youu;;-, viewed from the left side : p, prodissocoiicli, Avliieli is on tlie Ixirder of the valve,

not yet being enclosed by the dissoconch growth. X 50 dlam., p. 35!).

Fig. 5. Young Anomia ylahra, viewed from the left side : p, the prodissocouch, is not yet surrounded by dissoconch

growth. Compare with tigs. 4 ami 8. The dissoconch is sub-oval and an extensible foot,/, exists. X50 diam., pp. 355, 381).

Fig. li. Anomia, same specimen as fig. 5, viewed from right side; p, the prodissoconch, shows indications of a byssal

sinus in the lines of growth. The dissoconch is extremely thin, surrounds the byssal notch and anteriorly has grown

around the prodissoconch covering its umbo. The method of growth is indicated by the lines of growth, pp. 350. 388.

Compare with Pecten, PI. xxviii, tig. 10.

Fig. 7. Young Anomia glabra, umbonal region of right valve: ;>, the prodissoconch, shows indications of a byssal

notch which is accentuated in the succeeding dissoconcli growth; the latter finally grows around the byssns so as to en-

close it. Compare with fig. G, this plate, also with PI. xxvn, fig. 3, and PI. xx^^^, fig. 10. X 50 diam., p. 3C.0.

Fig. 8. Anomia, tip of valve, older than figs. 4 and 5 and in the same view. The dissoconch growth has now enclosed

the prodissoconch, p, and the borders of the opposing sides form a marked area by their ingrowth at the umbo. X 5u

diam., pp. :!5i), 389. Specimens of Anomiji;, figs. 1-8, were collected at Buzzards Bay, August, 1888.

Fig. It. Mutilus edulis. very young : p, the prodissoconch. succeeded by early nepionic growth. Beach Blutt'. JIass.

X 50 diam., p. 3(;;!.

Fig. 10. Mijtilns ediiHs, older than tig. 9 ; p, prodissoconch, succeeded by nepionic growth. Nantucket. X 47 diam.

Fig. 11. Young Modiula hamatus : p, prodissocouch, succeeded l)y a smooth nepionic stage. Later, the smooth ne-

pionic stage is succeeded by the plicated growth typical of the species as shown in PI. xxx, tig. 1. Specimen on oyster

shells from Baltimore, collected at Martha's Vineyard. X 50 diara., p. 304.

Figs. 3, 5, (), 9, 10 and 11 drawn by the author; all others by Mr. J. H. Fmerton.

PLATE XXX.

Fig. L Modiola hamatus, older than PI. xxix, flg. 11 : p. prodissoconch, succeeded by an early plain nepionic stage,

which is again succeeded l)y a plicated later stage. Attached to a cluster of Pernas in Museum of Comparative Zcjology.

X 50 diam., p. 3(!4.

Fig. 2. Argina pexata, very young, showing a prodissoconch, p, and succeeding dissoconch growth. Buzzards Bay, Sep-

tember, 1888. X 87 diam., p. 3U4.

Fig. 3. Grenella decussata: p, prodissoconch, succeeded by the early dissoconch growth. Specimen from Smithsonian

Institution. X 23 diam., p. 3li4.

Fi"-. 4. Sphxrium securis : embryo from gills of the parent. The whole shell (jf this specimen represents the prodisso-

couch period: a. ad, anterior adductor; p. ad, posterior adductor; g, gill tilameuts; pi, jialps;/, foot; ot, otocyst; si, si-

phon. Medford, Mass., Nov. 1888. X about 60 diam., p. 369.

Fio-. 5. Sphmrium seairis, a little olderthauflg. 4, viewed fromleft side : p, prodissoconch, succeeded by early dissoconch

growth. X about 25 diam.
, p. 369.

Fi"-. 5a. Sphieriumlsecuris, a little older than figure 5, viewed from right side : p, prodissoconch. X 8 diam., p. 370.

Fi"-. 6. Young Petriaolapholadiformis, showingp, prodissoconch and succeeding nepionic stage which is strikingly difl'er-

eut f"i-oin later stages :/, foot; m, mantle border; si, siphons, both with simple, unbranched tentacles. X 47 diam., i). 370.

Fi"-. 7. Petricola plwladiformis, older than flg. 6, shows early nepionic smooth stage succeeded by the later characteristic

plicated and elongate^features typical of the adult. X 8 diam., p.*37I. Figs. 6-7, of specimens from Nantucket, July, 1889.

Fig. 8. Petricola, tip of In-anchial siphon of a specimen of about the age of fig. 7, showing the arborescently branching

tentacles which surround the orifice. X 19 diani., p. 371.

Fig. 9. Youug Venus mercenaria : p, prodissoconch, succeeded by early dissoconch growth. X 87 diam., p. 371.

Fi^. 10. Venus mercenaria, an older specimen than flg. 9, showing a prodissoconch p, and succeeding nepionic growth.

X 40 diam., p. 371. Figs. 9-10 from Buzzards Bay.

Fig. 11. Scrobicttlaria tenuis -. p, prodissoconch sttcceeded by early dissoconcli growth. The prodissoconch is not so

sharply deflned as in many genera, liecausethe early dissoconcli is not characterized liy markedly dilfering features. Speci-

men from Smithsonian Institution. X 50 diam., p. 372.

Fig. 12. Mija arenaria, very young: p, prodissoconch, and well deflned succei'ding dissoconch. Buzzards Bay, 1888.

X 87 diam., p. 374.

Fi". 13. Ml/a arenaria, older than flg. 12 : a prodissoconch, p, less clearly deflned than when younger, exists at the

umbos. The dissoconch growth has acquired characteristics of the genus in form. A large active foot exists. The

siphon consists of an extensible excurrent and a short non-extensible incurrent tube. Buzzards Bay. X 20 diara.
, p. 372.

Fig. 14. Siphon of a young clam older than flg. 13. The massive siphon is fringed with tentacles. The incurrent

titbeis also bordered by tentacles, bnt the excurrent tube bears none; it is thin walled and retractile : s, border of shell

from which the siphon extrudes. Chelsea Beach. X 10 diam., p. 373.

Figs. 4 to 8 inclusive, and fig. 14 drawn by the author; all others drawn by Mr. J. H. Emerton.
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